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Margaret Chase Smith 

In Service 
to. Her Country 

This year the Woodrow Wilson Here is where Margaret Chase she charged the Kennedy' Adminis
Fellowship Program has presented Smith's life hits the spotlight. While tration with apparent lack of will to 
Senator Margaret, Chase Smith at , in the House, she was largely brought. use nuclear weapons, which, 'she 
Notre Dame from April 22-26: Even ' t() the attention of the American pub- claimed, weakened the nation'sabil
at this late, date you might still be lic with her work in protecting and ity to deal with the Soviet Union. 
wondering what the Woodrow Wil- furthering the status of women in the Upon hearing this Khrushchev re
son Fellowship, Program is and even military. She served on both the ferred to. her as "the devil 'in' a dis
more who Margaret Chase Smith is. House Naval Affairs Committee and guise of a woman" and,accusedher 

, If that's the case, you're in luck. the House Armed $ervices Commit- of beating "all records of sav~gery." 
According to their statement, the tee. Through these, she obtained the As to voting on key issues,Senator 

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Pro- passage of the Women's Armed Ser- Smith was again generally indepen~ 
gram hopes to "establish better com- vices Integration ACt in 1948. She dent. She supported the' Republican 
munication ,between 'liberal arts also seemed to raise many an eyebrow pro-military bills: draft extension, 
colleges and the world of practical with her decided independence from universal military training; foreign 
affairs." In other words, each year the Republican Party. She supported loans and extended foreign aid; , yet 
the program sends different fellows much of Roosevelt's New Deal legis- also, voted for many 'of the Demo- ' 
(all. nationally renowned) to, their lation, and in 1947 she was the only cratic civirrights bills.. ,,', ' , , ' 
fifty-nine subscribed schools in hopes, Republican in the House to oppose a Margaret Chase Sinith, is certainly , 
that thl,'ough their lectures and pri- cut in the Truman Administration' a tradition breaker in other ways be
vale gatherings the students will budget;', sides her staunch iridependerice>"In 
become better acquainted with the Her Cinderella story becomes even addition to all her work in the House 
supposed outside world. brighter with her election to the for women, whilein the'Senateshe 

Whether or not that clarifies any- Senate in 1948, an election where she finally had a : special. rest "room set 
thing, Margaret Chase Smith is a real received the greatest total vote ma- aside for the women senators instead 
celebrity, in her own right, an awe- jority in the history of Maine. Mrs. of them having to use the regular 
some example for the women's lib" Smith served in the Senate for four tourist room. She 'is the first woman 
bers. A short version of her success 'consecutive terms" only just recently to have served' in' both houses' of ' 
story begins with her work, as a being defeated for the first time in. Congress, and she is also the'first 
teacher, an executive in atelephone the 1972, election. Yet while in the 'woman to have been placed in nom: 
company and later a woollen com~ Senate she was one of the most hard- ination for the presidency by a major' 
pany, and a nationally syndicated working andotitspoken senators. As 'political party. In 'fact, in the final 
columnist - all before she married. an example of her hard work, she ballot at the 1964 ReiJUblican"Na-' 
After her marriage to future H01,lse ' served on such committees as the ,tional Convenuon,she received the 
~epresentative Clyde H. Smith, ,she, Republican Policy Committee, the second highest number of votes! 
served on .the Republican State Com- 'Appropriations Committee, the , More than these impressive statistics, 
mittee for six years (1930-1936) and Armed Services 'Committee, the Mrs. Smith has received some seven- ' 
then as his secretary until his. death 'Space Committee, the. Government ty-five honorary, degrees "from,col-
in 1940. 'After, his death, 'she ,was' ,Operations Committee and the all- 'leges across the country/though she 
elected to the House to fill his va- 'important Rules Committee. For a has, never, attended college herself. 
cancy and served there until 1948. sample of her outspokenness, in'1961 She has also been awarded fifty-seven 
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national honors,including three 
times Woman of the Year, four times 
Woman of the Year .in Politics and 
fifteen times on the Gallup Poll list 
of the Ten Most Admired Women. 

For a look at her lighter side, one 
of Mrs. Smith's familiar trademarks 
is a rose. She is so equated with it, 
that it is a rare occasion when she is 
seen without one. President Ken
nedy's f~neral' was one of these oc
casions. Senator Smith "didn't think 
it was the day for roses." Yet at Sen
ator Mike Mansfield's suggestion she 
left one on the President's desk in
stead. 

She has even gone so far as to 
push' the rose as national flower. 
She and "Ev" Dirksen frequently 
argued over this issue, she of course' 
boosting the rose and he the mari
gold. Yet upon his death, when asked 

,to put a rose on his desk, too, she 
must' have' remembered, those, argu
ments for she left some marigolds. 

Gen. Willi<i.m C.' Lewis, Jr., has 
accompanied Mrs. Smith on her visit. 
He served in the Navy from 1942-47, 
working up to a staff position under 
the Secret~ry of the Navy. in ,J947, 
he switched over to, the Army Air 
Corps Reserve where - in 1959 he 
achieved the position of Deputy As
sistant to the Secretary of Defense. , 
Also a lawyer, Gen. Lewis has man~ : 
aged' the "campaigns for Senator 
Smith and is' officially titlE?d as her 
Executive Assistant. 

The University has certainly, been' " 
fortunate to have a person of ,such 
high caliber'· visit. All 'in all, 
Margaret Chase' Smith is a woman ' 
to be admired.' , ' 

- -Eileen O'Gr~dy 

APRIL'26,1974, ' 

"/ love you for what you are, 
but / love yOu yet more for 

what youaregoing to be ... " 
-Carl Sandburg 

, ' 

Chosen but once and. cherished forever, 
your engagement and weddi'ng rings ~ill reflect your love 
in their brilliance and beau,ty'. Happily you can choo~e 
Keepsake with complete confidence ' 
because the guarantee assures perfectdarity," 
precise cut and fine, . ' '.' ...... -

,white color. There is 
no finer diamond ring. 

. ' 

T·M Reo. A.H. Pond Co. 

. HOW TO PLAN YOUR E_NGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
send ne~ 20 pg, bee'klet, "Planning Yeur En'gage'inent and 'Wedding" plus 
full celer felder and 44 pg. Bride's Beek gi!1 effer all fer enly 25¢., S·H, 

Name ----"-----,---,---,~(;o;PI:':ea;:-' ... p';:;;'"U~-...:...---'----=-..:...:...-...:...--

Add, ... _...:..._--:... ________ ---, _____ --'--'-__ 

, Ci~------------=...:...-...:...--------..:...:...~ 

, S,.,. ______ '--___ --'-_____ ...:....-Zi. ___ ...:..._'---

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RING~, BOX 90, SYRAC~SE~ N.Y. 13201 

Find your Keepsake Jewelers In the Yellow'pages or dial"ree 8()()'243·6000.ln Conn. 80.0.-882·650.0.. ' 
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HarrvWbo? 
In the secret, places of Our Lady's canipus, there 

are artists at, work. Hidden away,in the catacomb-like 
studios, beneath O'Shaughnessy, tl1ey are working. In' 
mysterious ; ~ooms throughout the aging FieldHouse, 
they are working. Last Sunday, April 21, they "came 
out," for ,a while at least; to offer the fruits of their 
labor. The ,2fstAnnual Student Art Show opened and 
will continue through May, 19. , 

, "Clowns on Fire" is' the theme chosen by the seniors 
for the: show which is open to all, undergraduate and 
graduate art majors at Notre Dame as well as almost 
400, other students from various departments who are 
enrolled, iIi, art classes. The show is juried, which 

, means that a ,work's acceptance for display depends on 
the decision of a"panel. The panel this year consists of 
two art teachers" two graduate staudents and, t~o un-
dergraduate art,majors. " ," ' " ' 

'The diversity,' of works exhibited reflects the 'na~ 
ture of Notre Dame's Art Depar'tnient which is ~ne thai 
encourages the freedom of the individual artist; The'" 
Arf Program is based upon, the unit system. The' 
stUdent-teacher ratio is ,1:1 and each' student has an 
advisor, with whom he meets regularly to evahiate his' 
own work' and progress:' ' 

, There .exists,no, identifiable: ';school style" and fac~ 
ulty members encourage students to find their own mode 
ofexi>ression~ On'display in the Notre Dame; Art Gal
'lery this month will"'be many' paintings~oils" a.nd 
acrylics'-water'colors, drawirigs;etchirigs; silk screens, 

, black' and, white, ,'~nd color photographs,' meta.l 'sculp
tures and other' light sculptures. ' 
: ' Notre Dame's'juded exhibition is an example of a 

kind of vehicle through which artists cari' make 'tileir 
work public: ,Hundreds 6f national ~ndregional, ;ex~ 
hibitions~ occur each' year; Thro-ugh' these exhibitions 
the artist not only reaches the public but also receiVes 
affirmation from fellow artists. And, of cQurse,'for 
every artist there is' the hope of a one-man show. some- ' 
day. ' " " ' 

The ~ork of Notre Dame artists corresponds with 
national trends to someexterit. A few of the students 
are leaning 'towards New Realism,: the duplication of " 
photographic scenes. This movement began a' few years 
ago as an outgrowth of pop art;' Working from a photo
graph, the New Realist duplicates on canvas what he, 
finds in 'the photo. One might aSk where is the self~ :,' 
expression in such Ii; process. The, steps' taken' in the 
translation' froin photo to canvas' became very imp or- , 
tant.' The outcome,resembles a photograph but, with 
a drastic cha'nge in scale and thus in feeling.' " ",' 

"Modern artists are also moving towards a revival of, 
the 1940's' trend of' abstract expressionism. ; Today~s ex
pressionism, however, it without the extreme dripping 
and splashing of the ~O's; " 

'APRIL 26, 1974 , 

There is also a modern movement, originating in 
Chicago, called the Harry Who. Artists of this group 
create works which resemble gross comic book scenes. 
The paintings are drawn with outlines and very fiat 
colors and the artist manipulatively distorts the figures 
to portray obscene events. ' 
. There are no 'Harry Who's at Notre Dame, but 

there is at least one conceptual artist. Conceptual art 
is one of the most unique and most important of the 
new movements. The idea behind an art object is' the 
essential and most ,significant factor for the conceptual 
artist. This type of artist might perform an event a.nd 
document it with a story or a videotape. An idea would 
be communiCated ~ithout necessarily being represented 
by an object. In general"Du Lac's students lean towards 
the traditional. They 'are striving to produce an im
proved art object. ' 

The work ,of artists is_not to be thought,of as self
indulgent. Somehow most artists, consciously or un
consciously, try to affect the thinking of the persons 
who view their work. Good art influences people's lives 
in subtle ways-the tasteful decoration of a room may 
be the result of an artist's inspired color arrangements. 

Come to see "Clowns on Fire" and open yourself to 
the effects that color, form and thought may have on 
you. 

Katy Sullivan 
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out," for ,a while at least; to offer the fruits of their 
labor. The ,2fstAnnual Student Art Show opened and 
will continue through May, 19. , 

, "Clowns on Fire" is' the theme chosen by the seniors 
for the: show which is open to all, undergraduate and 
graduate art majors at Notre Dame as well as almost 
400, other students from various departments who are 
enrolled, iIi, art classes. The show is juried, which 

, means that a ,work's acceptance for display depends on 
the decision of a"panel. The panel this year consists of 
two art teachers" two graduate staudents and, t~o un-
dergraduate art,majors. " ," ' " ' 

'The diversity,' of works exhibited reflects the 'na~ 
ture of Notre Dame's Art Depar'tnient which is ~ne thai 
encourages the freedom of the individual artist; The'" 
Arf Program is based upon, the unit system. The' 
stUdent-teacher ratio is ,1:1 and each' student has an 
advisor, with whom he meets regularly to evahiate his' 
own work' and progress:' ' 

, There .exists,no, identifiable: ';school style" and fac~ 
ulty members encourage students to find their own mode 
ofexi>ression~ On'display in the Notre Dame; Art Gal
'lery this month will"'be many' paintings~oils" a.nd 
acrylics'-water'colors, drawirigs;etchirigs; silk screens, 

, black' and, white, ,'~nd color photographs,' meta.l 'sculp
tures and other' light sculptures. ' 
: ' Notre Dame's'juded exhibition is an example of a 

kind of vehicle through which artists cari' make 'tileir 
work public: ,Hundreds 6f national ~ndregional, ;ex~ 
hibitions~ occur each' year; Thro-ugh' these exhibitions 
the artist not only reaches the public but also receiVes 
affirmation from fellow artists. And, of cQurse,'for 
every artist there is' the hope of a one-man show. some- ' 
day. ' " " ' 

The ~ork of Notre Dame artists corresponds with 
national trends to someexterit. A few of the students 
are leaning 'towards New Realism,: the duplication of " 
photographic scenes. This movement began a' few years 
ago as an outgrowth of pop art;' Working from a photo
graph, the New Realist duplicates on canvas what he, 
finds in 'the photo. One might aSk where is the self~ :,' 
expression in such Ii; process. The, steps' taken' in the 
translation' froin photo to canvas' became very imp or- , 
tant.' The outcome,resembles a photograph but, with 
a drastic cha'nge in scale and thus in feeling.' " ",' 

"Modern artists are also moving towards a revival of, 
the 1940's' trend of' abstract expressionism. ; Today~s ex
pressionism, however, it without the extreme dripping 
and splashing of the ~O's; " 
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There is also a modern movement, originating in 
Chicago, called the Harry Who. Artists of this group 
create works which resemble gross comic book scenes. 
The paintings are drawn with outlines and very fiat 
colors and the artist manipulatively distorts the figures 
to portray obscene events. ' 
. There are no 'Harry Who's at Notre Dame, but 

there is at least one conceptual artist. Conceptual art 
is one of the most unique and most important of the 
new movements. The idea behind an art object is' the 
essential and most ,significant factor for the conceptual 
artist. This type of artist might perform an event a.nd 
document it with a story or a videotape. An idea would 
be communiCated ~ithout necessarily being represented 
by an object. In general"Du Lac's students lean towards 
the traditional. They 'are striving to produce an im
proved art object. ' 

The work ,of artists is_not to be thought,of as self
indulgent. Somehow most artists, consciously or un
consciously, try to affect the thinking of the persons 
who view their work. Good art influences people's lives 
in subtle ways-the tasteful decoration of a room may 
be the result of an artist's inspired color arrangements. 

Come to see "Clowns on Fire" and open yourself to 
the effects that color, form and thought may have on 
you. 

Katy Sullivan 
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Week iU.Distortio·u 

. . . that only one of the above re
ports is true? Cognizant of the atti
tude of enlightenment at Notre 
Dame, can you guess which o'ne it 
. ? IS .... 

:,-

Any frequenter of our beloved dining 
halls must be aware of' the j'don't 
waste" propaganda which has been 
assaulting our eyes and stomachs of 
late. Cheery buttons advise, "Tell me 

.' if you want less" (isn't it too much 
already?); steel' milk· dispensers 

: warn us' that· milk is filling' (you 
have to fill up on something!) ; and 

... ' smiling lasses reward us for Clean
ing our plates with coupons redeem
able' for free rootbeer:ftoais (yum 
yum) ; Perhaps this, is an experiment 

. being conducted by the Notre Dame 
Psychology Dept.; but really, . even 
positive reinforcement and condition
ing, can't cure, chronic indigestion! 
One worry the ND student, doesn't 
have ~ that he'll spoil his'supper. 

Meet John Murphy, your new Week . that Paris. fashion designers 
In Distortion columnist. I am heir have capitalized on the new bare, The recent decision by the Indiana 
to this dubious honor due to my pos- fad? For. the "over-30" man who Court of Appeals resulting in a nOll
session of the following, crucial wants to streak, sho~ social aware-alcohoiic Irish Wake (aren't the two 
criteria: a friendship with the re- ness, and be in style,all at the same ant~nymous?),' might have some 
tiring hack T.J. Clinton, a strong, time, they have created achicacces~ .' unexpectE~d effects. o'ne can't help 
and well-developed sense of the ridic- ',sory to be worn over the basic birth~ .. ' but conjure up visions of a New Age 
ulous, and the remarkable ecceritrici- day suit: a simple ,white or blue 'of Prohibition, with black~market 
ty of an infrequently published'. collar to' complement one's socio:'sales of hops andbarley; and clan
genius. Comments and criticisms will . economic background. destine shower-room distillation cere
be most welcOlne,' though n~t neces-lllonies. Sho~ld th~: situation become 
sarily acted upon .. ~ . . . .. that 'during streak-a-thons a' extreme, one,can even predictthe in

QUESTIONS: . PERTINENT AND 
,IMPERTINENT -

gr()up 'of senior citizens residing near . ception 'of Notre Daine'sflrstunder
a Boston cooed campus were both 'ground extracurricular activity
,"shocked and appalled by the goings- 'the' Bootlegging Club. In' juxtaposi: 
on"? ,,- _ ti0l1, the SLC elimination of alcohol 

... that streaking in the continental' consumption guidelines puts respon-
U.S. has become so ubiquitous that .. : that a group of 'Bostonoptome- sibility, on the student: Alorig with 
a group of (sic) high Washington- tristsnoted that senior citizens had this, a decentralization o~ govern-

'DID YOU KNOW??? 

officials has called for an investiga'- been visiting them: iniarge nUIllbed;' ment at ND, from federal to state as 
tionby the Committee onUn-Ameri- with,complaints of chronic eyestrain "loco parentis'~ power ,shifts from 
can Activities? The reason being that· an'drequests~for stronger ~imses?·· 'Macheca to hall rectors. Worth 
these sam.e officials have it on 'good watchI'ng l

' .. ; that President Nixo'nand sev-' .' . 
authority that, streaking is a com-, 
munist plot to take over the Ameri-' era! close aides who are working at' " .' \ getting.antistreakinglegislatio.n E~er 'notic~ .the .economic·n?-tu~e of 
can,' garment ,i .. ndustry. " . . the preregIstratIon process at Du . ' passed' might be the' butt of more' '?'. . ....., . 

criticism? '. lleliable _ Washingtori c Lac. Every tIm;. you obtam ,~ .check
. ". that an'increasing number'of. sources suspectthemof, attempting' mark c~rd,and~ark-senselt, you 
American· 'clergymen "fear . that _ another cover-tip. .'.' '. '. '.', .• are .buymg,~tock m your future. ,At 
streaki!1g is .the latest phase in the . . ,the~end of each semester. you may 
moral disintegration __ of our youth?" ;.; that li'ather TerrjLally ,of Notre", redeem each, carE: for a __ substillitiaJ 
One minister remarked thatsuchdis- Dame,'jnan. interview with an Ob- dividend-A's,'andB's, contingent, 
p~ays are "an outward sign of per- .. server reporter about streaking was" of course, upon some colle,ctive bar
missivePl:iganism." This at. least quoted as having said,' "I think that " gaining" with, . YO,ur .. professor • and 
leaves hope for all you nonpermis~ -:as thisphenonmenon of streaking , some production output on your part~ 
sive pagans. Liberal religious iealots continues arid becomes more wide-:" >.". ", " ,.' ," " 

might even want to join the new.spread a!: colieges allover, we are: ,Morestuff 'n' rion~enseIlextt,iIlle!,: 
schismatic craze, the "Go Nude: for forced as a community to take, a, ' , " ' 
St. Jude" .movement. look at it.", :--JohnM.Murphy· 
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Coming' Distraetions 
SPEAIiERS' 
Saturday (27th) 

".,' 

Symposium on- Perspectives' in Charismatic Renewal 
Library Auditorium and Lounge, 1, 7 :00 p.m. (AIS~ 
Sunday, 28th, 1 :00 p.m.) . 

Thursday (2nd) 
Thomas P. McAvoy Lecture: Msgr. John Tracy Ellis, 
Library Auditorium, 8 :00 p.m. 

Tuesday (7th) 
AFROTC Lecture 
Lounge,' 4:00 'p.rn:: 

. Series, . Library Auditorium and 
, ' 

lUUSIC , ' . 
Wednl!sday' (1st) . 
William Stahl; French horn;' William Cerney, piano, 
Library Auditorium and Lounge, 8 :15 p.m. 

Thursday (2nd);' 
University of Notre Dame Or~hestra, Washington Hall, 
8:15 p.m. 

FILl\IS 
Saturd~y (27ih) , 
Cinema '74:,- "The Earrings -of Madame' De, ", Engineer~ " 
ing Atidito!-ium;8; 10:00 p.m.CAlso Sunday 28th 8 &'c 
10 p:In.)" ,., .. , . ..., . ." 

(..: ,. 

Monday. (29th) 
Foreign 'FilmFestiv~I~Subtitles"'Ikuru:' 
Engineering ,Auditorium ; 7,9 :30 p.m. 

;'.' . 

, . 
.• ,.' '!.-

: ~. ,,:.:, 

. . ~ 

.' :~,:, FUTURE CPA'S>" '~, 
, ~ - - .: ." ~',~' 

Learn NowAbout the 
'nextCPA Exam~ 
cker CPA'Review Course 

, -~.-

, 312·346·787.1 

'-.' 
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(To Live),. 

-, 

, ;.',.~. . 

Wednesday (1st) 
Black Studies Film Series, Engineering Auditorium, 
7:00p.m. 

,Thursday (2nd) 
Fund-raising Film (Cultural Arts Commission): 
"Camelot," Engineering Auditorium, 8, 10 :00 p.m. 

EXHIBITIONS 
Saturday (27th) 
;1974 International Festival; Washington Hall, 7:00 p.m. 

Sunday (28th) until Jun~:23rd " . 
Ivan Mestrovic,-Art GallerY,-10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Daily & 
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. Weekends; O'Shaughnessy Hall. 

OTHER DIVERSIONS 
Friday (26th).' 
/'TheBeggar's Opera," ND/SMCProduction-John 
. Gay's ribald, musical romp,F. W.SYburg;'O'Laughlin 
AUclitodum-SMC, 8 :.30 p.m. (Als'o Saturday,27th, and 
Thursday through Saturday, May 2-4, 8 :30p.m.), 

l\Ionday(29th) 
Dance & Drama Series : Spoon River Anthology, Wash
ington. Hall, 8 :00 p,m. 

,--J~7I,r/,A: Harding '. 

A NAT~ONALBESTSELLERAT $12 .. 95 

'N,p.W C)I1,ly$4'.,95:' 
:-.' '. :,' ~ 
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elLA c' , 

A DiHel~ent.Type 
of Summer Trip· 

The Council for the International 
Lay Apostolate, or CILA, is one 
Notre Dame student volunteer 
group that doesn't confine its 
charitable works to the school year. 
Though they do perform many 
charitable functions throughout the ' 
year, their most important work 
comes during the suinmer, when 
CILAvoluriteersspendat least six 
weeks in an organized program 
working in one of many capacities 
for the disadvantaged. 

This past summer of 1973 marked 
the twelfth consecutive year that' 
CILA sent out teams of its members 
to volunteer a summer's work in 
various sites in Latin America and 
the United States. The traditional 
project in Altamirano, Mexico ex
tended another year and saw three 
men laying concrete floors in homes, 
while in nearby Huetamo, three 
women served in a poorhouse. A 
project was reestablished in St. Lucia 
where a group of five did volunteer 
work in one of the,island's hospitals. 
Meanwhile seven elLA members ' 
taught high school summer classes 
in Clarksdale, Mississippi, and a 
fourth group ran recreational ac
tivities for children in an Indian 
reservation in Belcourt, North 
Dakota. " 

The summer project is CILA's 
traditional focus. It crosses the 
barriers of the sometimes, idealistic 
university setting and for a short 
time sets one down into a new life 
experience." Working with people 
of an' unaccustomed culture' one 

, " 

see~, even if only glimpses, a· new' 
perspective of life, man and values. ' ' 
" One individual on this campus 

who had a great deal to do with the 
initiation of the CILA program and 
who still remains the rnainstay of 
its existence is Fr. Theodore Hes
bUrgh.,He hoped, through this issue, 

10 

of Scholastic; to present to the , how found themselves and knew 
Notre Dame/St. Mary's Cornmu~ity exactly what they wanted to do." 
the goals of' CILA through some of Fr. Hesburgh still devotes a good 
the student-compiled reports cov- deal of his time, to find support for 
eringthe summer projects. the ClLA projects. Not only does the 

In speaking about his ideas for CILA budget include travelling and , ' 
such' an issue, he expressed some maintenance expenses, but it also 
concern about. the direction of to~' ' covers part of student tuition in the 
daY's'youth~ "It's at this age that case where the student must have 
youngsters get their great thoughts fin~ncial assistance in place of the 

'and great ideals. It's at this age that money he could have earned during' 
they point themselves to' do some- the summer. ' ' ' 
thing great for the country and for "The CILA project reports area 
the world. I don't see them being student thing; it's all student stuff' 
pulled in any direction. There is and I think it's probably the most' , ' 
no Peace Corps around anymore,' spectacular thing the students do. ' 
VISTA seems, to have fallen apart,', It's a quiet thing. They 'ar~n'tlook
the idea that they can do something ing for credit, but it stimulates other 
seems to have been dissipated. people. I worry about the guys who, 
There's a kind of hopelessness come here and disappear into the 
around. They say, 'What'can I do?': woodwork." He feels that' if they' 
and there's no pull or suction to get don't get motivated while they're' 
people into public life and to dream here, they're going to be that way 
that something might be done about the rest of their lives. "They'll just 
it. be coasting in neutral all their lives." 

"'The general word around here is Even in the p,osition of University 
that people are all getting security President, Fr.Hesburgh still realizes 
conscious; they're all going to law the importance and necessity of the 
or med school. Ym(never hear of individual effort. He is dedicated to 
the Peace Corps anymore. I don't, the idea of selfless service, as is 
wando knock students down, but I : ", evidenced by his ow-nlife, and his 
think it's part of being Christian to 'favorite stories'center'around his 
sacrificealittle bit for something contact, sometimes,humorous but al-
good. ' wClys spontaneous, with people who 

"1>.. very interesting thing: why do' share this dedication. " '" ' 
, volunteer service? Really, what's in "I was walking through the,Ad-
it? While it's an altruistic thing, ininistra!ion Building a while back. 
there is something in it, because There were a lot of things students 
most people at this age have trouble, could have been doing that after
finding themselves. It's reflected in :.:'n~on,like listening to a,football, 

, the fact that if people ask what they~gameor throwii1ka football around 
a,re going to do with themselves, they "outsIde in tliet'all'of'the'year or 
probably wouldn't know. They say being oria date. I saw'a: young man 
they're going to grad school; that's and young woman come in, obviously 
a nondecision. You find yourself students, with a whole bunch of ' 
in giving yourself away. I've' found youngsters in train. It was dark in 
that kids who have gone into the there and I thought they were a 
Peace Corps and spent two years - young couple. I said, 'Are these all 

, abroad in a strange culture, some- ' y()ur kids?' 
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"They caine out of the darkness 
into the light of the stairwell and 
said, 'Oh, yeah.', They were putting 
me on, because I looked closer and all 
these youngsters were profoundly 
retarded. Here they were,' spending 
the whole afternoon taking them 
around the campus, walking them 
around the lakes, showing them the 
ducks.' 

"As I walked up the stairs after 
leaving that group, I asked myself, 
if-I would be willing to give up a 
whole afternoon with the patience 
and the energy it requires, teaching 
'them how, to talk and how to be ' 
polite and trying to make their lives 
a little brigh~er?, There's a lot of 
that going on. You constantly run 
into students, who are doing things 
like this. It relates back to;what I 
said earlier' about trying to find some 
meaning in their lives. ' , 

"You deal with a kid who can't 
feed himself, can't dress, can't do 
any of the things you consider day
in, day-out things. You begin to see 
that it's, possible that you could not 
do' those things; and here's a human 
being who, through some quirk of 
chemistry or brain damage, is not 
able to'do them. What a terrible 
thing it i~: If you could help them 
learn to do them, you would see hoW
much you take for granted in your 
life." 

Fr. Hesburgh found the CILA 
reports interesting and valuable, and 
it was with this in mind that he 
encouraged Scholastic to reprint 
them in this issue~They bear witness 

, to an awareness tha.tarose in the 
volunteers and that Fr. Hesburgh' 
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feels so essential to the development 
of the Christian spirit. In present
ing these reports to the Notre Dame 
Community, the members of CILA 
and Fr. Hesburgh hope to spark an 
interest or, at least, foster an aware
ness of their dedication and involve
ment. 

"At the end of the Mississippi 
report, the students asked, 'Have we 
done anything?' Maybe they hadn't" 
but something sure happened to 
them. Or the guys digging the sewer 
down.in Mexico. I was down there 
watching them do it, and it was hard 
work; they all had blisters. I heard 
one of them say, 'My life's been, ' 
different. I went down a sour guy 
and I came back a happy guy.' He 
spent the whole summer digging a 
sewer and living with poor people." 

Each of the pr'ojects had its own , 
personality, achievements and ' 
disappointments. 'No report, no mat
ter how carefully developed, can' ' 
adequately express the nature and, 
feeling of a project. But read them 
carefully; hopefully, you may per
ceive a sense of the experiences and 
perspectives of the Notre Dame and 
St. Mary's CILA volunteers. 

-Tom Gora 

Clarksdale 

CILA volunteers Bonnie Israel, 
Sharon McAuliffe, Jerry McCarthy, 
Mike McKarry, Kristin Meyer, Nap, 
Portin,' and Mike Smith- taught high 
school in Clarksdale, MississipPi last 
summer. Jerry McCarthy repOrts, 
here. 

I did not realize how difficult it ' 
would be tochronicle'our seven .: 
weeks of work in Clarksdale, 
Mississippi: This report is incom-' 
plete in many ways; we cannot say 
"This 'is what we did, and this is 
what we learned," One reason for 
this is that we are riot yet, arid p.er-

, haps will not'be, sure of exactly' ' 
what we have learned: We have not 
drawn any concrete conclusions; arid 
maybe that is best, because con- . 
clusions are easily stored away and 
forgotten. Please excuse the ... , 
report's lack of organization; 1. 
couldn't "package" it any, better. " 
, Much of what we experienced will 

remain known only to the seven of 
. us; I do not know how to put it in ,', 

words.: Thus, I have not mentioned 

some of the people who were closest 
to us; we will not forget them, but 
in a reports such as this they would 
not have the meaning that they have 
for us. 
It is presumptuous of me to speak 

for the group, but the feelings 
I describe were, I'm quite sure, 
shared by all of us. If I'm'wrong, I 
apologize. We all came off the proj
ect feeling that we had somehow: 
"missed the boat"; but exactly how 
is difficult to determine. I have tried 
to describe some of this frustration 
and much of the joy we knew, yet as 
I read this through, I realize that I've 
only captured a fragment of it. 

o We're still puzzled at the sense of it 
all. ' 

Last spring, all prospective candi-' 
dates for the CILA project in Mis- ' 
sissippi were interviewed. We were' 
asked why we wanted to'goto 
Clarksdale, and what we hoped to 
accomplish there. In retrospect, I 

'believe the answers were probably 
somewhat predictable as well as 
somewhat vague. We were all drawn 
to CILA in the first place by a de
sire to "help others" in some way; 
we were seeking perhaps "expe-' ' 
rience." Fortunately we were not 
pushed too hard by the'interviewers, 
for had we been, our answers would 
be shown to be hollow. To "help 
others in some way"-in what way? 
Just what did and do we have to 
. offer? Just what did we want to ex
perience, and, more importantly, . 
how did we plan to use this freshly 
gained "experience"? Now, two 
months after the completion of our 
seven-week stay in Clarksdale, we 
still find it difficult to answer these 
questions. Yet we are plagued by 
even more questions regarding not 
'only our motives and accomplish
ments, but the concept of serving 
others,in general. 

The consideration of meaning be- ; 
hind what we were doing was 
that time overshadowed by seem- ' 
ingly "pressing" problems: finances,' 
transportation, lodging and the '.' 
work which we would be assigned , 
in Clarksdale, Not once did we sit 
down together and really discuss our 
reasons for going. : Each of us as
sumed that the others had valid, 
reasons. Later; during the seven 
weeks in Clarksdale, the problems 
we encountered each day hindered, 
us from perceiving the overall pic-
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elLA c' , 

A DiHel~ent.Type 
of Summer Trip· 

The Council for the International 
Lay Apostolate, or CILA, is one 
Notre Dame student volunteer 
group that doesn't confine its 
charitable works to the school year. 
Though they do perform many 
charitable functions throughout the ' 
year, their most important work 
comes during the suinmer, when 
CILAvoluriteersspendat least six 
weeks in an organized program 
working in one of many capacities 
for the disadvantaged. 

This past summer of 1973 marked 
the twelfth consecutive year that' 
CILA sent out teams of its members 
to volunteer a summer's work in 
various sites in Latin America and 
the United States. The traditional 
project in Altamirano, Mexico ex
tended another year and saw three 
men laying concrete floors in homes, 
while in nearby Huetamo, three 
women served in a poorhouse. A 
project was reestablished in St. Lucia 
where a group of five did volunteer 
work in one of the,island's hospitals. 
Meanwhile seven elLA members ' 
taught high school summer classes 
in Clarksdale, Mississippi, and a 
fourth group ran recreational ac
tivities for children in an Indian 
reservation in Belcourt, North 
Dakota. " 

The summer project is CILA's 
traditional focus. It crosses the 
barriers of the sometimes, idealistic 
university setting and for a short 
time sets one down into a new life 
experience." Working with people 
of an' unaccustomed culture' one 

, " 

see~, even if only glimpses, a· new' 
perspective of life, man and values. ' ' 
" One individual on this campus 

who had a great deal to do with the 
initiation of the CILA program and 
who still remains the rnainstay of 
its existence is Fr. Theodore Hes
bUrgh.,He hoped, through this issue, 

10 

of Scholastic; to present to the , how found themselves and knew 
Notre Dame/St. Mary's Cornmu~ity exactly what they wanted to do." 
the goals of' CILA through some of Fr. Hesburgh still devotes a good 
the student-compiled reports cov- deal of his time, to find support for 
eringthe summer projects. the ClLA projects. Not only does the 

In speaking about his ideas for CILA budget include travelling and , ' 
such' an issue, he expressed some maintenance expenses, but it also 
concern about. the direction of to~' ' covers part of student tuition in the 
daY's'youth~ "It's at this age that case where the student must have 
youngsters get their great thoughts fin~ncial assistance in place of the 

'and great ideals. It's at this age that money he could have earned during' 
they point themselves to' do some- the summer. ' ' ' 
thing great for the country and for "The CILA project reports area 
the world. I don't see them being student thing; it's all student stuff' 
pulled in any direction. There is and I think it's probably the most' , ' 
no Peace Corps around anymore,' spectacular thing the students do. ' 
VISTA seems, to have fallen apart,', It's a quiet thing. They 'ar~n'tlook
the idea that they can do something ing for credit, but it stimulates other 
seems to have been dissipated. people. I worry about the guys who, 
There's a kind of hopelessness come here and disappear into the 
around. They say, 'What'can I do?': woodwork." He feels that' if they' 
and there's no pull or suction to get don't get motivated while they're' 
people into public life and to dream here, they're going to be that way 
that something might be done about the rest of their lives. "They'll just 
it. be coasting in neutral all their lives." 

"'The general word around here is Even in the p,osition of University 
that people are all getting security President, Fr.Hesburgh still realizes 
conscious; they're all going to law the importance and necessity of the 
or med school. Ym(never hear of individual effort. He is dedicated to 
the Peace Corps anymore. I don't, the idea of selfless service, as is 
wando knock students down, but I : ", evidenced by his ow-nlife, and his 
think it's part of being Christian to 'favorite stories'center'around his 
sacrificealittle bit for something contact, sometimes,humorous but al-
good. ' wClys spontaneous, with people who 

"1>.. very interesting thing: why do' share this dedication. " '" ' 
, volunteer service? Really, what's in "I was walking through the,Ad-
it? While it's an altruistic thing, ininistra!ion Building a while back. 
there is something in it, because There were a lot of things students 
most people at this age have trouble, could have been doing that after
finding themselves. It's reflected in :.:'n~on,like listening to a,football, 

, the fact that if people ask what they~gameor throwii1ka football around 
a,re going to do with themselves, they "outsIde in tliet'all'of'the'year or 
probably wouldn't know. They say being oria date. I saw'a: young man 
they're going to grad school; that's and young woman come in, obviously 
a nondecision. You find yourself students, with a whole bunch of ' 
in giving yourself away. I've' found youngsters in train. It was dark in 
that kids who have gone into the there and I thought they were a 
Peace Corps and spent two years - young couple. I said, 'Are these all 

, abroad in a strange culture, some- ' y()ur kids?' 
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"They caine out of the darkness 
into the light of the stairwell and 
said, 'Oh, yeah.', They were putting 
me on, because I looked closer and all 
these youngsters were profoundly 
retarded. Here they were,' spending 
the whole afternoon taking them 
around the campus, walking them 
around the lakes, showing them the 
ducks.' 

"As I walked up the stairs after 
leaving that group, I asked myself, 
if-I would be willing to give up a 
whole afternoon with the patience 
and the energy it requires, teaching 
'them how, to talk and how to be ' 
polite and trying to make their lives 
a little brigh~er?, There's a lot of 
that going on. You constantly run 
into students, who are doing things 
like this. It relates back to;what I 
said earlier' about trying to find some 
meaning in their lives. ' , 

"You deal with a kid who can't 
feed himself, can't dress, can't do 
any of the things you consider day
in, day-out things. You begin to see 
that it's, possible that you could not 
do' those things; and here's a human 
being who, through some quirk of 
chemistry or brain damage, is not 
able to'do them. What a terrible 
thing it i~: If you could help them 
learn to do them, you would see hoW
much you take for granted in your 
life." 

Fr. Hesburgh found the CILA 
reports interesting and valuable, and 
it was with this in mind that he 
encouraged Scholastic to reprint 
them in this issue~They bear witness 

, to an awareness tha.tarose in the 
volunteers and that Fr. Hesburgh' 
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feels so essential to the development 
of the Christian spirit. In present
ing these reports to the Notre Dame 
Community, the members of CILA 
and Fr. Hesburgh hope to spark an 
interest or, at least, foster an aware
ness of their dedication and involve
ment. 

"At the end of the Mississippi 
report, the students asked, 'Have we 
done anything?' Maybe they hadn't" 
but something sure happened to 
them. Or the guys digging the sewer 
down.in Mexico. I was down there 
watching them do it, and it was hard 
work; they all had blisters. I heard 
one of them say, 'My life's been, ' 
different. I went down a sour guy 
and I came back a happy guy.' He 
spent the whole summer digging a 
sewer and living with poor people." 

Each of the pr'ojects had its own , 
personality, achievements and ' 
disappointments. 'No report, no mat
ter how carefully developed, can' ' 
adequately express the nature and, 
feeling of a project. But read them 
carefully; hopefully, you may per
ceive a sense of the experiences and 
perspectives of the Notre Dame and 
St. Mary's CILA volunteers. 

-Tom Gora 

Clarksdale 

CILA volunteers Bonnie Israel, 
Sharon McAuliffe, Jerry McCarthy, 
Mike McKarry, Kristin Meyer, Nap, 
Portin,' and Mike Smith- taught high 
school in Clarksdale, MississipPi last 
summer. Jerry McCarthy repOrts, 
here. 

I did not realize how difficult it ' 
would be tochronicle'our seven .: 
weeks of work in Clarksdale, 
Mississippi: This report is incom-' 
plete in many ways; we cannot say 
"This 'is what we did, and this is 
what we learned," One reason for 
this is that we are riot yet, arid p.er-

, haps will not'be, sure of exactly' ' 
what we have learned: We have not 
drawn any concrete conclusions; arid 
maybe that is best, because con- . 
clusions are easily stored away and 
forgotten. Please excuse the ... , 
report's lack of organization; 1. 
couldn't "package" it any, better. " 
, Much of what we experienced will 

remain known only to the seven of 
. us; I do not know how to put it in ,', 

words.: Thus, I have not mentioned 

some of the people who were closest 
to us; we will not forget them, but 
in a reports such as this they would 
not have the meaning that they have 
for us. 
It is presumptuous of me to speak 

for the group, but the feelings 
I describe were, I'm quite sure, 
shared by all of us. If I'm'wrong, I 
apologize. We all came off the proj
ect feeling that we had somehow: 
"missed the boat"; but exactly how 
is difficult to determine. I have tried 
to describe some of this frustration 
and much of the joy we knew, yet as 
I read this through, I realize that I've 
only captured a fragment of it. 

o We're still puzzled at the sense of it 
all. ' 

Last spring, all prospective candi-' 
dates for the CILA project in Mis- ' 
sissippi were interviewed. We were' 
asked why we wanted to'goto 
Clarksdale, and what we hoped to 
accomplish there. In retrospect, I 

'believe the answers were probably 
somewhat predictable as well as 
somewhat vague. We were all drawn 
to CILA in the first place by a de
sire to "help others" in some way; 
we were seeking perhaps "expe-' ' 
rience." Fortunately we were not 
pushed too hard by the'interviewers, 
for had we been, our answers would 
be shown to be hollow. To "help 
others in some way"-in what way? 
Just what did and do we have to 
. offer? Just what did we want to ex
perience, and, more importantly, . 
how did we plan to use this freshly 
gained "experience"? Now, two 
months after the completion of our 
seven-week stay in Clarksdale, we 
still find it difficult to answer these 
questions. Yet we are plagued by 
even more questions regarding not 
'only our motives and accomplish
ments, but the concept of serving 
others,in general. 

The consideration of meaning be- ; 
hind what we were doing was 
that time overshadowed by seem- ' 
ingly "pressing" problems: finances,' 
transportation, lodging and the '.' 
work which we would be assigned , 
in Clarksdale, Not once did we sit 
down together and really discuss our 
reasons for going. : Each of us as
sumed that the others had valid, 
reasons. Later; during the seven 
weeks in Clarksdale, the problems 
we encountered each day hindered, 
us from perceiving the overall pic-
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ture; during our meetings, when the of this dearth of industry soon be- (well, that's not quite electrical· 
question was raised as to what our came apparent ... the basketball. engineering) and I became professor 
goals were, answers were hard to court behind Immaculate Conception emeritus in American Government. 
come by. School was in use most hours of the The rest of the group wer~ leftto" 

The two Mikes and I decided to . day-by kids who had nothing' their own devices in trying to teach 
drive down in Baby Mike's VW better to do .•. driving down Sun- subjects which they perhaps remem-
Bus, while the rest of the group flower Street, we would seeemploy-' bered from high school or from a 
would fly in. We left)~ashington able men killing time at the gas few Notre Dame courses. 
on May 31; and .headed,tlll:ough stations or on their porches. Many We were supplied with textbooks, 

"""'>" ."':-....., .. - .. ~.... • 
Virginia arid ttIe:Shenal1d6an -::.:~. young people left Clarksdale al-- and there was an ample supply of . 
Val1eytoward'Teri'he~see, ~nd 's;rri~.. together in the summer, and headed audiovisual material on'hand,for 
of the most beautifiil scenery UiaFI' north to Chicago and Detroit, to the example, filmstrips and records. 

,one couldhope,f6rJdt Was in~ .~.. "promised land," in'search of em- However, to our chagrin,'the plan- ,'. 
c. J':':;"~.t t " ) 

Tennesseethat'We.haa our.·first dose' ployment-"I've' got a cousin there, . ning for the curriculum was entirely 
of "Southern Hospitaiity.'i·On an and he says it's not too bad." our responsibility; Thus,those' 
economizing spree, wrJ hadidecided Sister Janelle Jansse~ ran the moments we didn't spend in'the ,,> 

to spend the ~ights'in tp~ van'oIt' wholE~show'at Immaculate Concep- classroom were spenfeitherprepar-
_ was~'t ~~~].!![!:~~lit::s~ce~"'-:~ll~t~,~!.~i~High School. She immediately ingfor a class or lying around·: 
ou.tsl<!~of,~m'l!l;townr;.we~pulled'·""'·'-'·put uS-,at ease, bidding us to treat worrying about how to get through 
o~!he·;~~d~\0i~;YL.E!re7SUre we.!};,£,plac·e as home for thepexL~~~en five hours of class every day: three 
w01l!d..!!~~bother anybody and~a,cke<!~weeks. To look at the living.ro"oml in the morning andtwo·in the eve-
out fm::tne night. At 4:00 kM~~ of the convent with books"and \=;. ning. Once again, the basic questions 
were aiyakened by flashlights and ~~i tI!apers strewn 'everywhere aRer~th'e concerning the role we would play .. 
poundilJg ~n. the windows. It wa~,,\~~!,st few days, one coul~J~:¥£!~S~~~d in. th.e st.lldents' development became 
the sherif!;a~~,.his deputy, who.P!?:-:\ ti]at we had conqUer~dJour<;"basJ1JI\ secolldary to the struggle to get 
ceeded to mform,us that a nearby' . n .fulness" and were indeed-treating t . through each day. . . 
house had r~l}!IYibeen·burned;.and~!th~place "as home~"'KrIs,~Sharo~ .. '. Just as a note of warning to any
that we we~e 'Pf!me .. ~ .. /~.,.I)~ct~~~~1: ... ', .. 28in~ Bonnie liyed ~l}~ven~'1/' one contempiating .. teaching· ill" . 

. arson. We V(ere·~bItjr~ttlec!, .. l:!ut;;.~~ . ;.vhIle Nap, MIke,'l'vbke and I wer&' II Clarksdale: the "smk-or-swim'" 
managed ,~o ¢Oriy!~CE;\,~iEOfIOl~~a~,.,.~ 'telegated to the,~w6!t~oms ove~lll~~A method is employed. We arrived' 
~~cence. W~ll. ;[~.O~~~D. e., .. r. ePI .. ~~.;-::. .. ,., .. ~., .• ~.· . {hurch, on our~~s;'. D~ior. f!T/ ~.~1 Saturday, .selected our c. ours. es S. u.n~ 
If I were YOp'l~.d~?,~.k'U~j.thIs'r~~i;~~·~ On sun~a~(w?;V{ere introduced\ ~l day, I?et. our student.s Monday, and .. 

a?d get out Of:~o;yp;:1T.?e;;hne;W~~~'Jjto the p~rIshIOn.eJ;srat~Immaculaten \).p!unged mto the rapIds on ':1:'uesday. 
rIght out Oftr;,1!pp~.es;.:!"e:dIj.I}A~L} Concept~on ParIs~ .• · rhe<;~~2l~~;~nitiallY we tried to learn from.. . 
need much Pe:WUll!l~~g ..... :<;~em~~1~;." .. ' ;1 Church m the S~uth I~B?t~p,g.9mg . the students a little concerning their 
was ~w~ hun~~e9,IJvles,awaY":~Jtcr J concern." :houg!il.?? fa~Rie...s·.'\ve~e backgrounds and interests. My 
we dIdn t stoP;~J1~H~e g~~ th~r~;Jt:; on theparlsh ~0~S9~9';~?p~~/29.~:::; morning. class consisted of eleven .. 
Fortu~ately, !hI1S \I.IJcIden~ \}'astpe i'.:'-r people (the sam~: 20). 'Y,;r~ II1}'Wm~' students, all black; on the first day, . 
exceptIOn rat~e~ ~~ant~e r\l~a~'~~:J dance each week;:.:~~e:B.~st~,r!:.f:.~t~~r~ .. I asked them to. tell me.what they 
as o~r receptI~l1l~~}~t~.;r: F;;"': ;~: .. 1 John Kerst~n.' h,!-.d .~1?;l}~~rfi~!.~.~~.~':.jL,1 . planned to do. after completing .. 

I:IIghway 61~c';I,n:es. o~ce 0r-tW}5~?;J y~arsas a prIson~~)n~n.??c~ma,:~eH sc~ool; and also what they ,hoped to 

a.s I~ le.aves MeJtl.p. ... h .. IS, ..... t.l}en ,he.adsc:,:." .... '.' ...... l Janelle later. tOldlU .... ,.s.;,,,.,t •. ?.: .. a'.t?s!J.e. .f.,~.lt. ~.~' t/~' gam from the course (. as. I wasn. 't: 
straIght as an arr?~t9ward. C:!arks-:,;;l CI~r~sdale to be I:i~f~?S~ .<!.~fficuIF ! J surewhat I h~d.to offer them). 
dale, seventy mI!e~:a~a'y .. LI?Il'!¥.: ~. { mIsSIOn: . ~A r:~:'./· ? ,~{ 11 Many of. the gIrlS wanted to become 
the road forthos~seve!1ty I?Iles,ls,.~ That afternoon;fJanelle summoned secretarIes; Loreatha Stacker" , 
-you ~ue~sedN~coJt6.r,t.:, row u~02~::;;u~",~1l into the liV{~I?~~g?'r{~~,d::{W· wanted t? become a: pharmacist, '., 
row ~fIt, mterl'!!pl~d ... :powand .!!:~n ,,~ placed a number ofislieets;onthe!·. James MItchell wasn't sure what he 
bya sharecropper's sliacJ~~·wewe~ei~~tablei~·front of Js:~Tlie'sn~eU·. wanted to do (which I·think was 
stupefied to discover that such ,: ... :i::·.~ .. ,~:represente(rcOUrses:to.ti'e:i~ugh(!'::\'-(-... the ,mosthonest reply) and Theo
shacks still existed-we· woUld'l~~:~tf and she ,I~~ph:ch~tci5>t s?~ise~'~p~:J~d~~~;~ o~ds,' -the st~.~enf:.~~dy presi-
find that. some of our students.· !-\._:~, .... ; ,to us. ;.The bIg catch',was .tliatthese :/dent'atI.C;:School, wanted to. attend 
called these places home.'" " "\~ere:,high-sch~()f~c'our~,estand~~~>~: .; (\y~s d~finitely.·go!ng t({att~~d)\ .. ~ ". 

Clarksdale is a town of roughly. had.expectedito be ieachfnggr'ade;;r~>M~I,T/and;studyelectdcalenginter-

!:~;~t~iOI~h~~~a:odi~~~t~;~:UCh . ~~~~!~ s~~~1~~~.~~~~t~.~~:~;?W~.-'1r.~~e~~~;i2~~~~~gJ~~f~!~ifJ .' 
speak of, ~houg~.the new MaY?r:,' that we'd step mtR.classes'l,f.1<,~1!.~?~~'i~~.1.W:'~Z::f!!!t~lt!qns .. I_don't k~ow'·!l~'Y1 ' 
Joe, Nos~f,promIses to attract m- many of the students·were·nearly·as~·-:;...many.:of .• them WIll. -t.::J 
dustry to the town.' We were told,' old as or olderthim their teachers. " .. ':>Regarqing what they hoped to " 
by our students and by. others that . How could we have authority over gain:from the 'cotirse,many were 
owners of the large farms in the'::. our own'peers? (15till ask myself. quite'blunt:: "the credit.i':Some 
area constituted: a strong lobbying this question); .. Mike McGarry and I wer~vague:': "I want to learn: about 
force to keep industry out of Clarks- were fortunate-we were·able to American government because I 
dale to'prevent their labor supply... select courses which'were related t~: thinkit'siinportimt/;Others ex~· 

. from dwindling. ,The consequences:' our majors. Mike taught arithmetic . pressed adeepdistrustofal1govern~ 
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mental institutions and politicians' 
(a feeling which, in the light of 
events this summer, was possible to 

. understand). They wanted to pre
vent politicians, particularly local, 
from using them. This distrust was 
caused in part by real experience, in 
part from what they had learned at 
home, but also in large measure by 
a lack of understanding of what 
government can and cannot do. This 
I learned as I asked them to write 
what they would do as Mayor of 
Clarksdale .. Vera Jassell wrote: "If 
I was the mayor ... I would improve 
the poverty in_Clarksdale. I would·' . 
build better roads and open up fac
tories so that the people would have 
jobs. 'I would see to it that a public 
swimming pool was established and 
a recreational center. I would have' 
more than one Headstart forchil:' 
dren that ages range from 3 to 6. 
If I did all of the things above, don't. 
you think I would have a terrific .;:' 
chance of being reelected ?" I sup- . 
poseanybody.wotild, after accom~ 
plishing all this. With expectations 
so high, it is natural that their dis
trust would run deep. They had (per
haps we should all have) a pie-in
the-sky conc,ept of government's po- '. 
tential.But where would the money. 
for these programs come from? 
How could Clarksdale attracUn- •. 
dustry? They didn't know and I 
didn't know. Theodore said Clarks
dale had nothing.to offer industry. , 
Yet running throughout the course 

e 

teaching the students how to read a 
newspaper article .. They seemed to 
understand and be learning, until 
she quizzed them on the basis of an 
article they were to read to them
selves. For answers she received a 
lot of blank stares ... it was then 
that she realized she had been read
ing these articles aloud to the class, 
and it was only because of that that 
they were able to follow her. At least 
a few of her students. didri't' have' 
their minds on current events, 
though. Sharon asked them what 
they hoped for in the course, and 
was informed by Melvin Stokes, the 
ninth-grade basketball star, that he . 
hoped for a date with the beautiful 
white teacher, who' herself he ven
tured might enjoy going out with 
that debonair black man .. When 
Sharon would watch' the basketball 
games, Melvin always attempted to 
put on a spectacular show. 

The first few days were difficult· 
in many ways. None of us had ever' 
faced a class before, and we were 
naturally apprehensive and self- . 
conscious,: particularly in trying to 
teach our own age group. in the 
weeks before coming to Mississippi, 
I had feared that bitterness would 
arise agaillstus,' that we would be 
viewed as liberal' college kids who 
had descended from the North' for 
six or seven weeks of "slumming." 
I often wondered,. and occasionally 
still wonder" if th,at description does. 
not fit us. .. 

:was this strain of distrust, chastising. Yet such bitterness never arose. 
of politicians for failing to cure all Our attempts at teaching were in-' 
ills:~ '.'They're only" interested in deed frustrating, but not due to.any . 
themselves' ... 'once t. hey get elected, b't't . f' th t d t G t . ~ erness rom e s u en s. ran - '. 
they stop caring." And this distrust' 
would hinder them from under- . ed,we were challenged, but in the"" 

, . '. same way we too often challenge· ,. 
standing thewaygovernment should our own teachers~byour seeming 
operate. ~ Their. constant 'complaint indifference, . by our reluctance to' 
would be "it doesn't work that way, . .... meet the. teacher halfway in the': ;. 
regar<lless:oi whatthe book says.". classroom; ~'L'eave it to him, he's: ..• 
And; frankly;mariytimes they were. the teacher"-thisattitude is ac" 
right. .'.'. '. .., common memory -from our· high-

That first day I also gave them a . school years. From the other side of· 
short quiz to determine the extent· the desk,however,' this attitude.····· 
of their knowledge of government; seems terrifying. We knew they ". 
I learned that the number of U.S .. ' were waiting for·usto show them' 
senators varies from fifteen to three: something.- .We all spent many ex-' 
hundr'ed-Mississippi is' fortunate in: . cruciating moments in deadly silence, 
having seven senators .. Sharon; Mike· "':""watching the clock,' waiting for .• ' 
and others noted that the students . something to happen. "Who would' 
were extremely deficient in reading. like to comment on this---:would you, 
ability and writirig skills, though :,: Theodore? You, James? Barbara? 
there were of course a few excep-· Verlee.? Vera? Deb?·Larry? 
tions. 'Sharon spent the first two, . Martha ?ANYBODY???" I must . 
weeks in her current events class', con~essthat many timesweweren't. 
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so much concerned with their learn- . 
ing as with the wheels rolling 
smoothly in class, with passing the 
time, with keeping them above all 
occupied. It was the 'silence and the . 
stares which we couldn't endure. In 
my evening class I felt at first as a 
total stranger-nine students clearly 
enjoying -themSelves, involved in 
conversation about who's going out 
with whom~and one phantom 
"teacher." It was as though I weren't 
in the room-I was almost afraid '. 
to introduce myself. We all went 
through this period of abject terror, . 
but then every teacher does. It 
passed. What was most important 
was that we should not barricade 
ourselves behind the textbook, sur
render to the protection of a routine, 
seeing'a "class" but not students, . 
as we were often tempted to do. 
Once again, the question arises, as 
to just what we hoped to accomplish 
for these students. In our darker 
moments our greatest hope was to . 
see the minute hand on the clock 
begin to move like a second hand:, 

.They challenged us at first as" 
teachers but not as people, not as 
friends. Indeed, perhaps our friend
ship' impeded the student-teacher 
relationship, butwe were not sure 
that a:' student-teacher relationship 
was what we wanted. They seldom 
questioned our motives for coming 
. to work and had they, I don't know 
how I would have replied. We didn't 
really know why we were there
we wanted to' help, but really how, ,. 
and how much? 

I remember that one day class 
was particularly dull, arid they never 
pulled puriches.· Carolyn Claybrooks' 
informed me politely that I was 
boring them· to death. I knew I was,' 
yet I didn't see any alternatives, 
arid I fumed at her "galL", I became 
suddenly self-righteous: '.'Carolyn," 
I said; "I didn't come down here for 
my health. I'm not getting any pay 
for this, but I at least expect your 
cooperation." "Well, if you're not 
getting paid, you must be crazy to 
be here," was the reply. No, 
Carolyn, I'm not crazy." I am getting' 

. paid~my feeling self-righteous,'· 
regardless of how baseless this feel
ing may be, is my pay.; I wonder 
again if I wasn't just "slumming." 
My journal entry of Jurie 3 reads: 
"Tomorrow we jump into our· 
classes. I'm a little apprehensive. 
I'll be teachinggovernrrient-state ' 
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ture; during our meetings, when the of this dearth of industry soon be- (well, that's not quite electrical· 
question was raised as to what our came apparent ... the basketball. engineering) and I became professor 
goals were, answers were hard to court behind Immaculate Conception emeritus in American Government. 
come by. School was in use most hours of the The rest of the group wer~ leftto" 

The two Mikes and I decided to . day-by kids who had nothing' their own devices in trying to teach 
drive down in Baby Mike's VW better to do .•. driving down Sun- subjects which they perhaps remem-
Bus, while the rest of the group flower Street, we would seeemploy-' bered from high school or from a 
would fly in. We left)~ashington able men killing time at the gas few Notre Dame courses. 
on May 31; and .headed,tlll:ough stations or on their porches. Many We were supplied with textbooks, 

"""'>" ."':-....., .. - .. ~.... • 
Virginia arid ttIe:Shenal1d6an -::.:~. young people left Clarksdale al-- and there was an ample supply of . 
Val1eytoward'Teri'he~see, ~nd 's;rri~.. together in the summer, and headed audiovisual material on'hand,for 
of the most beautifiil scenery UiaFI' north to Chicago and Detroit, to the example, filmstrips and records. 

,one couldhope,f6rJdt Was in~ .~.. "promised land," in'search of em- However, to our chagrin,'the plan- ,'. 
c. J':':;"~.t t " ) 

Tennesseethat'We.haa our.·first dose' ployment-"I've' got a cousin there, . ning for the curriculum was entirely 
of "Southern Hospitaiity.'i·On an and he says it's not too bad." our responsibility; Thus,those' 
economizing spree, wrJ hadidecided Sister Janelle Jansse~ ran the moments we didn't spend in'the ,,> 

to spend the ~ights'in tp~ van'oIt' wholE~show'at Immaculate Concep- classroom were spenfeitherprepar-
_ was~'t ~~~].!![!:~~lit::s~ce~"'-:~ll~t~,~!.~i~High School. She immediately ingfor a class or lying around·: 
ou.tsl<!~of,~m'l!l;townr;.we~pulled'·""'·'-'·put uS-,at ease, bidding us to treat worrying about how to get through 
o~!he·;~~d~\0i~;YL.E!re7SUre we.!};,£,plac·e as home for thepexL~~~en five hours of class every day: three 
w01l!d..!!~~bother anybody and~a,cke<!~weeks. To look at the living.ro"oml in the morning andtwo·in the eve-
out fm::tne night. At 4:00 kM~~ of the convent with books"and \=;. ning. Once again, the basic questions 
were aiyakened by flashlights and ~~i tI!apers strewn 'everywhere aRer~th'e concerning the role we would play .. 
poundilJg ~n. the windows. It wa~,,\~~!,st few days, one coul~J~:¥£!~S~~~d in. th.e st.lldents' development became 
the sherif!;a~~,.his deputy, who.P!?:-:\ ti]at we had conqUer~dJour<;"basJ1JI\ secolldary to the struggle to get 
ceeded to mform,us that a nearby' . n .fulness" and were indeed-treating t . through each day. . . 
house had r~l}!IYibeen·burned;.and~!th~place "as home~"'KrIs,~Sharo~ .. '. Just as a note of warning to any
that we we~e 'Pf!me .. ~ .. /~.,.I)~ct~~~~1: ... ', .. 28in~ Bonnie liyed ~l}~ven~'1/' one contempiating .. teaching· ill" . 

. arson. We V(ere·~bItjr~ttlec!, .. l:!ut;;.~~ . ;.vhIle Nap, MIke,'l'vbke and I wer&' II Clarksdale: the "smk-or-swim'" 
managed ,~o ¢Oriy!~CE;\,~iEOfIOl~~a~,.,.~ 'telegated to the,~w6!t~oms ove~lll~~A method is employed. We arrived' 
~~cence. W~ll. ;[~.O~~~D. e., .. r. ePI .. ~~.;-::. .. ,., .. ~., .• ~.· . {hurch, on our~~s;'. D~ior. f!T/ ~.~1 Saturday, .selected our c. ours. es S. u.n~ 
If I were YOp'l~.d~?,~.k'U~j.thIs'r~~i;~~·~ On sun~a~(w?;V{ere introduced\ ~l day, I?et. our student.s Monday, and .. 

a?d get out Of:~o;yp;:1T.?e;;hne;W~~~'Jjto the p~rIshIOn.eJ;srat~Immaculaten \).p!unged mto the rapIds on ':1:'uesday. 
rIght out Oftr;,1!pp~.es;.:!"e:dIj.I}A~L} Concept~on ParIs~ .• · rhe<;~~2l~~;~nitiallY we tried to learn from.. . 
need much Pe:WUll!l~~g ..... :<;~em~~1~;." .. ' ;1 Church m the S~uth I~B?t~p,g.9mg . the students a little concerning their 
was ~w~ hun~~e9,IJvles,awaY":~Jtcr J concern." :houg!il.?? fa~Rie...s·.'\ve~e backgrounds and interests. My 
we dIdn t stoP;~J1~H~e g~~ th~r~;Jt:; on theparlsh ~0~S9~9';~?p~~/29.~:::; morning. class consisted of eleven .. 
Fortu~ately, !hI1S \I.IJcIden~ \}'astpe i'.:'-r people (the sam~: 20). 'Y,;r~ II1}'Wm~' students, all black; on the first day, . 
exceptIOn rat~e~ ~~ant~e r\l~a~'~~:J dance each week;:.:~~e:B.~st~,r!:.f:.~t~~r~ .. I asked them to. tell me.what they 
as o~r receptI~l1l~~}~t~.;r: F;;"': ;~: .. 1 John Kerst~n.' h,!-.d .~1?;l}~~rfi~!.~.~~.~':.jL,1 . planned to do. after completing .. 

I:IIghway 61~c';I,n:es. o~ce 0r-tW}5~?;J y~arsas a prIson~~)n~n.??c~ma,:~eH sc~ool; and also what they ,hoped to 

a.s I~ le.aves MeJtl.p. ... h .. IS, ..... t.l}en ,he.adsc:,:." .... '.' ...... l Janelle later. tOldlU .... ,.s.;,,,.,t •. ?.: .. a'.t?s!J.e. .f.,~.lt. ~.~' t/~' gam from the course (. as. I wasn. 't: 
straIght as an arr?~t9ward. C:!arks-:,;;l CI~r~sdale to be I:i~f~?S~ .<!.~fficuIF ! J surewhat I h~d.to offer them). 
dale, seventy mI!e~:a~a'y .. LI?Il'!¥.: ~. { mIsSIOn: . ~A r:~:'./· ? ,~{ 11 Many of. the gIrlS wanted to become 
the road forthos~seve!1ty I?Iles,ls,.~ That afternoon;fJanelle summoned secretarIes; Loreatha Stacker" , 
-you ~ue~sedN~coJt6.r,t.:, row u~02~::;;u~",~1l into the liV{~I?~~g?'r{~~,d::{W· wanted t? become a: pharmacist, '., 
row ~fIt, mterl'!!pl~d ... :powand .!!:~n ,,~ placed a number ofislieets;onthe!·. James MItchell wasn't sure what he 
bya sharecropper's sliacJ~~·wewe~ei~~tablei~·front of Js:~Tlie'sn~eU·. wanted to do (which I·think was 
stupefied to discover that such ,: ... :i::·.~ .. ,~:represente(rcOUrses:to.ti'e:i~ugh(!'::\'-(-... the ,mosthonest reply) and Theo
shacks still existed-we· woUld'l~~:~tf and she ,I~~ph:ch~tci5>t s?~ise~'~p~:J~d~~~;~ o~ds,' -the st~.~enf:.~~dy presi-
find that. some of our students.· !-\._:~, .... ; ,to us. ;.The bIg catch',was .tliatthese :/dent'atI.C;:School, wanted to. attend 
called these places home.'" " "\~ere:,high-sch~()f~c'our~,estand~~~>~: .; (\y~s d~finitely.·go!ng t({att~~d)\ .. ~ ". 

Clarksdale is a town of roughly. had.expectedito be ieachfnggr'ade;;r~>M~I,T/and;studyelectdcalenginter-

!:~;~t~iOI~h~~~a:odi~~~t~;~:UCh . ~~~~!~ s~~~1~~~.~~~~t~.~~:~;?W~.-'1r.~~e~~~;i2~~~~~gJ~~f~!~ifJ .' 
speak of, ~houg~.the new MaY?r:,' that we'd step mtR.classes'l,f.1<,~1!.~?~~'i~~.1.W:'~Z::f!!!t~lt!qns .. I_don't k~ow'·!l~'Y1 ' 
Joe, Nos~f,promIses to attract m- many of the students·were·nearly·as~·-:;...many.:of .• them WIll. -t.::J 
dustry to the town.' We were told,' old as or olderthim their teachers. " .. ':>Regarqing what they hoped to " 
by our students and by. others that . How could we have authority over gain:from the 'cotirse,many were 
owners of the large farms in the'::. our own'peers? (15till ask myself. quite'blunt:: "the credit.i':Some 
area constituted: a strong lobbying this question); .. Mike McGarry and I wer~vague:': "I want to learn: about 
force to keep industry out of Clarks- were fortunate-we were·able to American government because I 
dale to'prevent their labor supply... select courses which'were related t~: thinkit'siinportimt/;Others ex~· 

. from dwindling. ,The consequences:' our majors. Mike taught arithmetic . pressed adeepdistrustofal1govern~ 
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mental institutions and politicians' 
(a feeling which, in the light of 
events this summer, was possible to 

. understand). They wanted to pre
vent politicians, particularly local, 
from using them. This distrust was 
caused in part by real experience, in 
part from what they had learned at 
home, but also in large measure by 
a lack of understanding of what 
government can and cannot do. This 
I learned as I asked them to write 
what they would do as Mayor of 
Clarksdale .. Vera Jassell wrote: "If 
I was the mayor ... I would improve 
the poverty in_Clarksdale. I would·' . 
build better roads and open up fac
tories so that the people would have 
jobs. 'I would see to it that a public 
swimming pool was established and 
a recreational center. I would have' 
more than one Headstart forchil:' 
dren that ages range from 3 to 6. 
If I did all of the things above, don't. 
you think I would have a terrific .;:' 
chance of being reelected ?" I sup- . 
poseanybody.wotild, after accom~ 
plishing all this. With expectations 
so high, it is natural that their dis
trust would run deep. They had (per
haps we should all have) a pie-in
the-sky conc,ept of government's po- '. 
tential.But where would the money. 
for these programs come from? 
How could Clarksdale attracUn- •. 
dustry? They didn't know and I 
didn't know. Theodore said Clarks
dale had nothing.to offer industry. , 
Yet running throughout the course 

e 

teaching the students how to read a 
newspaper article .. They seemed to 
understand and be learning, until 
she quizzed them on the basis of an 
article they were to read to them
selves. For answers she received a 
lot of blank stares ... it was then 
that she realized she had been read
ing these articles aloud to the class, 
and it was only because of that that 
they were able to follow her. At least 
a few of her students. didri't' have' 
their minds on current events, 
though. Sharon asked them what 
they hoped for in the course, and 
was informed by Melvin Stokes, the 
ninth-grade basketball star, that he . 
hoped for a date with the beautiful 
white teacher, who' herself he ven
tured might enjoy going out with 
that debonair black man .. When 
Sharon would watch' the basketball 
games, Melvin always attempted to 
put on a spectacular show. 

The first few days were difficult· 
in many ways. None of us had ever' 
faced a class before, and we were 
naturally apprehensive and self- . 
conscious,: particularly in trying to 
teach our own age group. in the 
weeks before coming to Mississippi, 
I had feared that bitterness would 
arise agaillstus,' that we would be 
viewed as liberal' college kids who 
had descended from the North' for 
six or seven weeks of "slumming." 
I often wondered,. and occasionally 
still wonder" if th,at description does. 
not fit us. .. 

:was this strain of distrust, chastising. Yet such bitterness never arose. 
of politicians for failing to cure all Our attempts at teaching were in-' 
ills:~ '.'They're only" interested in deed frustrating, but not due to.any . 
themselves' ... 'once t. hey get elected, b't't . f' th t d t G t . ~ erness rom e s u en s. ran - '. 
they stop caring." And this distrust' 
would hinder them from under- . ed,we were challenged, but in the"" 

, . '. same way we too often challenge· ,. 
standing thewaygovernment should our own teachers~byour seeming 
operate. ~ Their. constant 'complaint indifference, . by our reluctance to' 
would be "it doesn't work that way, . .... meet the. teacher halfway in the': ;. 
regar<lless:oi whatthe book says.". classroom; ~'L'eave it to him, he's: ..• 
And; frankly;mariytimes they were. the teacher"-thisattitude is ac" 
right. .'.'. '. .., common memory -from our· high-

That first day I also gave them a . school years. From the other side of· 
short quiz to determine the extent· the desk,however,' this attitude.····· 
of their knowledge of government; seems terrifying. We knew they ". 
I learned that the number of U.S .. ' were waiting for·usto show them' 
senators varies from fifteen to three: something.- .We all spent many ex-' 
hundr'ed-Mississippi is' fortunate in: . cruciating moments in deadly silence, 
having seven senators .. Sharon; Mike· "':""watching the clock,' waiting for .• ' 
and others noted that the students . something to happen. "Who would' 
were extremely deficient in reading. like to comment on this---:would you, 
ability and writirig skills, though :,: Theodore? You, James? Barbara? 
there were of course a few excep-· Verlee.? Vera? Deb?·Larry? 
tions. 'Sharon spent the first two, . Martha ?ANYBODY???" I must . 
weeks in her current events class', con~essthat many timesweweren't. 
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so much concerned with their learn- . 
ing as with the wheels rolling 
smoothly in class, with passing the 
time, with keeping them above all 
occupied. It was the 'silence and the . 
stares which we couldn't endure. In 
my evening class I felt at first as a 
total stranger-nine students clearly 
enjoying -themSelves, involved in 
conversation about who's going out 
with whom~and one phantom 
"teacher." It was as though I weren't 
in the room-I was almost afraid '. 
to introduce myself. We all went 
through this period of abject terror, . 
but then every teacher does. It 
passed. What was most important 
was that we should not barricade 
ourselves behind the textbook, sur
render to the protection of a routine, 
seeing'a "class" but not students, . 
as we were often tempted to do. 
Once again, the question arises, as 
to just what we hoped to accomplish 
for these students. In our darker 
moments our greatest hope was to . 
see the minute hand on the clock 
begin to move like a second hand:, 

.They challenged us at first as" 
teachers but not as people, not as 
friends. Indeed, perhaps our friend
ship' impeded the student-teacher 
relationship, butwe were not sure 
that a:' student-teacher relationship 
was what we wanted. They seldom 
questioned our motives for coming 
. to work and had they, I don't know 
how I would have replied. We didn't 
really know why we were there
we wanted to' help, but really how, ,. 
and how much? 

I remember that one day class 
was particularly dull, arid they never 
pulled puriches.· Carolyn Claybrooks' 
informed me politely that I was 
boring them· to death. I knew I was,' 
yet I didn't see any alternatives, 
arid I fumed at her "galL", I became 
suddenly self-righteous: '.'Carolyn," 
I said; "I didn't come down here for 
my health. I'm not getting any pay 
for this, but I at least expect your 
cooperation." "Well, if you're not 
getting paid, you must be crazy to 
be here," was the reply. No, 
Carolyn, I'm not crazy." I am getting' 

. paid~my feeling self-righteous,'· 
regardless of how baseless this feel
ing may be, is my pay.; I wonder 
again if I wasn't just "slumming." 
My journal entry of Jurie 3 reads: 
"Tomorrow we jump into our· 
classes. I'm a little apprehensive. 
I'll be teachinggovernrrient-state ' 
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or federal? Local? What will it 
matter to them? I'll have to find 
out. Maybe the whole thing's a 
waste-good way to begin the proj
ect. People like Sister Janelle and ' 
Father Kersten must be convinced 

, that the effort is worthwhile. The' 
question that really bothers me, and 
which I think will bother me all 
summer, is: Are we down here just 
to please ourselves, to placate our 
consciences in a six-week stint? I 
honestly don't know. Of course I 
hope not." I,still don't know-were' 
we? My outburst in class would 
seem to indicate so, for me, at least; 
'However, between lesson plans, ' 
, classes, odd jobs around the school, . 

" and our "breaks" with the stUdents 
at some local nightspots, we didn't 
often pause to consider our motives, 
at least with each other. The heat 
oppressed us-when we were not 
moving, we wanted more .than any
thing to sleep, not to think. We were 
drained much of the time: we often 
counted the hours and days. In our 
weekly meetings to prepare our re
ports, we never could agree on 
exactly why we had come. In the 
face of day-to-day pressures, annoy
ances, and pleasures that consider
ation seemed of secondary impor- , 
tance: we were there, that's all that 
mattered. Now, the question of our 
motives, of our concept of service 
which is the theme of CILA, 
looms, large. 

CILA stresses not only service, 
but also community .. I feeIthat the 
University of Notre Dame is a warm 
place. Perhaps I don't bother to see 
much of the loneliness which people 
suffer here.· Yet when people speak 
of what matters to them most here, 
what they will take with them, it is 
almost invariably the friendships 
they have formed, the people they' 
have come to love. Our seven weeks 
in Clarksdale gave us the oppor
tunity to experience friendship as 
we had not before. When we were 
selected, we hardly knew each other. 
At the .end of the project, we could 
hardly get along without each other. 
This sounds terribly sentimentai, but, 
it is true. , Bonnie and I had had 
somewhat similar experiences, as 
we both participated in the Sopho~ 
more Year Abroad Program, in An
gers and Innsbruck. A small group' 
is cut off from the University and 
placed in' strange surroundings
Angers, Innsbruck, Mississippi, 
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North Dakota, Mexico, or St. Lucia. ' 
These people spend all of their time 
together-there is no escape to a 
carrel in the library-there is no 
occasionally comfortable feeling of 
anonymity, of being lost in a crowd. 
The people in such a group have a 
common interest-be it service or 
foreign, study-and they must de- , 
pend on each other, and only on each 
other, for support. Such groups be
come, for better or for,worse, 
families. We were fortunate-ours 
was a "happy family." The experi-' 
ence in Clarksdale was more intense 
than that of sophomore year, be- ' 
cause the pressures surrounding us 

, were greater, and we had nowhere 
to turn but to each other and, if one 
felt so inclined, to prayer. We were 
literally fused together by the pres
sure-which took the form of frus
tration with one day's class, anxiety 
in planning for the next day, dis-· 
comfort at the heat or general 
anger at the world. I don't mean to 
imply that we were always in a 
negative frame of mind., Of course, 
we celebrated together, celebrated 
the good times, those moments when 
all went well: For us, a day without 
a Frisbee or basketball game was 
practically sacrilegious. We clearly 
enjoyed each other's company; I ' 
really think we came to love each 
other. 

came more and more conscious not 
of the support which we provided 
each other, but of the ,act of sup
porting, and the care which ,that im
plied. 

On Wednesday, June 20, we had a 
huge dinner at a local Greek restau
rant. Everyone seemed in unusually 
high spirits. That night Sharon 
received a phone call that her ' 
mother had suffered a severe heart 
attack. The next day Sharon had 
to prepare to leave. It was at this 
point that we realized what a family 
we had become, and what a loss we 
would suffer. Nobody could say-'· 
anything-but she knew how we 
felt. From Bonnie's journal: "On 
the surface, we all tried to keep 
smiling and laugh at our own ter
rible jokes, but the surface was just 
a transparent film through which 
we could see that each of us was 
aching inside; I was amazed how 
Sharon Smiled so easily and handled 
all of,her class business so well. As 
~e were waiting for Sharon's plane 

-to take off in Memphis, I never felt 
so badly for anyone as I did for 
Sharon that day ... I felt guilty 
that I couldn't have helped her more, 
but it was hard to 'know what'to ' 
say or do to comfort her~veryone 
was sad and depressed and I didn't 
want our project to end that way.;. 
I felt that I was needed as a mem-

I don't believe that these ties ber of the group, and if I could just 
would have been possible were it not make everyone feel a little bit hap~ 
for the pressures we faced. The pier, I'd feel important." 'Sharon's " 
strongest friendships are formed departure was our darkest hour, yet 
under duress. A friend is not loved we all shared Borinie's resolve. 
only for being himself, he is loved I am not a sociologist, nor do r 
for the support he provides. We feel that it is proper to generalize 
needed each other more than peopl~' about classes of people. Yet'weall 
in a"normal" situation (if there is" saw that i~ the black community at 
such a thing) need each other. So large, and particularly in the stu
we used each other. Someone always dents with whom we dealt, 'there ' 
felt like bitching, and, fortunately, was this resolve to support each'; 
someone always felt like listening. other-a real openness and warmth 
At one o'clock every day we would, which we often talk about out, 
trudge in from the battlefield and . seldom witness. Call it "soul" if ' 
sit down to lunch which Janelle had you will'but I feel it has little to do 
ably prepared. Sharon would crack, with being black. It has to do with 
a joke, and everyone would groan. a feeling of oppression or duress-
Regardless of how poor it was, it a small "group feeling" in an alien 
was necessary. We would compare: or hostile,society._lt is the same 
notes: "Melvin WOUldn't shut up. feeling which we seven shared for: .. ' 
today"-"Well that's all right be-' each other-a willingness to "come, 
cause Verlee wouldn't wake up to- through" for one another when,the' 
day." We would laugh at our situa- chips are ,down-a need for each 
tion-we needed ,to.' And we would other. ,In my days ~I have not wit-
stand up from the table more able:: , nessed much poverty firsthand, but 
to face the rest of the day. As I I would ven ture ,a guess that this : 
said, we used each other-but be- ' sense of, community exists far more,: 
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readily 'in areas of poverty or op
pression than in areas of affluence, 
(unless the poverty is so dire as to 
necessitate "survival of the fittest." 
In Clarksdale it wasn't). Affluence 
creates an outward sense 'of indepen
dence. We all seek to become self
supporting, and, in this sense, we 
deny our need of others' support. 
It is a mark of shame in America 
for a man to cry or to demonstrate 
any "imprudent" dependence on 
others. 'If we remove the need for 
each other, what do we have left? 

Jean-Paul Sartre would say that 
the individual can only become 
aware of the v~lue of others by a 
commo'n oppression-and thus form 

difficult to convey to each other. It 
has often been said that we are 
afraid to touch each other. These 
people certainly were not; 

I am not attempting to gloss over 
the hardships which our friends 
endured. We did not visit many of 
their homes, and, as we were in 
Clarksdale but seven weeks, we 
cannot consider ourselves authorities 
on what thiw did or didnotsuffer. 
Perhaps what we witnessed was' 
merely youthful vigor; anger antic
ipation, high ambitions, the deter
mination to "fight the good fight" , 
against an oppressive society. Per
haps what I havf!'called "soul" turns 
to 'despair after a lifetime of frus
tration.'! don't know. I didn't speak: 
with any of the men who cluster 
around the gas stations or kill time 
looking out from their porches on 
Sunflower Street. What would they 
have to say about the "community" 
spawned by poverty? Kenny Brew, 
one of Kris's students, entertained 
the cbiss with his stories of six-foot
tall cigar-smoking rats which in
habited Isaquena Street. When one 
would knock on the door, they would 
answer with "Hey baby, what's hap
pen in' ?" A funny story, particularly 
to hear him tell it. Yet it seldom ' 
struck us how tragic it was that he 
should have such material tq base 
his'stories on; because the rats on ' 
Isaquena' Street are not figments of 

a "g'roupe en fusion." This sense of ' Kenny's imagination. 
community disappears as soon as 
the oppression is overcome-each Thus, I am not implying that 

"man becomes again self-seeking. I poverty is desirable because it 
won't vouch for the veracity of this "builds character." What I ani say-
statement butit does indeed seem ing is that suffering is innate.to the ' 
that we h~velost our sense of com- human condition-p.o matter how 
munity, we have lost what the we try to avoid it, we are bound to 
people in Clarksdale treasure: ' suffer sometime-physically or 
"soul:" The highest compliment pidd spiritually, or both. Didn't Christ 

"d . th . '. t t'dur himself suffer for us? We did suffer me urmg e proJec came ou - . 
ing a classdiscussiori .. James Mitch- in Mississippi-perhaps we didn't do 
ell was raving at "the white man" all that much work, but we did 
arid white society in general, claim~ worry a lot (no joke). And we 
ing thaUhe oppression of the black turned to each other, asthe people 
man would never 'cease. Iwarned there turn to each other. The prob~ 
him that generalizing in this fashion .lem with affluence is that it is a 
was overt racism,' arid that I too was conscious attempt to avoid suffer-
a white nian. He smiled and said, ing; and a necessary consequence of 
"Well, Jerry, you ain't white. You this, I believe, is thatwe turn away 

. see, you're a Brother.'" I didn't from each other, we deny the need 
temper his racism, but I was pleased: for each other. 

The students seemed to enjoy life Our most moving experiences 
more than we did. Talk came freely' were visits to two Baptist churches. 
.(sometimes too freely) and, asl We were invited to the Chapel Hill 
said~"nobody pulled punches. Even Baptist Church by Billy von Veal, 
the "soul shake" imparts'a sense another one of Kris's stUdents. At 
of warmth which we riormallyfind both services we were the only 
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whites present. At both services, 
we were warmly welcomed-though 
the word "warmly" is inadequate. 
I have seldom witnessed real joy 
in a church. I have often felt, and 
I'm sure many others have,' as a 
spectator at the fringes of and not 
really caught up in a celebration. 
Here it was different. We were all 
family. People smiled. People sang 
-and really sang rather than 

'mumbled. Even big Mike McGarry's 
voice (he's our glee club virtuoso) 
was lost in the crowd. Joy is con
tagious in such surroundings. Ican't 
even remember what the preacher 
said, but we got the message; After 
the services, everyone bid us to 
come again-do come again, not 
"drop by sometime." 

,Last year Billy von Veal, accom
panied by some CILA members, 
sought entrance to the white Baptist 
Church services. He was denied; I 
feel sorry for those "Christians." 

, It is light of the joy we witnessed 
at these services that the question 
again arises: why did we come? 
What did we hope to give those 
people? Standing in church that 
day, 1 could riot think of one thing' 
that they really needed because at 
that moment'they had happiness, 
and how many 'of us can:s'ay that we 
are truly happy? 1 cannot. 

We were there 'to teach: Teach , 
what, and for what? I used to feel 
that education is the panacea for 
social ills. Th'at is a rather naive 
idea. We were (I hope) well-inten
tioned, but we all agree that our 
teaching efjectivenesswas prac
tically nil. . As far as James Mitchell 
is concerned, there are still 308 U.S. 
senators. The facts we tried to im
part went in one ear and out the' 
other. Where would this education 

, lead them-to a job? There aren't 
any. They knew it. We knew it. It 
hurts to think ofine seven girls who 
graduated this summer. They have 
high hopes-most have headed 
north. What's in store for them? 
VerIee Pittmann and Carolyn Clay
brooks graduated early and went on 
to business school in Memphis. 
Carolyn .lasted a week. Most of us 
read Herbert Kohl's book, 36 Chil
dren. Init, he speaks of his efforts 
to reach a ghetto class in Harlem
to actually make'them want to 
learn. A fellow teacher advises him: 
"One good year is not enough to help 
the children out of this jungle. The 
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or federal? Local? What will it 
matter to them? I'll have to find 
out. Maybe the whole thing's a 
waste-good way to begin the proj
ect. People like Sister Janelle and ' 
Father Kersten must be convinced 

, that the effort is worthwhile. The' 
question that really bothers me, and 
which I think will bother me all 
summer, is: Are we down here just 
to please ourselves, to placate our 
consciences in a six-week stint? I 
honestly don't know. Of course I 
hope not." I,still don't know-were' 
we? My outburst in class would 
seem to indicate so, for me, at least; 
'However, between lesson plans, ' 
, classes, odd jobs around the school, . 

" and our "breaks" with the stUdents 
at some local nightspots, we didn't 
often pause to consider our motives, 
at least with each other. The heat 
oppressed us-when we were not 
moving, we wanted more .than any
thing to sleep, not to think. We were 
drained much of the time: we often 
counted the hours and days. In our 
weekly meetings to prepare our re
ports, we never could agree on 
exactly why we had come. In the 
face of day-to-day pressures, annoy
ances, and pleasures that consider
ation seemed of secondary impor- , 
tance: we were there, that's all that 
mattered. Now, the question of our 
motives, of our concept of service 
which is the theme of CILA, 
looms, large. 

CILA stresses not only service, 
but also community .. I feeIthat the 
University of Notre Dame is a warm 
place. Perhaps I don't bother to see 
much of the loneliness which people 
suffer here.· Yet when people speak 
of what matters to them most here, 
what they will take with them, it is 
almost invariably the friendships 
they have formed, the people they' 
have come to love. Our seven weeks 
in Clarksdale gave us the oppor
tunity to experience friendship as 
we had not before. When we were 
selected, we hardly knew each other. 
At the .end of the project, we could 
hardly get along without each other. 
This sounds terribly sentimentai, but, 
it is true. , Bonnie and I had had 
somewhat similar experiences, as 
we both participated in the Sopho~ 
more Year Abroad Program, in An
gers and Innsbruck. A small group' 
is cut off from the University and 
placed in' strange surroundings
Angers, Innsbruck, Mississippi, 
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North Dakota, Mexico, or St. Lucia. ' 
These people spend all of their time 
together-there is no escape to a 
carrel in the library-there is no 
occasionally comfortable feeling of 
anonymity, of being lost in a crowd. 
The people in such a group have a 
common interest-be it service or 
foreign, study-and they must de- , 
pend on each other, and only on each 
other, for support. Such groups be
come, for better or for,worse, 
families. We were fortunate-ours 
was a "happy family." The experi-' 
ence in Clarksdale was more intense 
than that of sophomore year, be- ' 
cause the pressures surrounding us 

, were greater, and we had nowhere 
to turn but to each other and, if one 
felt so inclined, to prayer. We were 
literally fused together by the pres
sure-which took the form of frus
tration with one day's class, anxiety 
in planning for the next day, dis-· 
comfort at the heat or general 
anger at the world. I don't mean to 
imply that we were always in a 
negative frame of mind., Of course, 
we celebrated together, celebrated 
the good times, those moments when 
all went well: For us, a day without 
a Frisbee or basketball game was 
practically sacrilegious. We clearly 
enjoyed each other's company; I ' 
really think we came to love each 
other. 

came more and more conscious not 
of the support which we provided 
each other, but of the ,act of sup
porting, and the care which ,that im
plied. 

On Wednesday, June 20, we had a 
huge dinner at a local Greek restau
rant. Everyone seemed in unusually 
high spirits. That night Sharon 
received a phone call that her ' 
mother had suffered a severe heart 
attack. The next day Sharon had 
to prepare to leave. It was at this 
point that we realized what a family 
we had become, and what a loss we 
would suffer. Nobody could say-'· 
anything-but she knew how we 
felt. From Bonnie's journal: "On 
the surface, we all tried to keep 
smiling and laugh at our own ter
rible jokes, but the surface was just 
a transparent film through which 
we could see that each of us was 
aching inside; I was amazed how 
Sharon Smiled so easily and handled 
all of,her class business so well. As 
~e were waiting for Sharon's plane 

-to take off in Memphis, I never felt 
so badly for anyone as I did for 
Sharon that day ... I felt guilty 
that I couldn't have helped her more, 
but it was hard to 'know what'to ' 
say or do to comfort her~veryone 
was sad and depressed and I didn't 
want our project to end that way.;. 
I felt that I was needed as a mem-

I don't believe that these ties ber of the group, and if I could just 
would have been possible were it not make everyone feel a little bit hap~ 
for the pressures we faced. The pier, I'd feel important." 'Sharon's " 
strongest friendships are formed departure was our darkest hour, yet 
under duress. A friend is not loved we all shared Borinie's resolve. 
only for being himself, he is loved I am not a sociologist, nor do r 
for the support he provides. We feel that it is proper to generalize 
needed each other more than peopl~' about classes of people. Yet'weall 
in a"normal" situation (if there is" saw that i~ the black community at 
such a thing) need each other. So large, and particularly in the stu
we used each other. Someone always dents with whom we dealt, 'there ' 
felt like bitching, and, fortunately, was this resolve to support each'; 
someone always felt like listening. other-a real openness and warmth 
At one o'clock every day we would, which we often talk about out, 
trudge in from the battlefield and . seldom witness. Call it "soul" if ' 
sit down to lunch which Janelle had you will'but I feel it has little to do 
ably prepared. Sharon would crack, with being black. It has to do with 
a joke, and everyone would groan. a feeling of oppression or duress-
Regardless of how poor it was, it a small "group feeling" in an alien 
was necessary. We would compare: or hostile,society._lt is the same 
notes: "Melvin WOUldn't shut up. feeling which we seven shared for: .. ' 
today"-"Well that's all right be-' each other-a willingness to "come, 
cause Verlee wouldn't wake up to- through" for one another when,the' 
day." We would laugh at our situa- chips are ,down-a need for each 
tion-we needed ,to.' And we would other. ,In my days ~I have not wit-
stand up from the table more able:: , nessed much poverty firsthand, but 
to face the rest of the day. As I I would ven ture ,a guess that this : 
said, we used each other-but be- ' sense of, community exists far more,: 
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readily 'in areas of poverty or op
pression than in areas of affluence, 
(unless the poverty is so dire as to 
necessitate "survival of the fittest." 
In Clarksdale it wasn't). Affluence 
creates an outward sense 'of indepen
dence. We all seek to become self
supporting, and, in this sense, we 
deny our need of others' support. 
It is a mark of shame in America 
for a man to cry or to demonstrate 
any "imprudent" dependence on 
others. 'If we remove the need for 
each other, what do we have left? 

Jean-Paul Sartre would say that 
the individual can only become 
aware of the v~lue of others by a 
commo'n oppression-and thus form 

difficult to convey to each other. It 
has often been said that we are 
afraid to touch each other. These 
people certainly were not; 

I am not attempting to gloss over 
the hardships which our friends 
endured. We did not visit many of 
their homes, and, as we were in 
Clarksdale but seven weeks, we 
cannot consider ourselves authorities 
on what thiw did or didnotsuffer. 
Perhaps what we witnessed was' 
merely youthful vigor; anger antic
ipation, high ambitions, the deter
mination to "fight the good fight" , 
against an oppressive society. Per
haps what I havf!'called "soul" turns 
to 'despair after a lifetime of frus
tration.'! don't know. I didn't speak: 
with any of the men who cluster 
around the gas stations or kill time 
looking out from their porches on 
Sunflower Street. What would they 
have to say about the "community" 
spawned by poverty? Kenny Brew, 
one of Kris's students, entertained 
the cbiss with his stories of six-foot
tall cigar-smoking rats which in
habited Isaquena Street. When one 
would knock on the door, they would 
answer with "Hey baby, what's hap
pen in' ?" A funny story, particularly 
to hear him tell it. Yet it seldom ' 
struck us how tragic it was that he 
should have such material tq base 
his'stories on; because the rats on ' 
Isaquena' Street are not figments of 

a "g'roupe en fusion." This sense of ' Kenny's imagination. 
community disappears as soon as 
the oppression is overcome-each Thus, I am not implying that 

"man becomes again self-seeking. I poverty is desirable because it 
won't vouch for the veracity of this "builds character." What I ani say-
statement butit does indeed seem ing is that suffering is innate.to the ' 
that we h~velost our sense of com- human condition-p.o matter how 
munity, we have lost what the we try to avoid it, we are bound to 
people in Clarksdale treasure: ' suffer sometime-physically or 
"soul:" The highest compliment pidd spiritually, or both. Didn't Christ 

"d . th . '. t t'dur himself suffer for us? We did suffer me urmg e proJec came ou - . 
ing a classdiscussiori .. James Mitch- in Mississippi-perhaps we didn't do 
ell was raving at "the white man" all that much work, but we did 
arid white society in general, claim~ worry a lot (no joke). And we 
ing thaUhe oppression of the black turned to each other, asthe people 
man would never 'cease. Iwarned there turn to each other. The prob~ 
him that generalizing in this fashion .lem with affluence is that it is a 
was overt racism,' arid that I too was conscious attempt to avoid suffer-
a white nian. He smiled and said, ing; and a necessary consequence of 
"Well, Jerry, you ain't white. You this, I believe, is thatwe turn away 

. see, you're a Brother.'" I didn't from each other, we deny the need 
temper his racism, but I was pleased: for each other. 

The students seemed to enjoy life Our most moving experiences 
more than we did. Talk came freely' were visits to two Baptist churches. 
.(sometimes too freely) and, asl We were invited to the Chapel Hill 
said~"nobody pulled punches. Even Baptist Church by Billy von Veal, 
the "soul shake" imparts'a sense another one of Kris's stUdents. At 
of warmth which we riormallyfind both services we were the only 
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whites present. At both services, 
we were warmly welcomed-though 
the word "warmly" is inadequate. 
I have seldom witnessed real joy 
in a church. I have often felt, and 
I'm sure many others have,' as a 
spectator at the fringes of and not 
really caught up in a celebration. 
Here it was different. We were all 
family. People smiled. People sang 
-and really sang rather than 

'mumbled. Even big Mike McGarry's 
voice (he's our glee club virtuoso) 
was lost in the crowd. Joy is con
tagious in such surroundings. Ican't 
even remember what the preacher 
said, but we got the message; After 
the services, everyone bid us to 
come again-do come again, not 
"drop by sometime." 

,Last year Billy von Veal, accom
panied by some CILA members, 
sought entrance to the white Baptist 
Church services. He was denied; I 
feel sorry for those "Christians." 

, It is light of the joy we witnessed 
at these services that the question 
again arises: why did we come? 
What did we hope to give those 
people? Standing in church that 
day, 1 could riot think of one thing' 
that they really needed because at 
that moment'they had happiness, 
and how many 'of us can:s'ay that we 
are truly happy? 1 cannot. 

We were there 'to teach: Teach , 
what, and for what? I used to feel 
that education is the panacea for 
social ills. Th'at is a rather naive 
idea. We were (I hope) well-inten
tioned, but we all agree that our 
teaching efjectivenesswas prac
tically nil. . As far as James Mitchell 
is concerned, there are still 308 U.S. 
senators. The facts we tried to im
part went in one ear and out the' 
other. Where would this education 

, lead them-to a job? There aren't 
any. They knew it. We knew it. It 
hurts to think ofine seven girls who 
graduated this summer. They have 
high hopes-most have headed 
north. What's in store for them? 
VerIee Pittmann and Carolyn Clay
brooks graduated early and went on 
to business school in Memphis. 
Carolyn .lasted a week. Most of us 
read Herbert Kohl's book, 36 Chil
dren. Init, he speaks of his efforts 
to reach a ghetto class in Harlem
to actually make'them want to 
learn. A fellow teacher advises him: 
"One good year is not enough to help 
the children out of this jungle. The 
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next year whatever they learned 
will be unlearned, their confidence 
and pride swept away, destroyed ... 
four years ago I got tired of the 
motions and let the kids relax." I 
could be severely criticized on the 
basis that after only seven weeks of 
teaching or trying to teach, I have 
given up on education. It could be 
said that we were indeed "slum
ming," treating "commitments" asa 
fad, and giving up in the face of the 
adversary. That may be a valid 
criticism. I would just like to pose 
the question: where does the edu-. 
.cation lead? 

For most, as I have said, it will 
,not lead to a job. They do need 
jobs. Thus, we didn't help them ma
terially. What about "learning for 
learning's sake"? I think that as far 
as the state of Mississippi is con
cerned,these students ,could have 
played pinochle for three hours a ' 
day and received their credit, as long 
as they.were in the classroom. And 
is learning for its own sake even 
possible.in a situation like this? I 
sometimes felt slightly, ridiculous 
lecturing on "how a bill becomes a 
law" to girls who have two or three 
babies at the age of 18. Besides, 
isn't the point of education to in 
some way teach one how to live, 
to attain happiness? Then.one must 
ask if our learned men are happy, 
if our society as a whole is happy. 
If by educating these people weare 
attempting to raise them to our ow~ , 
"standard of living," then.! could 
not waste the effort, because I be~ 
lieve they are closer th~m we are to 
realizing the true values of life. 
,I believe that Nap, Sharon, and 

Bonnie would disagree with me on 
this view of education. They do not 
'give up as easily as L I have not 
"given up" 'on education, though:' . 
after all, I ,am still a student. Never-. 
theless, I have not been able' to an~· 
swer, nor has anyone provided me 
the answer to the question "What 
did we ,hope to accomplish by teach
ing these kids?" ;. " . 

To return to the question posed 
at the beginning of this report-why 
did we go to Clarksdale? This too 
we leave unanswered. We wanted 
somehow to help-:.-and I think we 
did-in particular I think of Greg 
Nimock, one of '(again), Kris's stu
dents whom, we, were able. fo 'bring , 
out of his self-imposed seclusion.", 
We'll never forget the night he 
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br6ughtus a roast that he had 
cooked. Itwas smothered with pep
per and we were in agony" but we 
had to keep up the compliments as 
Kris shoveled more onto our plates. 
As I stated before, our teaching was 
frustrating, but I think that in the 
overall context of the project, that 
is of little consequence. 

Were we motivated by Christian. 
ideals? I don't know~ I think most 
of us are driven by a sense of obli- ' 

'gation: we should help, and this 
plugs at our consciences until we do. 
But does appeasement of conscience 
constitute adherence to the com
mandment "Love thy neighbor"? 
I doubt it. It is more neurosis than 
love-we help not because we really 
want to, but because we are literally 
driven to. We cannot live with our
selves. if we don't. Here I speak 
only for myself and for Mike Smith, 
who shares this view. In this sense, 
perhaps we are "do-gooders." 

In looking back,on the summer, I 
have a sense of having fulfilled!ln 
obligation more so than having 
shown love,for my brother. What 
happens to the Billies, Gregs, yer
lees, Brendas, Dianes and others now 
concerns me, of course, but not, I 
think, as much as it would if I truly 
loved them. Here at Notre Dame I . 
sense new"obligations" which must, 
in turn, be fulfilled. Is this the spirit 
of service to which CILA dedi-
cates itself? I know, it is not. But 
I'm afraid this idea of "service" is 
shared by many people today-it ' 
becomes. another: pressure which 
bears down upon .us. How does one . 
approachtrue Christfan love? Or, 
even true, human love?, I'm still . 
wondering. 

I,don't,know how,much we . 
learned by goingto'ClarKsdale, and' 
I don't know if or how we will' 
utilize our "experience." We have 
not provided any answers in this 
report; if we' had answers, wewould 
give them .. Bo~nie, Kris, Sharon, . 
Mike, Baby Mike,Nap and I ask only 
that you consider the questions. . . 

Belcourt 

Tf.Le Chippewa Indian Reservation at 
Belcourt, North Dakota, was the 
work site for CILAvolunteers Bob 
Allen, Rick Allenj Rick Baltz, 
Maggie Dunleavy, Greg Hunckler" 
John Hunckler, Paul Karas; Gay 
Kaschewski and GretchenW erner. 
Here is their report of Summer, ' 
1973. 

The North Dakota project was a 
new experience for the entire group, 
except for Greg Hunckler, who had ' , 
been with the ClLA group in Bel- . 
court the previous summer. For the. 
rest of us, Bob Allen, RiCk Allen, 
Rick Battz, Maggie Dunleavy, John 
Hunckler, Paul Karas, Gay" 
Kaschewski, and Gretchen Werner, 
~t was our first CILA project. 

- .. Prellaration, on the whole, was 
quite poor,We had little information 
about Belcourt ~ the people, the' 
camp, or the climate fromCILA 
kids.who had been there on earlier· 
projects. We did, however, receive> 
some information from John Hunck
ler who had been in Belcourt a few 
times visiting his sister and brother-
in-law.. I, " 

The town of Belcourt isn't at all 
what we had 'imagined it would be, 
and it's rather hard to describe. " 
Basically, the town Jscomprisedof 
sm~ll, usually' old and beaten~looking 
houses' and trailers, a large, modern 
schoolcomptex, post office, .laundro
mat, library,' CAP bUilding, hos- " 
pital, grocery store, miSSion, youth 
,center, and two bars. A good deaf of .' 
goverrunenthousing has gone up in'" 
recent years. There are also two' '" 
housing clusters outside of Belcourt 
on the western edge of the reserva~ 
tio~. The town is; spread Ol,lt over Cc 

quite a l1irge area of brush and. 
'grassy fields and kliolls;The roa'd~ . 
are mostly dirt and all are rutted, 
and. filled7 with potholes. ,; 

Most of the Indians on this Chip
pewareservation are half7 or' 
quarter-bloods .. The.re are only a " 

, very few full-blooded, families re- ;' 
very few full-blood families re
maining. Many o~ the people were", 
rather darkin color or had distinct
ly Indian facial features. In some, 
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families, though, some children were 
Indian in appearance, others Anglo. 

Children attend the mission school, 
which goes through the eighth 
grade, and the reservation school, 

", complete from a Head Start pro-' . 
gram through the senior year in 

, high school. Some attend a boarding 
school in Wahpeton, which goes 
from the first through the twelfth' 
grades. 'Attendance in the upper 
grades~ drops off, although school 
officials have tried a variety of means 
to keep the kids ,challenged and in
terested. The percentage of college-

'. bound students from Belcourt High 
School is quite low; 

Some of 'us' were going to do s~ine 
work in the summer school, but 
there was an extremely low turnout 
forthe classes. No students had, ,. 
signed up for the science courses, 
although many needed help in this 
area: The BrA and mo~t: of the 
Indians feel the"best hope t~ im
prove their lives'js in education, but 
despite the money and manpower , 
being poured into the schools, the 
drop~ut rate continues to be high. 

There are many aspects of reser- . ;' 
vationlife we had not fully realized·; 
until we found ourselves in the midst 
of the situation. 

Seven of us arrived in Belcourt on 
June 11 in three cars after driving 
leisurely cross-country for 24 hours. 
After a minimal amount of time 
and effort, we found' two education 
department trailers and, a tiny , 
bungalow to serve as home for the 
length of our. stay. The two trailers 
were set right behind the police de
partment and jail; the house was 
several blocks away. The girls' 
trailer was the central meeting, 
living and eating place, as the cook
ing was done there and it was always 
so clean. Although the house and 
the girls' trailer had a number of 
points against them, we really were 
very pleased .with our living 
accommodations. 

The day camp. where we worked 
was about two and a half miles north 
of Belcourt on a small bay of Fish 
Lake. The grounds belong to the 
Lutheran mission which gives per
mission to the'education department 
to use the camp facilities; Four 
buses brought the kids to camp from 
all over the reservation. Attendance 
ranged from a high in the eighties' 
at the start of the season to a low" 
in the thirties at the end. The age 
of the campers ranged from,sixto 
about fourteen. . . 

Although there were few close 
contacts with the" parents, there 
were several opportunities to talk 
with them. Most were pleased with 
the day camp and were happy. that' 
their kids were enjoying it so much. 
In many homes,the parents would be 
away at work during the day and " 
the camp took care of their children. 
during these times. It was suggested 

'Drinking is an important aspect " 
ofniserva tion life, taking a large' 
porthin of many families, welfare 
checks. It is one ofthe few forms of . 
recreation and is almost 'always' , ' ' 
found in group gatheririgs and ap
pears to be part of the machismo 
cult, as are fast cars, fighting, and .' 
early procreation. All are used a's : 
outward' expressions to prove 
manhood.," . 

Anannoyirigaspect of reservation 
life is their' disregard for being on 
time, a things they' laughingly re
ferred :to as running on i'Indian 

.. that a baby-sitting service was 
needed, but we didn't have a chance: 
to set one up. 

. Time." This is rathertiniversally .• 
accepted by the reservation popula- , 
tionas a'regularfea~ure of,life. 

. The child~en at camp ~ere a '. .' 
unique, blend of sweetness and hard~ 
ness. One moment they were hang-, 
ing all over' us, clamoring, for , 
affection" bringing us fiowers,and 
the next they could be cursing, or.' 
stealing lunches and lying about it., 
We found the children to have a:" 
wealthof stories about the reserva~ 
tion and family life. They were one, 
of our biggest inform_ation. sources. 

A.l'RIL 26,-1974 

We were lucky, to find such good 
living quarters. We rented two ',," 
trailers through the education de
partment and subleased a house,. , 
from Sister J.udi~h, the piincipal of 
St. Ann's Grade School. The difficulty, 
we did have, in. getting settled in' . 
Belcourt lay mostly in the fact that, 
ClLA had no reliable contacts there. 

Our group' was fortunate in 
having three cars. We could. have 
gotten along with two, but a'large .; 
group goes out in all directions, and;: 
cars are a necessity in getting. 
around on the reservation;' .. 

Our summer.in Belcourt was a" 
give-and-take ,experience. We gave' 
what we had to offer, but we feel' 

~~. --------------------------------------~--~--------------------------------------~------------------------.... --~----~----~----~--~----~~--~~~----~---

we were given a lot more'in return. 
Community living, a new place, a' 
new environment, the affection of 
the little campers, the different 
things they taught us, and the many 
bits and pieces of Indian history and 
heritage are a few of the many parts 
of a total, rewarding and truly 
happy, sharing experience.' 

Mexico 

Rich Mole, PCLUl'Smith, Amaury 
. Velei~ Mary Fielding, Cathy Orso 
and Colleen Unger spent last su'mmer 
working and living with the people . 
of a small Mexican village. The fol-. 
lowing areeicerpts.from Rick's 
report: 

Highway 51 starts in Iguala," 
Mexico, and runs' across barren soil; 
over hills and around mountains and 
comes to an abrupt stop.in Ciudad 
Altamirano, 125 miles away. Al-' 
though the road is paved with black
top it still takes forever to get to 
one's destination becauSe the wind
ing paths circumscribing the moun
tains and the penchant of cattle to 
occupy the road as their ownstamp~ 
ing grounds makes high or even 
moderate speeds dangerous·and 
downright risky.·I like to think ." . 
that the highway mirrored the. risk 
that we all were taking in this proj
ect. We were six recently grad
uated college students entering a 
land utterly fascinating yet very 
terrifying, everything being of 
unknown quantity.,.. _ 

In a word we.were scared. We did 
not know much about our host 
families and even less about the 
workthat we had agreed to, do. " 
Would our families like us? Would 
we like them in return? . On the. 
ejido, what would the people think 

".:." 
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next year whatever they learned 
will be unlearned, their confidence 
and pride swept away, destroyed ... 
four years ago I got tired of the 
motions and let the kids relax." I 
could be severely criticized on the 
basis that after only seven weeks of 
teaching or trying to teach, I have 
given up on education. It could be 
said that we were indeed "slum
ming," treating "commitments" asa 
fad, and giving up in the face of the 
adversary. That may be a valid 
criticism. I would just like to pose 
the question: where does the edu-. 
.cation lead? 

For most, as I have said, it will 
,not lead to a job. They do need 
jobs. Thus, we didn't help them ma
terially. What about "learning for 
learning's sake"? I think that as far 
as the state of Mississippi is con
cerned,these students ,could have 
played pinochle for three hours a ' 
day and received their credit, as long 
as they.were in the classroom. And 
is learning for its own sake even 
possible.in a situation like this? I 
sometimes felt slightly, ridiculous 
lecturing on "how a bill becomes a 
law" to girls who have two or three 
babies at the age of 18. Besides, 
isn't the point of education to in 
some way teach one how to live, 
to attain happiness? Then.one must 
ask if our learned men are happy, 
if our society as a whole is happy. 
If by educating these people weare 
attempting to raise them to our ow~ , 
"standard of living," then.! could 
not waste the effort, because I be~ 
lieve they are closer th~m we are to 
realizing the true values of life. 
,I believe that Nap, Sharon, and 

Bonnie would disagree with me on 
this view of education. They do not 
'give up as easily as L I have not 
"given up" 'on education, though:' . 
after all, I ,am still a student. Never-. 
theless, I have not been able' to an~· 
swer, nor has anyone provided me 
the answer to the question "What 
did we ,hope to accomplish by teach
ing these kids?" ;. " . 

To return to the question posed 
at the beginning of this report-why 
did we go to Clarksdale? This too 
we leave unanswered. We wanted 
somehow to help-:.-and I think we 
did-in particular I think of Greg 
Nimock, one of '(again), Kris's stu
dents whom, we, were able. fo 'bring , 
out of his self-imposed seclusion.", 
We'll never forget the night he 
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br6ughtus a roast that he had 
cooked. Itwas smothered with pep
per and we were in agony" but we 
had to keep up the compliments as 
Kris shoveled more onto our plates. 
As I stated before, our teaching was 
frustrating, but I think that in the 
overall context of the project, that 
is of little consequence. 

Were we motivated by Christian. 
ideals? I don't know~ I think most 
of us are driven by a sense of obli- ' 

'gation: we should help, and this 
plugs at our consciences until we do. 
But does appeasement of conscience 
constitute adherence to the com
mandment "Love thy neighbor"? 
I doubt it. It is more neurosis than 
love-we help not because we really 
want to, but because we are literally 
driven to. We cannot live with our
selves. if we don't. Here I speak 
only for myself and for Mike Smith, 
who shares this view. In this sense, 
perhaps we are "do-gooders." 

In looking back,on the summer, I 
have a sense of having fulfilled!ln 
obligation more so than having 
shown love,for my brother. What 
happens to the Billies, Gregs, yer
lees, Brendas, Dianes and others now 
concerns me, of course, but not, I 
think, as much as it would if I truly 
loved them. Here at Notre Dame I . 
sense new"obligations" which must, 
in turn, be fulfilled. Is this the spirit 
of service to which CILA dedi-
cates itself? I know, it is not. But 
I'm afraid this idea of "service" is 
shared by many people today-it ' 
becomes. another: pressure which 
bears down upon .us. How does one . 
approachtrue Christfan love? Or, 
even true, human love?, I'm still . 
wondering. 

I,don't,know how,much we . 
learned by goingto'ClarKsdale, and' 
I don't know if or how we will' 
utilize our "experience." We have 
not provided any answers in this 
report; if we' had answers, wewould 
give them .. Bo~nie, Kris, Sharon, . 
Mike, Baby Mike,Nap and I ask only 
that you consider the questions. . . 

Belcourt 

Tf.Le Chippewa Indian Reservation at 
Belcourt, North Dakota, was the 
work site for CILAvolunteers Bob 
Allen, Rick Allenj Rick Baltz, 
Maggie Dunleavy, Greg Hunckler" 
John Hunckler, Paul Karas; Gay 
Kaschewski and GretchenW erner. 
Here is their report of Summer, ' 
1973. 

The North Dakota project was a 
new experience for the entire group, 
except for Greg Hunckler, who had ' , 
been with the ClLA group in Bel- . 
court the previous summer. For the. 
rest of us, Bob Allen, RiCk Allen, 
Rick Battz, Maggie Dunleavy, John 
Hunckler, Paul Karas, Gay" 
Kaschewski, and Gretchen Werner, 
~t was our first CILA project. 

- .. Prellaration, on the whole, was 
quite poor,We had little information 
about Belcourt ~ the people, the' 
camp, or the climate fromCILA 
kids.who had been there on earlier· 
projects. We did, however, receive> 
some information from John Hunck
ler who had been in Belcourt a few 
times visiting his sister and brother-
in-law.. I, " 

The town of Belcourt isn't at all 
what we had 'imagined it would be, 
and it's rather hard to describe. " 
Basically, the town Jscomprisedof 
sm~ll, usually' old and beaten~looking 
houses' and trailers, a large, modern 
schoolcomptex, post office, .laundro
mat, library,' CAP bUilding, hos- " 
pital, grocery store, miSSion, youth 
,center, and two bars. A good deaf of .' 
goverrunenthousing has gone up in'" 
recent years. There are also two' '" 
housing clusters outside of Belcourt 
on the western edge of the reserva~ 
tio~. The town is; spread Ol,lt over Cc 

quite a l1irge area of brush and. 
'grassy fields and kliolls;The roa'd~ . 
are mostly dirt and all are rutted, 
and. filled7 with potholes. ,; 

Most of the Indians on this Chip
pewareservation are half7 or' 
quarter-bloods .. The.re are only a " 

, very few full-blooded, families re- ;' 
very few full-blood families re
maining. Many o~ the people were", 
rather darkin color or had distinct
ly Indian facial features. In some, 
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families, though, some children were 
Indian in appearance, others Anglo. 

Children attend the mission school, 
which goes through the eighth 
grade, and the reservation school, 

", complete from a Head Start pro-' . 
gram through the senior year in 

, high school. Some attend a boarding 
school in Wahpeton, which goes 
from the first through the twelfth' 
grades. 'Attendance in the upper 
grades~ drops off, although school 
officials have tried a variety of means 
to keep the kids ,challenged and in
terested. The percentage of college-

'. bound students from Belcourt High 
School is quite low; 

Some of 'us' were going to do s~ine 
work in the summer school, but 
there was an extremely low turnout 
forthe classes. No students had, ,. 
signed up for the science courses, 
although many needed help in this 
area: The BrA and mo~t: of the 
Indians feel the"best hope t~ im
prove their lives'js in education, but 
despite the money and manpower , 
being poured into the schools, the 
drop~ut rate continues to be high. 

There are many aspects of reser- . ;' 
vationlife we had not fully realized·; 
until we found ourselves in the midst 
of the situation. 

Seven of us arrived in Belcourt on 
June 11 in three cars after driving 
leisurely cross-country for 24 hours. 
After a minimal amount of time 
and effort, we found' two education 
department trailers and, a tiny , 
bungalow to serve as home for the 
length of our. stay. The two trailers 
were set right behind the police de
partment and jail; the house was 
several blocks away. The girls' 
trailer was the central meeting, 
living and eating place, as the cook
ing was done there and it was always 
so clean. Although the house and 
the girls' trailer had a number of 
points against them, we really were 
very pleased .with our living 
accommodations. 

The day camp. where we worked 
was about two and a half miles north 
of Belcourt on a small bay of Fish 
Lake. The grounds belong to the 
Lutheran mission which gives per
mission to the'education department 
to use the camp facilities; Four 
buses brought the kids to camp from 
all over the reservation. Attendance 
ranged from a high in the eighties' 
at the start of the season to a low" 
in the thirties at the end. The age 
of the campers ranged from,sixto 
about fourteen. . . 

Although there were few close 
contacts with the" parents, there 
were several opportunities to talk 
with them. Most were pleased with 
the day camp and were happy. that' 
their kids were enjoying it so much. 
In many homes,the parents would be 
away at work during the day and " 
the camp took care of their children. 
during these times. It was suggested 

'Drinking is an important aspect " 
ofniserva tion life, taking a large' 
porthin of many families, welfare 
checks. It is one ofthe few forms of . 
recreation and is almost 'always' , ' ' 
found in group gatheririgs and ap
pears to be part of the machismo 
cult, as are fast cars, fighting, and .' 
early procreation. All are used a's : 
outward' expressions to prove 
manhood.," . 

Anannoyirigaspect of reservation 
life is their' disregard for being on 
time, a things they' laughingly re
ferred :to as running on i'Indian 

.. that a baby-sitting service was 
needed, but we didn't have a chance: 
to set one up. 

. Time." This is rathertiniversally .• 
accepted by the reservation popula- , 
tionas a'regularfea~ure of,life. 

. The child~en at camp ~ere a '. .' 
unique, blend of sweetness and hard~ 
ness. One moment they were hang-, 
ing all over' us, clamoring, for , 
affection" bringing us fiowers,and 
the next they could be cursing, or.' 
stealing lunches and lying about it., 
We found the children to have a:" 
wealthof stories about the reserva~ 
tion and family life. They were one, 
of our biggest inform_ation. sources. 

A.l'RIL 26,-1974 

We were lucky, to find such good 
living quarters. We rented two ',," 
trailers through the education de
partment and subleased a house,. , 
from Sister J.udi~h, the piincipal of 
St. Ann's Grade School. The difficulty, 
we did have, in. getting settled in' . 
Belcourt lay mostly in the fact that, 
ClLA had no reliable contacts there. 

Our group' was fortunate in 
having three cars. We could. have 
gotten along with two, but a'large .; 
group goes out in all directions, and;: 
cars are a necessity in getting. 
around on the reservation;' .. 

Our summer.in Belcourt was a" 
give-and-take ,experience. We gave' 
what we had to offer, but we feel' 

~~. --------------------------------------~--~--------------------------------------~------------------------.... --~----~----~----~--~----~~--~~~----~---

we were given a lot more'in return. 
Community living, a new place, a' 
new environment, the affection of 
the little campers, the different 
things they taught us, and the many 
bits and pieces of Indian history and 
heritage are a few of the many parts 
of a total, rewarding and truly 
happy, sharing experience.' 

Mexico 

Rich Mole, PCLUl'Smith, Amaury 
. Velei~ Mary Fielding, Cathy Orso 
and Colleen Unger spent last su'mmer 
working and living with the people . 
of a small Mexican village. The fol-. 
lowing areeicerpts.from Rick's 
report: 

Highway 51 starts in Iguala," 
Mexico, and runs' across barren soil; 
over hills and around mountains and 
comes to an abrupt stop.in Ciudad 
Altamirano, 125 miles away. Al-' 
though the road is paved with black
top it still takes forever to get to 
one's destination becauSe the wind
ing paths circumscribing the moun
tains and the penchant of cattle to 
occupy the road as their ownstamp~ 
ing grounds makes high or even 
moderate speeds dangerous·and 
downright risky.·I like to think ." . 
that the highway mirrored the. risk 
that we all were taking in this proj
ect. We were six recently grad
uated college students entering a 
land utterly fascinating yet very 
terrifying, everything being of 
unknown quantity.,.. _ 

In a word we.were scared. We did 
not know much about our host 
families and even less about the 
workthat we had agreed to, do. " 
Would our families like us? Would 
we like them in return? . On the. 
ejido, what would the people think 
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,,' 
of us putting in floors? Were they and fun. The thing that impressed cement, and strengthens one re-
necessary? In the asilo,what really me the most was the uniqueness of solve not to eat when he goes home 
was the situation? Were the people each of,us. We had our talents, for lunch! 
really sick? The questions did noth- annoyances, and petty grievances, It is this environment that I wrote 
ing to dispel our moods of uncer-', ' and we were very,indfvidualistic; we home about. I was depressed ,and ap-
tainty, confusion and fear. We tried would not give up our: personalities palled,by the conditions under which 
to avoid the upcoming situations by to keep a majo~ity will and con- these people lived, worked and died. 
banding, togeJher and making a joint sensus. But a dependerice was cre- It took a le~ter from one of' my 
effort to rid ourselves of our feel- ' ated in spite of hur"rugged indi- friends to realize that I was looking 
ings. We told jokes, swapped stories, vidualism, the kind(Ulat,results from downthewrong end.of the telescope. ' 
and kept active to prevent these close relationshiIMwith other human "Rich, watch these people carefully," 
recurring hauntings and questions beings. .: ,:,,~<:;\ , she said. "Be very open and: ready 
from materializing in the fore- The relationsnips~tha4can exist, to learn from them." , ' , 
grounds of our minds. between the~e~grotips~(hit donot I began to see what was happening 

The most obvious thing to an always eXiSt)'com-e'frorn:::-a'n honest in our interactions'with these,people. 
American south of the border is that desire to 1liar~ o~e;~,ownilif~ in a I was discovering .what are the .real 

,the "rat race" has seemingly dis~ special way withpe6ple',Yoti'love. ' necessities in life and what are lux-
'appeared. Life is very sedate, quiet The dependence sho~n is"not'a~sign uries. These people have very little 
and nondynamic. This can pose of\\feakness, but of S1:rengt~and~"">,_ materially, but they had a fierce 
problems for someone unaccustome~r"faith;,the strength to open y~urself', dignity and pride in their 
to this way of life. Society has a,:/' -fo/another and the faith that~others 'humariness. When we arrived for 
way of spinning its web and en tan- '/wlll reciprocate and ~ever betray,," work at Los Terones the families 
gling the individual in it, occupying;' your sharing oruse itagainkyou. would delight (some 'of them, any~ 
his life fully with obligations/e~ents, l' On~da:Ywalking down the dirt'.:cov-' way)'inbeing hosts~ We,would be 
family an~ others. When t~ese dis~i i.ered,; r()ck7strewri street, I articu;>'.~;' grEieted'.and asked to sit in their 
tractions becomenonexist~nt;pne .,!·lated to 'Paul what,Ihad learned: L 'best'chairs which were handmade 
may begintopanic: I re?-ched outi (~'It'is:not acrime'to~edependent \ frciinspIittedlogsand had rope- ' 
to my fellow group members but I· ) I' on others,even with ,the American' '\ woven sea'ts. They were the 'finest 
found that no one groupofpeoplej ~',einphasis:on:'independen-ce'and indi- items ofo\V'nership in the casas and 
can satisfy all of (,:me's/ rieeds. L~as~ ~r"~:tiduality. i.' - PauI'C-Ould iimlY.; ~;n1ie;-"":" '~we~.were· t8:, sit on, them ! We were 
lonely and very mucl1~oJon,e~,/;<~ H ,..for.he, had learned th?t1es~0_it.,.to~;.~2:ffiifged~todrlnk their water (which 

,By.sharing with theothe'fj::II~.~Ji, :"PThtejidi;-;'ill neve~'E1ak~~:i~~:'£:::::::""'?'we.de-c~!~ed ~ecause of the bacteria 
peo~le I was ?bl: ~?:,~e~IIwith'the~e\} ;pages:of;~:retter;<I:f,O~f!s:€niaar~7;::i.~,::~~2,nt:Bt)~a~~~~e at home;'.. .' . 
feelmgs .. The mtI"?"ac,Y of our,~!.'e~t~~\l, ~ens;' -It IS one !~Tge 'p~rcel' ofJand:. ... Tlie~f~IBU!.~Sl,t~ok an actIve mter- ' 
commumty enabled,eachof:l!s/to ~t tj l}easedbythe"government to a group····-est.in,ihe 'construction of the concrete 
encourage each ot~~~~~?(t~'\l;m/ "h 9J:f;r~e;s struggling t,o ek~ out a floors . thaF~ere".~eipg created in 
a~ay from the"pams an~ .. hurt of d li~ing:by:'farming cooperatively;On, .. _~ their homes;They':~ciuld travel to 
loneliness but(-tO:~n.t:r into, the~f' ri this lan.g".~m~)~ "Los Terc5:~es::·they,;.,,,~hFrivefJ~anY j!~es-and return 
deeply so that eacl1,ofusSoul,d.growl; buildtheirhouses and plant.their,:.-"...,· ... ,wIthcans of water so that we would 
into what Nouwen calles'aj'silent . 11 corh!iThi(slate~colored hillsr{s{' h~vetheinwheimhe time came to 
solitude." \ H ~f (~/<;' . U majestisaiIi\n the ba,C,kgro~~d':"', .. ;;»--mI~ thelfein:eri(l~n essence we' be". 

Altamirano has been likened to a ! l brightening an otherwise drab exis-:-,,_ came a'teani;the'Mexicanforeman 
;:! .- /. : l : -"~' ,_ \ ~ : ,~ .; _ '.' ''';... .~1 .. -.;., :: . .. . 

Western townconstructedona' t; tence:.')When.the sunls'ets beyond'g;.y\.'>and helper we hired, the families in-
Holly.wood set. Evet,y'morning at :~}'~pie~:one Ca~\OnlY st9P ,his ~ork and \~olved, "~rdU~<j We shared our' : :, 
eight, Iwould ease: Qutthe door of (' gaze. Such b'eauty in (the humiliating l~ves and. our work, got to know one 
my padre's Kodak ~~op and stroll' . ! 1 poverty of the area! ti ~;noth~f ~ligh.tl~-,~ .an,d togethe: we .' 
around the plaza tc~\theChurch of ~l The houses resemble the squatter made a.contrIbutIOn towards Improv-
San Baptesa to'report for work. I soddies of the Arizon~ flatlands dur- ihg th'J human situation. . ... 
must have presente~1g~ite a sight; ing~the'late 1880'si>r~the homes - It ~~sn't always ,this easy: Iri'the 
white-skinried, lJlue~jeaned and .. '" -: ':~constructedby migrant"workers begir{riing 'prior'to our coming .. ' 
booted sporting a ~estern:~versio~,~f/ during theOklahom!a du~tbowl days many people removed their names. 
the traditional sombrero. 'Wherever·" immort'8.lized by St~inbec~ in The from the construction list due to. 
I went I became the'objec,t of atte,n- . Grapes a/Wrath. fThey kre built of various ru~o~s tii'at spread like" ' 
tion and curiosity. 'As In,-oted in ~, adobe, ca~e stalks :chinked with mud, wildfire. t We had been sent by 
my journal: "I amj'som~what scan~d o~ even concrete bldck d~pending on' PresidenriNixoIl (Watergate was'< 
walking the streets,ofitown. I don't, .... one's level of opul~nce. ;Thechick- new1 :thete' too) or we were Com-' 
know enough Spanish to communi~i:: ·e~s, pigs, arid dogs all w~~der mun'ibts who wo~ld mix poison into 
cate. Thus I look straight ahead, '-,w/" throughout the ho\ises;asserting the cement. As they slept on their 
never stopping, always moving when their rights, ofteri! pree~pting . '. newly acquired floors the odor would 
I am on the streets." human occupancy:';The ,children run seep through'aridchoke them all to 

The six of us slowly became a naked, cryingforlfood. lThe odor of. death., But we came,and in doing so,' 
community. We had a need for' tortillascooking04:tops of hot earth- kept Padre Morales' word. The' 
each other, whether it be for help, stone stoves blends with the still air. people of Los Terones had been;' 
guidance, or just plain fellowship making one nauseous while trundling, promis~ things f~?m the'Mexican 
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government which never material
ized, and consequently they were 
very disenchanted. 

Even our arrival wasn't enough to 
change the p'revailing attitudes. The 
head of the second household en
scribed "Hecho por gringos" (made 

. by foreigners) and pressed a 20-
centavo piece (lowest Mexican de
nomination) into the soft, just· 
finished floor. Yes, we were gringos, 
. and would always remain as such .. 
But we shared what we cowd
ourselves-and the indistinguishable 
mixture of pain and joy and the 
triumphs and failures we expe- . 
'rienced, and,they reCiprocated. 

We began to appreciate the simple 
things that gave us so much 
pleasure. I still vividly remember 
Paul's look of satisfaction when we 
made the last sweep of the trowel 
on the first two floors. I enjoyed 
climbing iiito the cab of the Sem~ 
inary pickup, waving good-bye, 
"Adios, amigos'~ to the people as we 
wound our way' out of the ejido on 
the road' back to town. The people 
would'smile and wave back, and this 
would stick in my memory for a 
long time .. 

Sometimes it was hard to shake 
the materialistic breeding of my 
culture. I would look at the condi
tions existing at my place of work 
and the blood would freeze and the 
tears would well in my eyes. ' 
.. Many a time the ejido house 

owners would purchase Cokes for us 
to quencll the;thirst created by the 
blistering sun, never buying any for 
themselves or their children. ,Most 
days I would come home exhausted, 
and find my father and my. baby 
sister out in front of the shop chat
ting away. with neighbors. I never 
could walk past my uncle's place 
without a bit, "halloooo, Richard" 
(he knew some English) coming 
from the doo'r. 

lam not saying that the people 
are well in their present state. They 
suffer tremendously and lack the 
bare essentials of life: food, clothing, 
shelter, and.medical care. But I do 
think that they uphold the dignity 
of the human being. Despite differ
ences in status, these differences 
are only minimal at best. 
'. At times we felt very awkward 

about'all the things that were being 
done for us by our hosts,and friends; 
Our parents received nothing for 
providing us with bed 'and board 
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and the love that surrounded our' 
,homes. Luis; our foreman, and 
Guero,his friend and helper, did the 
lion's share of the work so that we 
could catch our breaths and not have 
to toil so hard. ,They did all this 
for ridiculously low salaries ($5 a 
day for 10-11-hour days). We 
sought to increase their pay by in
augurating 5 peso a day ($.60) 
pay raises to cover Luis's purchases 
of Cokes and fruit (he always smil
ingly waved away our attempts to 
pay for our shares) and,to supple
ment Guero's support of his sister. 
Even then we thought we were 
"robber barons," but I guess that 
providing them with summer. jobs
construction of the Seminary had 
stopped due to lack of funds-was 
the best repayment we could muster~ 

Luis taught me a few things 
about education. He, a short, 
swarthy, mustachioed Mexican who 
married at 20 and has a 15"year-
old daughter, is formally uneducated· 
as we envision' it. When he was 21 
he decided to learn to read and write 
or he felt he had been missing some
thing. Slowly and painfully with the 
aid of his wife he began to learn. 
Many a time when we would be talk
ing during a break in the work I 
would mispronounce words. 

Luis would pull out the red mark
ing pencil he had tucked behind 
his ear and tear off a piece of an 
empty cement sack. "Burrito/' he'd 
say, rolling his r's as hewrote the 
word for "small donkey." "Esso 
burrito." The thought then hit me; 
who is educating whom? A man who 
has never seen the inside of a class
room is instructing a guy with 'a, 
college degree. I had to examine 
the emphasis thatI placed on de
grees and diplomas from the so~ 
called "good schools." Education is 
a fine thing to have, but if it is not 
put to work in helping solve prob
lems of life or In opening doors to 
future learning and involvement, it: 
is of little use to the individual or to 
others .. 

Whenever I return to the' ejido of . 
Los Terones. or the peoples of Alta-' 
mirano and Huetamo,whether in. 
person or in my. thoughts, Iwill not 
shed the tears that I did when I 
left. I won't remember or see the 
excruciating denial' of Roosevelt's 
Four 'Freedoms. , No, I will be smil
ing, rejoicing in that I was able to 
love and share with people in a 

culture that was far, different from 
my own and to learn so much from 
them. 

The cement floors that Paul, 
Amaury, and I left behind (as well 
as the nursing care given by Cathy, 
Colleen, and Mary) will represent 
the life sharing and building we col
lectively accomplished. They will 
be significant only to the people 
that helped to lay them but they do 
serve as. a symbol of our commit
ment to God and each other. 

·St. Lucia' 

Mary Beckman, Vickyann Chro
bak, Marty Dineen, Camilla Kutch 
and Joe Marino spent last summer 
working at St. Jude Hospital, St. 
Lucia; West Indies. Joe Marino 
wrote their story. 

St. Jude Hospital is a most unique 
institution' situated four miles in
land from Vieux -Fort, a coastal 
town on the southern end of St. 
Lucia. The establishment of the hos~ 
pital from its origins is a remarkable 
achievement. 

During World War II the U.S. built 
an Army Air Force base at Vieux 
Fort to protect the Panama Canal. 
Shortly after the war the American 
Air Force left St. Lucia, turning over 
the entire installation to the St. 
Lucian government. All of the pre-' 
fab barracks and office buildings: 
were removed and sold except for 
the hospital, solidly constructed of 
reiniorcedconcrete, which was 
stripped of everything removable 
leaving just a sturdy shell, empty 
and open.' 

It was not unti11965 that a small 
group of American sisters discovered 
and leased the stripped overgrown 
shell and imagined its possibilities. 
For months these Sisters of the 
Sorrowful Mothertoiled, refitting the 
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,,' 
of us putting in floors? Were they and fun. The thing that impressed cement, and strengthens one re-
necessary? In the asilo,what really me the most was the uniqueness of solve not to eat when he goes home 
was the situation? Were the people each of,us. We had our talents, for lunch! 
really sick? The questions did noth- annoyances, and petty grievances, It is this environment that I wrote 
ing to dispel our moods of uncer-', ' and we were very,indfvidualistic; we home about. I was depressed ,and ap-
tainty, confusion and fear. We tried would not give up our: personalities palled,by the conditions under which 
to avoid the upcoming situations by to keep a majo~ity will and con- these people lived, worked and died. 
banding, togeJher and making a joint sensus. But a dependerice was cre- It took a le~ter from one of' my 
effort to rid ourselves of our feel- ' ated in spite of hur"rugged indi- friends to realize that I was looking 
ings. We told jokes, swapped stories, vidualism, the kind(Ulat,results from downthewrong end.of the telescope. ' 
and kept active to prevent these close relationshiIMwith other human "Rich, watch these people carefully," 
recurring hauntings and questions beings. .: ,:,,~<:;\ , she said. "Be very open and: ready 
from materializing in the fore- The relationsnips~tha4can exist, to learn from them." , ' , 
grounds of our minds. between the~e~grotips~(hit donot I began to see what was happening 

The most obvious thing to an always eXiSt)'com-e'frorn:::-a'n honest in our interactions'with these,people. 
American south of the border is that desire to 1liar~ o~e;~,ownilif~ in a I was discovering .what are the .real 

,the "rat race" has seemingly dis~ special way withpe6ple',Yoti'love. ' necessities in life and what are lux-
'appeared. Life is very sedate, quiet The dependence sho~n is"not'a~sign uries. These people have very little 
and nondynamic. This can pose of\\feakness, but of S1:rengt~and~"">,_ materially, but they had a fierce 
problems for someone unaccustome~r"faith;,the strength to open y~urself', dignity and pride in their 
to this way of life. Society has a,:/' -fo/another and the faith that~others 'humariness. When we arrived for 
way of spinning its web and en tan- '/wlll reciprocate and ~ever betray,," work at Los Terones the families 
gling the individual in it, occupying;' your sharing oruse itagainkyou. would delight (some 'of them, any~ 
his life fully with obligations/e~ents, l' On~da:Ywalking down the dirt'.:cov-' way)'inbeing hosts~ We,would be 
family an~ others. When t~ese dis~i i.ered,; r()ck7strewri street, I articu;>'.~;' grEieted'.and asked to sit in their 
tractions becomenonexist~nt;pne .,!·lated to 'Paul what,Ihad learned: L 'best'chairs which were handmade 
may begintopanic: I re?-ched outi (~'It'is:not acrime'to~edependent \ frciinspIittedlogsand had rope- ' 
to my fellow group members but I· ) I' on others,even with ,the American' '\ woven sea'ts. They were the 'finest 
found that no one groupofpeoplej ~',einphasis:on:'independen-ce'and indi- items ofo\V'nership in the casas and 
can satisfy all of (,:me's/ rieeds. L~as~ ~r"~:tiduality. i.' - PauI'C-Ould iimlY.; ~;n1ie;-"":" '~we~.were· t8:, sit on, them ! We were 
lonely and very mucl1~oJon,e~,/;<~ H ,..for.he, had learned th?t1es~0_it.,.to~;.~2:ffiifged~todrlnk their water (which 

,By.sharing with theothe'fj::II~.~Ji, :"PThtejidi;-;'ill neve~'E1ak~~:i~~:'£:::::::""'?'we.de-c~!~ed ~ecause of the bacteria 
peo~le I was ?bl: ~?:,~e~IIwith'the~e\} ;pages:of;~:retter;<I:f,O~f!s:€niaar~7;::i.~,::~~2,nt:Bt)~a~~~~e at home;'.. .' . 
feelmgs .. The mtI"?"ac,Y of our,~!.'e~t~~\l, ~ens;' -It IS one !~Tge 'p~rcel' ofJand:. ... Tlie~f~IBU!.~Sl,t~ok an actIve mter- ' 
commumty enabled,eachof:l!s/to ~t tj l}easedbythe"government to a group····-est.in,ihe 'construction of the concrete 
encourage each ot~~~~~?(t~'\l;m/ "h 9J:f;r~e;s struggling t,o ek~ out a floors . thaF~ere".~eipg created in 
a~ay from the"pams an~ .. hurt of d li~ing:by:'farming cooperatively;On, .. _~ their homes;They':~ciuld travel to 
loneliness but(-tO:~n.t:r into, the~f' ri this lan.g".~m~)~ "Los Terc5:~es::·they,;.,,,~hFrivefJ~anY j!~es-and return 
deeply so that eacl1,ofusSoul,d.growl; buildtheirhouses and plant.their,:.-"...,· ... ,wIthcans of water so that we would 
into what Nouwen calles'aj'silent . 11 corh!iThi(slate~colored hillsr{s{' h~vetheinwheimhe time came to 
solitude." \ H ~f (~/<;' . U majestisaiIi\n the ba,C,kgro~~d':"', .. ;;»--mI~ thelfein:eri(l~n essence we' be". 

Altamirano has been likened to a ! l brightening an otherwise drab exis-:-,,_ came a'teani;the'Mexicanforeman 
;:! .- /. : l : -"~' ,_ \ ~ : ,~ .; _ '.' ''';... .~1 .. -.;., :: . .. . 

Western townconstructedona' t; tence:.')When.the sunls'ets beyond'g;.y\.'>and helper we hired, the families in-
Holly.wood set. Evet,y'morning at :~}'~pie~:one Ca~\OnlY st9P ,his ~ork and \~olved, "~rdU~<j We shared our' : :, 
eight, Iwould ease: Qutthe door of (' gaze. Such b'eauty in (the humiliating l~ves and. our work, got to know one 
my padre's Kodak ~~op and stroll' . ! 1 poverty of the area! ti ~;noth~f ~ligh.tl~-,~ .an,d togethe: we .' 
around the plaza tc~\theChurch of ~l The houses resemble the squatter made a.contrIbutIOn towards Improv-
San Baptesa to'report for work. I soddies of the Arizon~ flatlands dur- ihg th'J human situation. . ... 
must have presente~1g~ite a sight; ing~the'late 1880'si>r~the homes - It ~~sn't always ,this easy: Iri'the 
white-skinried, lJlue~jeaned and .. '" -: ':~constructedby migrant"workers begir{riing 'prior'to our coming .. ' 
booted sporting a ~estern:~versio~,~f/ during theOklahom!a du~tbowl days many people removed their names. 
the traditional sombrero. 'Wherever·" immort'8.lized by St~inbec~ in The from the construction list due to. 
I went I became the'objec,t of atte,n- . Grapes a/Wrath. fThey kre built of various ru~o~s tii'at spread like" ' 
tion and curiosity. 'As In,-oted in ~, adobe, ca~e stalks :chinked with mud, wildfire. t We had been sent by 
my journal: "I amj'som~what scan~d o~ even concrete bldck d~pending on' PresidenriNixoIl (Watergate was'< 
walking the streets,ofitown. I don't, .... one's level of opul~nce. ;Thechick- new1 :thete' too) or we were Com-' 
know enough Spanish to communi~i:: ·e~s, pigs, arid dogs all w~~der mun'ibts who wo~ld mix poison into 
cate. Thus I look straight ahead, '-,w/" throughout the ho\ises;asserting the cement. As they slept on their 
never stopping, always moving when their rights, ofteri! pree~pting . '. newly acquired floors the odor would 
I am on the streets." human occupancy:';The ,children run seep through'aridchoke them all to 

The six of us slowly became a naked, cryingforlfood. lThe odor of. death., But we came,and in doing so,' 
community. We had a need for' tortillascooking04:tops of hot earth- kept Padre Morales' word. The' 
each other, whether it be for help, stone stoves blends with the still air. people of Los Terones had been;' 
guidance, or just plain fellowship making one nauseous while trundling, promis~ things f~?m the'Mexican 
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government which never material
ized, and consequently they were 
very disenchanted. 

Even our arrival wasn't enough to 
change the p'revailing attitudes. The 
head of the second household en
scribed "Hecho por gringos" (made 

. by foreigners) and pressed a 20-
centavo piece (lowest Mexican de
nomination) into the soft, just· 
finished floor. Yes, we were gringos, 
. and would always remain as such .. 
But we shared what we cowd
ourselves-and the indistinguishable 
mixture of pain and joy and the 
triumphs and failures we expe- . 
'rienced, and,they reCiprocated. 

We began to appreciate the simple 
things that gave us so much 
pleasure. I still vividly remember 
Paul's look of satisfaction when we 
made the last sweep of the trowel 
on the first two floors. I enjoyed 
climbing iiito the cab of the Sem~ 
inary pickup, waving good-bye, 
"Adios, amigos'~ to the people as we 
wound our way' out of the ejido on 
the road' back to town. The people 
would'smile and wave back, and this 
would stick in my memory for a 
long time .. 

Sometimes it was hard to shake 
the materialistic breeding of my 
culture. I would look at the condi
tions existing at my place of work 
and the blood would freeze and the 
tears would well in my eyes. ' 
.. Many a time the ejido house 

owners would purchase Cokes for us 
to quencll the;thirst created by the 
blistering sun, never buying any for 
themselves or their children. ,Most 
days I would come home exhausted, 
and find my father and my. baby 
sister out in front of the shop chat
ting away. with neighbors. I never 
could walk past my uncle's place 
without a bit, "halloooo, Richard" 
(he knew some English) coming 
from the doo'r. 

lam not saying that the people 
are well in their present state. They 
suffer tremendously and lack the 
bare essentials of life: food, clothing, 
shelter, and.medical care. But I do 
think that they uphold the dignity 
of the human being. Despite differ
ences in status, these differences 
are only minimal at best. 
'. At times we felt very awkward 

about'all the things that were being 
done for us by our hosts,and friends; 
Our parents received nothing for 
providing us with bed 'and board 
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and the love that surrounded our' 
,homes. Luis; our foreman, and 
Guero,his friend and helper, did the 
lion's share of the work so that we 
could catch our breaths and not have 
to toil so hard. ,They did all this 
for ridiculously low salaries ($5 a 
day for 10-11-hour days). We 
sought to increase their pay by in
augurating 5 peso a day ($.60) 
pay raises to cover Luis's purchases 
of Cokes and fruit (he always smil
ingly waved away our attempts to 
pay for our shares) and,to supple
ment Guero's support of his sister. 
Even then we thought we were 
"robber barons," but I guess that 
providing them with summer. jobs
construction of the Seminary had 
stopped due to lack of funds-was 
the best repayment we could muster~ 

Luis taught me a few things 
about education. He, a short, 
swarthy, mustachioed Mexican who 
married at 20 and has a 15"year-
old daughter, is formally uneducated· 
as we envision' it. When he was 21 
he decided to learn to read and write 
or he felt he had been missing some
thing. Slowly and painfully with the 
aid of his wife he began to learn. 
Many a time when we would be talk
ing during a break in the work I 
would mispronounce words. 

Luis would pull out the red mark
ing pencil he had tucked behind 
his ear and tear off a piece of an 
empty cement sack. "Burrito/' he'd 
say, rolling his r's as hewrote the 
word for "small donkey." "Esso 
burrito." The thought then hit me; 
who is educating whom? A man who 
has never seen the inside of a class
room is instructing a guy with 'a, 
college degree. I had to examine 
the emphasis thatI placed on de
grees and diplomas from the so~ 
called "good schools." Education is 
a fine thing to have, but if it is not 
put to work in helping solve prob
lems of life or In opening doors to 
future learning and involvement, it: 
is of little use to the individual or to 
others .. 

Whenever I return to the' ejido of . 
Los Terones. or the peoples of Alta-' 
mirano and Huetamo,whether in. 
person or in my. thoughts, Iwill not 
shed the tears that I did when I 
left. I won't remember or see the 
excruciating denial' of Roosevelt's 
Four 'Freedoms. , No, I will be smil
ing, rejoicing in that I was able to 
love and share with people in a 

culture that was far, different from 
my own and to learn so much from 
them. 

The cement floors that Paul, 
Amaury, and I left behind (as well 
as the nursing care given by Cathy, 
Colleen, and Mary) will represent 
the life sharing and building we col
lectively accomplished. They will 
be significant only to the people 
that helped to lay them but they do 
serve as. a symbol of our commit
ment to God and each other. 

·St. Lucia' 

Mary Beckman, Vickyann Chro
bak, Marty Dineen, Camilla Kutch 
and Joe Marino spent last summer 
working at St. Jude Hospital, St. 
Lucia; West Indies. Joe Marino 
wrote their story. 

St. Jude Hospital is a most unique 
institution' situated four miles in
land from Vieux -Fort, a coastal 
town on the southern end of St. 
Lucia. The establishment of the hos~ 
pital from its origins is a remarkable 
achievement. 

During World War II the U.S. built 
an Army Air Force base at Vieux 
Fort to protect the Panama Canal. 
Shortly after the war the American 
Air Force left St. Lucia, turning over 
the entire installation to the St. 
Lucian government. All of the pre-' 
fab barracks and office buildings: 
were removed and sold except for 
the hospital, solidly constructed of 
reiniorcedconcrete, which was 
stripped of everything removable 
leaving just a sturdy shell, empty 
and open.' 

It was not unti11965 that a small 
group of American sisters discovered 
and leased the stripped overgrown 
shell and imagined its possibilities. 
For months these Sisters of the 
Sorrowful Mothertoiled, refitting the 
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hospital with plumbing, electricity, 
hot water, beds and whatever hos- , 
pital and medical equipment and 
supplies they could obtain. Through
out the reconstruction the sisters 
were to drive old cumbersome trucks 
filled with supplies over five hours 
of tortuous .roads to and from the 
capital city of Castries forty miles 
to the 'north. To the immense credit 

'of these fine sisters and ,to the im
measurable benefit of the St. Lucian 
natives the hospital was officially 
opened for patients in October 1966. 
The sisters entitled their accomplish
ment, St. Jude Hospital, after the 
patron who inspired them through 
a -"hopeless task". 
" Ever open to fulfill needs in new 

sites,' CILA was introduced to St. 
Jude Hospital by the Dr. William 
Sisson family whose son Tom and 
daughters Teresa, Diana, Donna and, 
Linda have studied or are studying in 
the ND-SMC community. Seeking a 
place to provide some medical and 

, other services to people in aioreign 
country the Sissons had come acros,s 
St. Jude in 1967 and since have 
traveled~toSt. Lucia four times to 
volunteer their services., 
"Inthe summer of 1970:CILA sent 
three members, Tom Sisson, Vicky-' 
ann Chrobak" and Debra Dishinger , 
to St.Jude for a four-week volunteer 
term. Being CILA's first involve
ment in hospital service, the project 
was unique and rewarding as CILA's 
three volunteers would attest. 

'After three years and renewed 
contacts with St. Jude's' administra
tor; Mother Irma, CILA decided to 
relaunch a program to St. Lucia. 

, The Sissons' continuous prompting 
accompanied by Vicky's revitalized ' 
enthusiasm easily. drummed' up'· 
support and by March 1973 five of us 
..:..:.. Vickyann' Chrobak,' Marty Dineen, 
Mary Beckman, Camilla Kutch, and 
myself---:were designated to prepare 

, ourselves individually and as a group 
for our project at st. Jude's. 
"April~nd May werea time of an

ticipation'andpreparation.· We 
corresponded with Mother Irma, had 
inoculations, worked out travel 
arrangements, planned our budget, 
held several group meetings and 
even had a pep talk,with Mrs. Mamie 
Sisson. Each of us had our o.wn 
thoughts,- motives, and expectations 
butT feelwe all shared a prime goal, 
asstated'in our preliminary project 
report: 
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"We hope, to be of whatever as
sistance and aid, physical or other- , 
wise, to Mother Irma, St. Jude 
Hospital, and the people of Vieux 
Fort. We realize that we are 
working within their system and 
as such will be directed according 
to their, regulations, customs, 
needs, and capabilities., 

"We see this project as a great 
experience, and hope to learn by it. 
What? We can only determine,' 
once there or even months later.:' 
We have something to give,. they 
have something to give; we need 
to learn from our experience, 
they need help in their ex-

, perience." 

S1. Lucia is one of the least known 
of Britain's possessions; situated 
south of Martinique and north of 
St. Vincent in the Windward Island 
chain. A tropical paradise of vol~ 
canicorigin about fourteen miles ,', 
wide and twenty-eight miles long, 
St. Lucia has approximately 100,000 

PatOiS,' a spoken language made up 
of Carib. and African words with a 
French base. Most of the native~ 
have learned English il'!school or 
from experience and so language is ' 
not a strong barrier. The economy 
of the island is based on the banana 
crop, all of which is sold to England, 
although new developing industries 
are taking a foothold. By our 
standards the island,is verY,'under
developed and illiteracy is prevalent, 
though decreasing. l'eace ,Corps 
workers are active in helping the 
native teachers raise the educational 
standards. 

St. Lucia is without a doubt a: 
most beautiful island. It is very, " 
mountainous, a pair of tall peaks on 
the southwest coast called the Petons 
capping the picturesque island. The 
hillsides and valleys 'are densely 
forested with tropical trees such as 
palm, 'coconut, mango; papaya," ' 
breadfruit,'cocoa and cashew;'as 
well as huge groves of cultivated 
banana trees. Numerous untended '. 
cows, goats, and horses and'sheep " .. 
roam the small fields, rutted roads, 
and streets of the towns. Embracing 

,the island is a twisting coastline of, 
beautiful beaches, coral reefs, and 
smaller islands., 

Vieux Fort is located at the ex
treme southern tip'of the island; 
Though situated on the little bayof 
the Caribbean Sea, it is only a mile 
from the Atlantic Ocean, 'from which 
it is shielded by the mountainous ' 
southern point of the island: The , 
population of Vieux Fortisconcen
tra ted in a relatively small area; 
There are three short business 

, . streets witha'riopen'marketplace, 

inhabitants.One'third onts people 
live in the port of Castries on the 
northwest side of the island with '.' 
the remainder being scattered 
around in small villages. The second 
largest town is Vieux Fort at ,the,' 
southerntipwmi about 5,000 . 
inhabitants. ; , , 

The dark, richly colored black. 
and Indian people lead lives with 

, the barest of material' possessions;, 
and are remarkably warm and gen-

, erous. The prevalent language is 

-- small gr()wingstores,' a cinema,· a 
fruit and vegetable market, three 
banks; numerous little rum shops 
and an impressive hotel: Mostof the 

, shops and houses' are very small 
wooden frame construc'tions which ' 
are not terribly sturdy. Most people 
do not have much.in the way of ma
terial goods, though colorful clothes 
are not uncommon; and the intro
duction of various English and' , ' 
American-made 'products 'and, wares 
is obvious. A ,few own motor ve-

. hicles but walking or traveling by 
,bus (in effect,' banana' trucks with 
wooden benches installed), are the 
preferred methods of. getting around. 
Going barefoot is an age-old custom, 

, and is a cause for, the preponderance 
of foot and leg. ulcers, internaUn-
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fections from hook and' roundworm, 
and fluk~s, especially schistosomi-' 
asis. 

Four miles inland, along a wirid
ing rutty road around the new air- . 
port runway and past the new ' 
primary and secondary schools, lies 
St. Jude Hospital. The two-story 
structure is built in the shape of' 
a one-legged goalpost, the "cross 
bar" being' a corridor connecting , 
three wings. 

An unlikely collection of St;": 
Lucians, English, Americans and 
Canadians staff the ninety-bed hos
pital. St. Jude is directed by the 
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, a 
Wisconsin-based order. Mother M. 
Irma is the hospital administrator> 
while the other eight sisters, includ
ing one St. Lucian and' four Trini
dadians, fill such roles as chief 
engineer, lab technician, 'laundry 
director arid nurse. Two physicians' 
work under two,':year government! 
contracts; Dr. Williams,- a general 
surgeon from California, and Dr. 
Gibbs, an English pediatrician. An
other English physician, Dr. Ben.: .' 
nett, has been practicing in St. Lucia 
since about 1960. Dr. Hill, a retired' 
physician'fromNew York, coordi~ 
nates the work of the doctors. .: 

, St. Jude depends heavily on vol
unteers. Various physicians, like Dr. 
Sisson, volunteer for short-term' , 
periods. In our stay we worked with 
three American specialists, two 
Canadian dentists and three British 
medical students.: We also came to 
know three Canadian nurses, two of, 
whom directed St. Jude's own' 
nursing school; Several other vol- ' 
unteers, such as we,.had no pro-, 
fessional.background but filled 
various needs about the hospital. 

St. Lucians themselves are very 
involved in running the hospital. The 
bulk of the nursing staff is com
prised of'St.'Jude graduates and up 
to thirty-nine present nursing stu~; 
dents: St. Lucians, mostly from the 
nearby town of Augier, also staff the 
lab,: office, kitchen, laundry and, 
maintenance crewss:, 

It'should be' emphasized that the 
equipment at St. JUde's left much to 
be desired. The large X-ray machine 
has befm broken since early April" 
and the doctors have to rely on' an 
ancient portable unit. In the operat': 
irig room the anesthesia unit is many 
years outdated, and ~.uch instru-' 
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ments' considered as necessities in 
our American hospitals are totally 
lacking. Such things as bandages, 
sutures, needles, dressing sets' and 
drugs are often in short supply., '> 

Many of the drugs, especially anes
thetics, were a year or more out- . 
dated and losing effectiveness. The ' 
.lab, so much relied upon for imp or- . 
tant data in modern hospitals, is: 
equipped only for a small number of 
basic tests: Visiting physicia'ns, at 
once frustrated and ever'more appre
ciative 'of instruments back home, . 
must learn to adapt to this relatively 
backward center of medicine. 

We were five wide-eyed CILA 
volunteers when we arrived at 

'Hewanorra International Airport in 
ViEmx Fort in late May. Even after 
weeks of preparation and anticipa
tion I don't think we fully knew 
what to expect ahead of us, but 
from the beginning we came'upon 
surprises,new perspectives;frustra
tions, 'realizations, good times, re
grets and satisfactions. The 'first 
couple weeks we found ourselves 
adjusting t6 and learning to appre
ciate St. Jude Hospital, St. Lucia " 
and the St: Lucian way of doing ; 
things. Because of this and some 
unclarity in our specific responsi-: 
bilities it. was several days before .• ' 
we really got down to the nitty- ' 
gritty of our assigned tasks and 
responsibilities. , ' 

. Our responsibilities carried the 
five' of tis throughout st. Jude Hos: 
pita!. Though Mary and Cami had 
originally expected to split time be-' 
tween organizing the library and : .' 
helping in pediatrics, it did not .work 
out that way due to several circum-.: 
stances. Assignments for volunteers 
at St. Jude, we discovered, tend to 
be quite flexible and dependent on 
the immediate needs. And so, al- . 
though pediatrics always .was in 
need of more hands .for, the children, 
the arrangement of the library was 
nota pressing necessity. 

, In addition, both MaryandCami 
ran into annoying health difficulties 
in the first days. In Mary's ;case 
she literally ran into difficulty un- .' 
expectantly stepping into a. drainage 
ditch and hurting her foot. Just as 
Maryfolmd herself laid up in bed 
Cami was bothered by her first bad' 
attack of nausea and diarrhea. As 
we 'found out, sometimes un- " 
ple~santly, the local bacterials did' 
not totally agree witli our systems. 

After two frustrating days in bed 
and much hobbling around Mary 
soon, found herself at jobs such as 
filing cards in the library, working in 
the office, spending time with kids 
in Peds,' collecting fees from out
patients and filling out forms for 
new admissions. But when Sister 
Candida, the chief lab technician, 
went home to Wisconsin for a month, 
leaving Keifer Vitalis alone and 
overworked in the lab, Mary SUr-" 
prisingly enough found herself work
ing in the laboratory. At first she 

, spent most of her time washing test 
tubes, pipettes and various other. 
glassware, collecting order slips, and, 

. recording and sending out results. 
As she confessed, her background 

hadn't exposed her to much biochem
istry or lab work but she began to 
developan interest; .one day she' 
excitedly exclaimed to us at the 
lunch table that she had just learned 
how to do· a hemoglobin-then a 
glucose. Before the summer ended 
she had successfully learned how to 
draw blood from several patients 
upstairs on the ward. Not bad, for 
a Theology major! ' 

'. Mary made other contributions in 
the lab which were really immeasur~ 
able. Outpatients frequently came 
to the lab to have various tests done 
and while most are not too concerned 
there are some who become nervous 
about having their blood drawn .. 
Nervous or not, Mary was invariably 
there to greet them and talk with 
them. Though the St. Lucian's . 
friendliness made it easy for Mary 
to get along very well with them, 
they nevertheless seemed apprecia
tive of her interest and concern. 

Recovering from her initial stom
ach distress Cami, like Mary, soon 
became involved in tasks all around 
the hospitaL She moved about, not 
because there was no full-time need 
for her anywhere, but because there 
wereso,many areas where some· 
help was needed. Cami helped record 
and file records in the office, took, 
histories for. outpatients, arranged, 
and catalogued books in the library 
and spent alot of time helping the 
children in pediatrics, washing them 
and, t?king them.outside for walks 
and recreation. 

. A partiCularaccompiish~ent for 
Cami and Mary was their Sunday 
catechism'classes for the children of 
the village of'Augier,near St; 
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hospital with plumbing, electricity, 
hot water, beds and whatever hos- , 
pital and medical equipment and 
supplies they could obtain. Through
out the reconstruction the sisters 
were to drive old cumbersome trucks 
filled with supplies over five hours 
of tortuous .roads to and from the 
capital city of Castries forty miles 
to the 'north. To the immense credit 

'of these fine sisters and ,to the im
measurable benefit of the St. Lucian 
natives the hospital was officially 
opened for patients in October 1966. 
The sisters entitled their accomplish
ment, St. Jude Hospital, after the 
patron who inspired them through 
a -"hopeless task". 
" Ever open to fulfill needs in new 

sites,' CILA was introduced to St. 
Jude Hospital by the Dr. William 
Sisson family whose son Tom and 
daughters Teresa, Diana, Donna and, 
Linda have studied or are studying in 
the ND-SMC community. Seeking a 
place to provide some medical and 

, other services to people in aioreign 
country the Sissons had come acros,s 
St. Jude in 1967 and since have 
traveled~toSt. Lucia four times to 
volunteer their services., 
"Inthe summer of 1970:CILA sent 
three members, Tom Sisson, Vicky-' 
ann Chrobak" and Debra Dishinger , 
to St.Jude for a four-week volunteer 
term. Being CILA's first involve
ment in hospital service, the project 
was unique and rewarding as CILA's 
three volunteers would attest. 

'After three years and renewed 
contacts with St. Jude's' administra
tor; Mother Irma, CILA decided to 
relaunch a program to St. Lucia. 

, The Sissons' continuous prompting 
accompanied by Vicky's revitalized ' 
enthusiasm easily. drummed' up'· 
support and by March 1973 five of us 
..:..:.. Vickyann' Chrobak,' Marty Dineen, 
Mary Beckman, Camilla Kutch, and 
myself---:were designated to prepare 

, ourselves individually and as a group 
for our project at st. Jude's. 
"April~nd May werea time of an

ticipation'andpreparation.· We 
corresponded with Mother Irma, had 
inoculations, worked out travel 
arrangements, planned our budget, 
held several group meetings and 
even had a pep talk,with Mrs. Mamie 
Sisson. Each of us had our o.wn 
thoughts,- motives, and expectations 
butT feelwe all shared a prime goal, 
asstated'in our preliminary project 
report: 
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"We hope, to be of whatever as
sistance and aid, physical or other- , 
wise, to Mother Irma, St. Jude 
Hospital, and the people of Vieux 
Fort. We realize that we are 
working within their system and 
as such will be directed according 
to their, regulations, customs, 
needs, and capabilities., 

"We see this project as a great 
experience, and hope to learn by it. 
What? We can only determine,' 
once there or even months later.:' 
We have something to give,. they 
have something to give; we need 
to learn from our experience, 
they need help in their ex-

, perience." 

S1. Lucia is one of the least known 
of Britain's possessions; situated 
south of Martinique and north of 
St. Vincent in the Windward Island 
chain. A tropical paradise of vol~ 
canicorigin about fourteen miles ,', 
wide and twenty-eight miles long, 
St. Lucia has approximately 100,000 

PatOiS,' a spoken language made up 
of Carib. and African words with a 
French base. Most of the native~ 
have learned English il'!school or 
from experience and so language is ' 
not a strong barrier. The economy 
of the island is based on the banana 
crop, all of which is sold to England, 
although new developing industries 
are taking a foothold. By our 
standards the island,is verY,'under
developed and illiteracy is prevalent, 
though decreasing. l'eace ,Corps 
workers are active in helping the 
native teachers raise the educational 
standards. 

St. Lucia is without a doubt a: 
most beautiful island. It is very, " 
mountainous, a pair of tall peaks on 
the southwest coast called the Petons 
capping the picturesque island. The 
hillsides and valleys 'are densely 
forested with tropical trees such as 
palm, 'coconut, mango; papaya," ' 
breadfruit,'cocoa and cashew;'as 
well as huge groves of cultivated 
banana trees. Numerous untended '. 
cows, goats, and horses and'sheep " .. 
roam the small fields, rutted roads, 
and streets of the towns. Embracing 

,the island is a twisting coastline of, 
beautiful beaches, coral reefs, and 
smaller islands., 

Vieux Fort is located at the ex
treme southern tip'of the island; 
Though situated on the little bayof 
the Caribbean Sea, it is only a mile 
from the Atlantic Ocean, 'from which 
it is shielded by the mountainous ' 
southern point of the island: The , 
population of Vieux Fortisconcen
tra ted in a relatively small area; 
There are three short business 

, . streets witha'riopen'marketplace, 

inhabitants.One'third onts people 
live in the port of Castries on the 
northwest side of the island with '.' 
the remainder being scattered 
around in small villages. The second 
largest town is Vieux Fort at ,the,' 
southerntipwmi about 5,000 . 
inhabitants. ; , , 

The dark, richly colored black. 
and Indian people lead lives with 

, the barest of material' possessions;, 
and are remarkably warm and gen-

, erous. The prevalent language is 

-- small gr()wingstores,' a cinema,· a 
fruit and vegetable market, three 
banks; numerous little rum shops 
and an impressive hotel: Mostof the 

, shops and houses' are very small 
wooden frame construc'tions which ' 
are not terribly sturdy. Most people 
do not have much.in the way of ma
terial goods, though colorful clothes 
are not uncommon; and the intro
duction of various English and' , ' 
American-made 'products 'and, wares 
is obvious. A ,few own motor ve-

. hicles but walking or traveling by 
,bus (in effect,' banana' trucks with 
wooden benches installed), are the 
preferred methods of. getting around. 
Going barefoot is an age-old custom, 

, and is a cause for, the preponderance 
of foot and leg. ulcers, internaUn-
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fections from hook and' roundworm, 
and fluk~s, especially schistosomi-' 
asis. 

Four miles inland, along a wirid
ing rutty road around the new air- . 
port runway and past the new ' 
primary and secondary schools, lies 
St. Jude Hospital. The two-story 
structure is built in the shape of' 
a one-legged goalpost, the "cross 
bar" being' a corridor connecting , 
three wings. 

An unlikely collection of St;": 
Lucians, English, Americans and 
Canadians staff the ninety-bed hos
pital. St. Jude is directed by the 
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, a 
Wisconsin-based order. Mother M. 
Irma is the hospital administrator> 
while the other eight sisters, includ
ing one St. Lucian and' four Trini
dadians, fill such roles as chief 
engineer, lab technician, 'laundry 
director arid nurse. Two physicians' 
work under two,':year government! 
contracts; Dr. Williams,- a general 
surgeon from California, and Dr. 
Gibbs, an English pediatrician. An
other English physician, Dr. Ben.: .' 
nett, has been practicing in St. Lucia 
since about 1960. Dr. Hill, a retired' 
physician'fromNew York, coordi~ 
nates the work of the doctors. .: 

, St. Jude depends heavily on vol
unteers. Various physicians, like Dr. 
Sisson, volunteer for short-term' , 
periods. In our stay we worked with 
three American specialists, two 
Canadian dentists and three British 
medical students.: We also came to 
know three Canadian nurses, two of, 
whom directed St. Jude's own' 
nursing school; Several other vol- ' 
unteers, such as we,.had no pro-, 
fessional.background but filled 
various needs about the hospital. 

St. Lucians themselves are very 
involved in running the hospital. The 
bulk of the nursing staff is com
prised of'St.'Jude graduates and up 
to thirty-nine present nursing stu~; 
dents: St. Lucians, mostly from the 
nearby town of Augier, also staff the 
lab,: office, kitchen, laundry and, 
maintenance crewss:, 

It'should be' emphasized that the 
equipment at St. JUde's left much to 
be desired. The large X-ray machine 
has befm broken since early April" 
and the doctors have to rely on' an 
ancient portable unit. In the operat': 
irig room the anesthesia unit is many 
years outdated, and ~.uch instru-' 
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ments' considered as necessities in 
our American hospitals are totally 
lacking. Such things as bandages, 
sutures, needles, dressing sets' and 
drugs are often in short supply., '> 

Many of the drugs, especially anes
thetics, were a year or more out- . 
dated and losing effectiveness. The ' 
.lab, so much relied upon for imp or- . 
tant data in modern hospitals, is: 
equipped only for a small number of 
basic tests: Visiting physicia'ns, at 
once frustrated and ever'more appre
ciative 'of instruments back home, . 
must learn to adapt to this relatively 
backward center of medicine. 

We were five wide-eyed CILA 
volunteers when we arrived at 

'Hewanorra International Airport in 
ViEmx Fort in late May. Even after 
weeks of preparation and anticipa
tion I don't think we fully knew 
what to expect ahead of us, but 
from the beginning we came'upon 
surprises,new perspectives;frustra
tions, 'realizations, good times, re
grets and satisfactions. The 'first 
couple weeks we found ourselves 
adjusting t6 and learning to appre
ciate St. Jude Hospital, St. Lucia " 
and the St: Lucian way of doing ; 
things. Because of this and some 
unclarity in our specific responsi-: 
bilities it. was several days before .• ' 
we really got down to the nitty- ' 
gritty of our assigned tasks and 
responsibilities. , ' 

. Our responsibilities carried the 
five' of tis throughout st. Jude Hos: 
pita!. Though Mary and Cami had 
originally expected to split time be-' 
tween organizing the library and : .' 
helping in pediatrics, it did not .work 
out that way due to several circum-.: 
stances. Assignments for volunteers 
at St. Jude, we discovered, tend to 
be quite flexible and dependent on 
the immediate needs. And so, al- . 
though pediatrics always .was in 
need of more hands .for, the children, 
the arrangement of the library was 
nota pressing necessity. 

, In addition, both MaryandCami 
ran into annoying health difficulties 
in the first days. In Mary's ;case 
she literally ran into difficulty un- .' 
expectantly stepping into a. drainage 
ditch and hurting her foot. Just as 
Maryfolmd herself laid up in bed 
Cami was bothered by her first bad' 
attack of nausea and diarrhea. As 
we 'found out, sometimes un- " 
ple~santly, the local bacterials did' 
not totally agree witli our systems. 

After two frustrating days in bed 
and much hobbling around Mary 
soon, found herself at jobs such as 
filing cards in the library, working in 
the office, spending time with kids 
in Peds,' collecting fees from out
patients and filling out forms for 
new admissions. But when Sister 
Candida, the chief lab technician, 
went home to Wisconsin for a month, 
leaving Keifer Vitalis alone and 
overworked in the lab, Mary SUr-" 
prisingly enough found herself work
ing in the laboratory. At first she 

, spent most of her time washing test 
tubes, pipettes and various other. 
glassware, collecting order slips, and, 

. recording and sending out results. 
As she confessed, her background 

hadn't exposed her to much biochem
istry or lab work but she began to 
developan interest; .one day she' 
excitedly exclaimed to us at the 
lunch table that she had just learned 
how to do· a hemoglobin-then a 
glucose. Before the summer ended 
she had successfully learned how to 
draw blood from several patients 
upstairs on the ward. Not bad, for 
a Theology major! ' 

'. Mary made other contributions in 
the lab which were really immeasur~ 
able. Outpatients frequently came 
to the lab to have various tests done 
and while most are not too concerned 
there are some who become nervous 
about having their blood drawn .. 
Nervous or not, Mary was invariably 
there to greet them and talk with 
them. Though the St. Lucian's . 
friendliness made it easy for Mary 
to get along very well with them, 
they nevertheless seemed apprecia
tive of her interest and concern. 

Recovering from her initial stom
ach distress Cami, like Mary, soon 
became involved in tasks all around 
the hospitaL She moved about, not 
because there was no full-time need 
for her anywhere, but because there 
wereso,many areas where some· 
help was needed. Cami helped record 
and file records in the office, took, 
histories for. outpatients, arranged, 
and catalogued books in the library 
and spent alot of time helping the 
children in pediatrics, washing them 
and, t?king them.outside for walks 
and recreation. 

. A partiCularaccompiish~ent for 
Cami and Mary was their Sunday 
catechism'classes for the children of 
the village of'Augier,near St; 
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Jude Hospital. . They became very 
enthusiastic when Sister DeLourdes 
asked if they wanted to accompany 
her to Augier one Sunday to her 
catechism class. They returned 
rather excited aboutthe wildrespon
siveness of the children and the 
challenge they saw instructing them. 
in religion. When Sister DeLourdes 
left for a ten-day retreat the girls 

'jumped at the chance to holda 
couple classes themselves. It . 
seemed obvious that Cami and Mary 
recognized the children as a clear. 
reflection of St. Lucia's' character 
and values and their involvement 
with them both solved and stimu
lated some awareness and reflections 
about the St. Lucian perspective and 
their own. . . 

Contributing and experiencing 
. service in the way of clinical treat- . 

ment and patient involvement was 
a strong motivation for both Marty , 
and me and we were pleased to be . 
assigned to the government ward, 

-, St. Anthony's.' Our responsibilities' 
. were very similar, chiefly involving 
nursing/ orderly work, although we 
were to spend time in other areas 
as well. 

In the beginning Marty and I were 
assigned six to ten patierits to' 
shower or bed bathe and whose beds 
we would make or change .. After a 
few weeks, as we became familiar 
with things one or both of us were 
assigned to treatments. With about· 
a thirdqf those.patientsin St. An-' 
thony's being admitted because of 
bad leg and body ulcers or infections, 
most of the treatments we did in
volved soaking, cleaning, applying 
wet packs and dressing wounds. 

In.addition we shared with the 
nurses such tasks as vital signs, 
observing patients in bad condition, 
giving enemas, chasing down supplies 
in the Central Supply Room- and 
laundry, fetching wheelchairs and 
stretchers, wheeling patients to and' 
from the operating room, elevating 
beds, doing preps for surgical cases, 
serving lunches, running errands to 
the lab and office and any'other 
tasks Mrs. Skeete, our supervisor, 
might declare suitable just for us 
guys .. :'--

We discovered that running a . 
government ward in St. Lucia had 
many problems."They were always 
short of such obvious necessities as 

'- clean linen, bandages, dressing sets." 
,and oxygen tanks. The showers 
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and toilets were too few and too 
dirty. And the nurses, though not 
really bad, could not match the. 
trained nurses we have in the 
States.' 

The absence of Sister Candida 
left a few additional tasks open to 
us, as it did for Mary. I became the 
resident electrocariograph tech
nician, running about one or two a 
daY,on anybody from, an eighty-six
year-old man to one uncooperative 
seven-month-old baby. Admittedly, 
I myself did not know exactly how . 
the instrument worked or what the 
traCings indicated (though I learned 
a lot). But it was a sharp reminder 
of our huge differences in tech-. 
nology . to . see the looks of amaze
ment. and puzzlement, which many 
patients expressed as I strapped 
those strange wires to their 'arms 
and legs and fiddled with knobs for . 
several minutes to produce a long' 0' 

sheet with funny-looking scribbles .. 
Meanwhile Marty, had become 

fairly, adept at drawing blood and 
doing several lab tests. On a few 
occasions he was called upon to run 
sugars or hemoglobins on emer
gencies at late hours of the night. 

Vicky, of course, had the unique 
.advantage of volunteering at St. " 
. Jude for the second time and for . 
having a specific role to fulfill. She 
explains: 

"The reason I went to St. Lucia 
this summer was to teach Math, 
English and Basic Science to the' 
first-year student nurses at the 
hospital. I also ended up teaching 
Math to the second-year students 
I had' fourteen first year students 
and nine second-year girls.' . 

"I knew exactly what I was going 
to be doing and had a schedule to ' 
follow so in that respect perhaps my 
job was a bit easier than for the rest 
of our group. But it was far from 
easy, especially at first. I felt strange 
at the beginning with them and they 
didn't quite know exactly how to . 
react to ~heir'American' teacher.', 

"Having been.used to teaching .' 
high school and college students, it 
was a change for me to be teaching 
elementary English.writing, frac-' 
tions and decimals. And having vir
tually no or yery few books didn't 
help the situation. Even though 
the girls that are accepted as student 
nurses probably have more education 
than most of th~girls on the island 

- ,: 

they-are still far below being at the 
same level one would expect a 
student nurse back home to be. 

"English is a second language for 
them so it's really not surprising 
that many of them had problems in 
writing. And certainly Math and 
Science aren't the simplest subjects 
to learn either. So it was frustrating 
at first. There were times when I , 
felt that I was getting nothing 
across and very little accomplished. 

"But we kept ongoing and as time 
went byit got better and better. 
I learned what I could and should 
expect from them and they in hml. 
learned about me too. It became a 
very satisfying feeling for me when 
my students would come up at the 
end of the day to ask questions 
about what they had learned, or 
questions about oth~r things, or per
haps just to talk. My girls used to 
bring me mangoes, coconuts, bread
fruit and all sorts of other little 
things that at times just made all 
the frustrations seem worthwhile." . . 

-These then are the tasks, whether 
assigned or assumed, that the five of 
us engaged i~. But to look only at 
them is to miss a very great part of 
what our summer project involved .. 
Perhaps it could be headed under the 
subtler aspect of our experiences, 
and it is something better seen than 
read· about. 

I have outlined our working ac
tivities in a fairly objective manner 
but they don't reflect the more per
sonal experiences and relationships 
we all came to share withSt.Lu
cians and English, Americans' and 
Canadians as well. We met and 
worked with an incredible number 
of people with different backgrounds, 
perspectives, values and needs. 
Just the variation alone made it 
stimulating; revealing·and learning 
experience for everyone to varying. 
extents. Whether it was with,the 
patients or the'people we worked 
with we contributed, had good 
times, shared ideas, argued; taught. 
and learned. 

For Mary and Cami this meant .. 
talking to the vario:l:ls outpatients 
and asking where they ,were from, 
what they did, were they feeling 
better, etc.; or discussing problems - .. 
in the office with Boniface and Sister 
DeLourdes, or spending hours trying 
to be goodtemporary.nurses and 
mothers to some distressed children. 
This was often a most draining and 
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frustrating attempt, though at times time to develop adequate familiarity. perspectives about a varying cul- . 
the smiles and responses of the Though I think we from CILA ac- ture. But we also discovered new 
children made it all seem worth- complished much more in this re- realizations about ourselves indi-
while. For Vicky it was sharing her gard than most volunteers, we blew vidually and as a ClLA group. Each 
time and interests with her students; the opportunity to interact even of us discovered flaws in his or her 
being tough when she had to be, more. personality and compatibility in 
frustrated with some of them, but A high point for our project at living within a limiting institution 
satisfied by their individual response, St. Jude was the visit by ,Father Don among a small group of people with 
efforts and appreciation. For Marty McNeill in early July. He spent whom-we constantly interacted. We 
and me, it meant going around and some time in observing the five of discovered that we might have ac-
talking to the patients as we did us in our various duties but even complished more questioning and 
treatments or when :there was no' more in discussing various things . reflection lisa group,rather than 
particular work to be d()~e. I would with Mother Irma and several others; just in pairs and triplets. ' 
ask, "Well, Mr. Kutes, how is your in addition to Mary, Cami, Vicki, 'We wondered about the role of 
foot today? Still painful?" and he Marty and myself. Each of us to ; recreation, such as going to the ' 
would reply, UN 6t ,too bad, Joe." varying extents had some ideas and beach; and our' responsibilities as' 

An,d Marty would spend hours with .' feelings, both good and bad,' representatives of CILA~ The idea 
little Henry Gidden,tryingto teach 'bubbiing within and sought out Don .of CILA and what it represents 
hiridhe. alphabet and how to write to clear things up. Father McNeill specifically, our goals, our orienta-
his own name. Or he wouid befuddle, also did much to stimulate new' tions and our biases all came into 
a few of the guys with his card 'ideas arid considerations which'we question.' We made mistakes, had ' 
tricks, impressing themthat the , had failed to perceive or develop. ' misunderstandings and occasionally, 
harid was slyer, if not quicker, th'an Father Don McNeill was not the ' were insensitive to the views of 
the eye. . . only visitor from Notre Dame, ·"others.But for the most part we 

While the St. Lucians' presented Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, mak~ came to recognize these and hope~ 
varying ways, ~~yings and values ing an inspection tour of The Rocke- ftilly learned from them. ' 

feller Foundation's Research Labo-' Did we accomplish anything which opened new perspectives to us, 
, , ..' 'h ratory in Castries, St. Lucia, accepted spectacular in St. Lucia? I don't, the intercultural flavor was furt er 

, - .". 
enhanced by the British" Canadian, ' .. , 
and fellow American volunteers. 
None of,uscould forget the sly 
wit and energy of the three. British .' 
m'edical students, J os, Richard and 
Marian, with whom we would spend 
hours contrasting and humorously 
criticizing each other's political and 
medical systems. "How is 'your . 
Watergate' coming along?" ."Quite 
well Ishould think" 0' • , 

Then there were a dentist and his 
wife from-Vancouver, who chal-. _ 
lenged all comers in bridge and· 
effectually took: the role of pare~ts 
to us. New perceptions of even our, 
own American ways were aroused by 
the family of Dr. Richard Sherrill, 
an ophthalmologist from Winston-:. _ 
Salem, North Carolina~' , 

I thought it was unfortunate that· 
there isn!t more interaction between 
the visiting volunteers and the St. 
Lucians than existed, but there are 
several factors which tend' to hinder 
this. Because the volunteers live 
within the hospital they are,some
what shielded from· the, natives and 
their culture. They consequently tend, 
to associate together with: the more 
familiar company,. some to the point 
of hardly, attempting any interaction 
with St. Lucians at alL . 

It could also be true that the usual 
visit of 4-6 weeks is insufficient 
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our invitation to St. Jude Hospital' think so. But I think we all feel we 
and joined us for an all too short contributed something to St. Jude 
visit. Duringthe evening which " Hospital, its patients and the others 
included a two-hour drive across " we interacted with. Perhaps our 
the island from Castries to Vieux presence and concern helped'in that 
'Fort, a whirlwind tour ()f the it brought to a. few people a new 
hospital and a discussion about 'dimension and awareness to their 
our CILA project, Father Hesburgh lives, but such things are hard to 
entertained us and a packed room at measure. But it cannot be doubted 

, St. Jude with numerous stories that St. Lucians and our St. Jude 
about Notre Dame, Badin Hall and experience accomplished much for us 
his tr~vels. But as suddenly as he by opening our eyes to many things 
came he had to return to Castries, we may never have realized or ap-
'early the next morning. preciated. The helping experience 
. Our experience at St. Jude Hos- 'became atrtielearning experience 
pital helped us to appreciate new" we won't easily forget. 
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Jude Hospital. . They became very 
enthusiastic when Sister DeLourdes 
asked if they wanted to accompany 
her to Augier one Sunday to her 
catechism class. They returned 
rather excited aboutthe wildrespon
siveness of the children and the 
challenge they saw instructing them. 
in religion. When Sister DeLourdes 
left for a ten-day retreat the girls 

'jumped at the chance to holda 
couple classes themselves. It . 
seemed obvious that Cami and Mary 
recognized the children as a clear. 
reflection of St. Lucia's' character 
and values and their involvement 
with them both solved and stimu
lated some awareness and reflections 
about the St. Lucian perspective and 
their own. . . 

Contributing and experiencing 
. service in the way of clinical treat- . 

ment and patient involvement was 
a strong motivation for both Marty , 
and me and we were pleased to be . 
assigned to the government ward, 

-, St. Anthony's.' Our responsibilities' 
. were very similar, chiefly involving 
nursing/ orderly work, although we 
were to spend time in other areas 
as well. 

In the beginning Marty and I were 
assigned six to ten patierits to' 
shower or bed bathe and whose beds 
we would make or change .. After a 
few weeks, as we became familiar 
with things one or both of us were 
assigned to treatments. With about· 
a thirdqf those.patientsin St. An-' 
thony's being admitted because of 
bad leg and body ulcers or infections, 
most of the treatments we did in
volved soaking, cleaning, applying 
wet packs and dressing wounds. 

In.addition we shared with the 
nurses such tasks as vital signs, 
observing patients in bad condition, 
giving enemas, chasing down supplies 
in the Central Supply Room- and 
laundry, fetching wheelchairs and 
stretchers, wheeling patients to and' 
from the operating room, elevating 
beds, doing preps for surgical cases, 
serving lunches, running errands to 
the lab and office and any'other 
tasks Mrs. Skeete, our supervisor, 
might declare suitable just for us 
guys .. :'--

We discovered that running a . 
government ward in St. Lucia had 
many problems."They were always 
short of such obvious necessities as 

'- clean linen, bandages, dressing sets." 
,and oxygen tanks. The showers 
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and toilets were too few and too 
dirty. And the nurses, though not 
really bad, could not match the. 
trained nurses we have in the 
States.' 

The absence of Sister Candida 
left a few additional tasks open to 
us, as it did for Mary. I became the 
resident electrocariograph tech
nician, running about one or two a 
daY,on anybody from, an eighty-six
year-old man to one uncooperative 
seven-month-old baby. Admittedly, 
I myself did not know exactly how . 
the instrument worked or what the 
traCings indicated (though I learned 
a lot). But it was a sharp reminder 
of our huge differences in tech-. 
nology . to . see the looks of amaze
ment. and puzzlement, which many 
patients expressed as I strapped 
those strange wires to their 'arms 
and legs and fiddled with knobs for . 
several minutes to produce a long' 0' 

sheet with funny-looking scribbles .. 
Meanwhile Marty, had become 

fairly, adept at drawing blood and 
doing several lab tests. On a few 
occasions he was called upon to run 
sugars or hemoglobins on emer
gencies at late hours of the night. 

Vicky, of course, had the unique 
.advantage of volunteering at St. " 
. Jude for the second time and for . 
having a specific role to fulfill. She 
explains: 

"The reason I went to St. Lucia 
this summer was to teach Math, 
English and Basic Science to the' 
first-year student nurses at the 
hospital. I also ended up teaching 
Math to the second-year students 
I had' fourteen first year students 
and nine second-year girls.' . 

"I knew exactly what I was going 
to be doing and had a schedule to ' 
follow so in that respect perhaps my 
job was a bit easier than for the rest 
of our group. But it was far from 
easy, especially at first. I felt strange 
at the beginning with them and they 
didn't quite know exactly how to . 
react to ~heir'American' teacher.', 

"Having been.used to teaching .' 
high school and college students, it 
was a change for me to be teaching 
elementary English.writing, frac-' 
tions and decimals. And having vir
tually no or yery few books didn't 
help the situation. Even though 
the girls that are accepted as student 
nurses probably have more education 
than most of th~girls on the island 

- ,: 

they-are still far below being at the 
same level one would expect a 
student nurse back home to be. 

"English is a second language for 
them so it's really not surprising 
that many of them had problems in 
writing. And certainly Math and 
Science aren't the simplest subjects 
to learn either. So it was frustrating 
at first. There were times when I , 
felt that I was getting nothing 
across and very little accomplished. 

"But we kept ongoing and as time 
went byit got better and better. 
I learned what I could and should 
expect from them and they in hml. 
learned about me too. It became a 
very satisfying feeling for me when 
my students would come up at the 
end of the day to ask questions 
about what they had learned, or 
questions about oth~r things, or per
haps just to talk. My girls used to 
bring me mangoes, coconuts, bread
fruit and all sorts of other little 
things that at times just made all 
the frustrations seem worthwhile." . . 

-These then are the tasks, whether 
assigned or assumed, that the five of 
us engaged i~. But to look only at 
them is to miss a very great part of 
what our summer project involved .. 
Perhaps it could be headed under the 
subtler aspect of our experiences, 
and it is something better seen than 
read· about. 

I have outlined our working ac
tivities in a fairly objective manner 
but they don't reflect the more per
sonal experiences and relationships 
we all came to share withSt.Lu
cians and English, Americans' and 
Canadians as well. We met and 
worked with an incredible number 
of people with different backgrounds, 
perspectives, values and needs. 
Just the variation alone made it 
stimulating; revealing·and learning 
experience for everyone to varying. 
extents. Whether it was with,the 
patients or the'people we worked 
with we contributed, had good 
times, shared ideas, argued; taught. 
and learned. 

For Mary and Cami this meant .. 
talking to the vario:l:ls outpatients 
and asking where they ,were from, 
what they did, were they feeling 
better, etc.; or discussing problems - .. 
in the office with Boniface and Sister 
DeLourdes, or spending hours trying 
to be goodtemporary.nurses and 
mothers to some distressed children. 
This was often a most draining and 
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frustrating attempt, though at times time to develop adequate familiarity. perspectives about a varying cul- . 
the smiles and responses of the Though I think we from CILA ac- ture. But we also discovered new 
children made it all seem worth- complished much more in this re- realizations about ourselves indi-
while. For Vicky it was sharing her gard than most volunteers, we blew vidually and as a ClLA group. Each 
time and interests with her students; the opportunity to interact even of us discovered flaws in his or her 
being tough when she had to be, more. personality and compatibility in 
frustrated with some of them, but A high point for our project at living within a limiting institution 
satisfied by their individual response, St. Jude was the visit by ,Father Don among a small group of people with 
efforts and appreciation. For Marty McNeill in early July. He spent whom-we constantly interacted. We 
and me, it meant going around and some time in observing the five of discovered that we might have ac-
talking to the patients as we did us in our various duties but even complished more questioning and 
treatments or when :there was no' more in discussing various things . reflection lisa group,rather than 
particular work to be d()~e. I would with Mother Irma and several others; just in pairs and triplets. ' 
ask, "Well, Mr. Kutes, how is your in addition to Mary, Cami, Vicki, 'We wondered about the role of 
foot today? Still painful?" and he Marty and myself. Each of us to ; recreation, such as going to the ' 
would reply, UN 6t ,too bad, Joe." varying extents had some ideas and beach; and our' responsibilities as' 

An,d Marty would spend hours with .' feelings, both good and bad,' representatives of CILA~ The idea 
little Henry Gidden,tryingto teach 'bubbiing within and sought out Don .of CILA and what it represents 
hiridhe. alphabet and how to write to clear things up. Father McNeill specifically, our goals, our orienta-
his own name. Or he wouid befuddle, also did much to stimulate new' tions and our biases all came into 
a few of the guys with his card 'ideas arid considerations which'we question.' We made mistakes, had ' 
tricks, impressing themthat the , had failed to perceive or develop. ' misunderstandings and occasionally, 
harid was slyer, if not quicker, th'an Father Don McNeill was not the ' were insensitive to the views of 
the eye. . . only visitor from Notre Dame, ·"others.But for the most part we 

While the St. Lucians' presented Father Theodore M. Hesburgh, mak~ came to recognize these and hope~ 
varying ways, ~~yings and values ing an inspection tour of The Rocke- ftilly learned from them. ' 

feller Foundation's Research Labo-' Did we accomplish anything which opened new perspectives to us, 
, , ..' 'h ratory in Castries, St. Lucia, accepted spectacular in St. Lucia? I don't, the intercultural flavor was furt er 

, - .". 
enhanced by the British" Canadian, ' .. , 
and fellow American volunteers. 
None of,uscould forget the sly 
wit and energy of the three. British .' 
m'edical students, J os, Richard and 
Marian, with whom we would spend 
hours contrasting and humorously 
criticizing each other's political and 
medical systems. "How is 'your . 
Watergate' coming along?" ."Quite 
well Ishould think" 0' • , 

Then there were a dentist and his 
wife from-Vancouver, who chal-. _ 
lenged all comers in bridge and· 
effectually took: the role of pare~ts 
to us. New perceptions of even our, 
own American ways were aroused by 
the family of Dr. Richard Sherrill, 
an ophthalmologist from Winston-:. _ 
Salem, North Carolina~' , 

I thought it was unfortunate that· 
there isn!t more interaction between 
the visiting volunteers and the St. 
Lucians than existed, but there are 
several factors which tend' to hinder 
this. Because the volunteers live 
within the hospital they are,some
what shielded from· the, natives and 
their culture. They consequently tend, 
to associate together with: the more 
familiar company,. some to the point 
of hardly, attempting any interaction 
with St. Lucians at alL . 

It could also be true that the usual 
visit of 4-6 weeks is insufficient 
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our invitation to St. Jude Hospital' think so. But I think we all feel we 
and joined us for an all too short contributed something to St. Jude 
visit. Duringthe evening which " Hospital, its patients and the others 
included a two-hour drive across " we interacted with. Perhaps our 
the island from Castries to Vieux presence and concern helped'in that 
'Fort, a whirlwind tour ()f the it brought to a. few people a new 
hospital and a discussion about 'dimension and awareness to their 
our CILA project, Father Hesburgh lives, but such things are hard to 
entertained us and a packed room at measure. But it cannot be doubted 

, St. Jude with numerous stories that St. Lucians and our St. Jude 
about Notre Dame, Badin Hall and experience accomplished much for us 
his tr~vels. But as suddenly as he by opening our eyes to many things 
came he had to return to Castries, we may never have realized or ap-
'early the next morning. preciated. The helping experience 
. Our experience at St. Jude Hos- 'became atrtielearning experience 
pital helped us to appreciate new" we won't easily forget. 
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A Study of the Thi.·d World 
We at .NotreDame seem to be continually referring ,ligion and World Injustice. Those in,CILA felt that the 

to ourselves as a "Christian Community"-or yigor- organization should increase its role as educator and 
ously disclaiming that appellation. And' perllaps this 'awareness "catalyst,,,'thus this c'ourse. The ,students', 
issue bears the marks of being beaten to death.' Yet in it were not drawn from those who, had participated 
there seems 'to be,~ definite sense, at times that 'ma~y in summer, projects-they were an intentionally ,wide, 
of us have no real grasp of 'the meaning of the terms range of majors, interests ,and ages. East coast, west 
"Christian" and "Community" -' they ,have become coast" midwest,; freshman, senior, theology,' geology, 
hollow words, through endless repetition or intangi- marketing majors-some forty students and faculty 
ble theorization. Religion "and ,World Injustice, a wives were involved. The course was interdisciplinary 
course offered by the theology department this semester,' and intercultural, including, the, specific with' the gen
attempted through a mixture of' 'the concrete, and era!. Lectures laid theory, while case' studies of the 
theoretical to bring students to a clearer understanding' three areas, Africa, Latin Anierica;and the Philippines,' 
of these terms and an awareness of actual and possible films, a symposium of international scholars and indi-

, efforts toward the alleviation ,of world injustice. ' , vidual interviews with people affected by th~ issue of 
,The course is one step in a'long evolution of thought,' world injustic~sharecroppers, farmers, social work

on the problem of Christian commitment in the world.' ,ers brought a more concrete nature to the course. 
Father Don McNeill;' an assIstant rector in Grace Hall '~he underlying feeling motivating the course iri 

- and CILA advisor, was one of the main forces 'in its fact, motivating ClLA's evolution, is a sense that' we' 
devel,opment. For him it is a, result of much practical really do not ~ave anyactmil, concrete experience of a:' 
experience, theory, arid just pure dream, which in turn "Christian community." Much of our contact with or-
became a part,of new ideas. ,It began in 1972. ,'while ,'ganized Christianity comes from the parish-:-parish 
visiting the.MexiCoproject, FatherMcNeill saw 'a need activities, parish priests; the sisters in'the parish 
for developmg awareness of other cultures and a re-,. school-':'and many of thesecoritacts are far from favor~ 
~ponse t.o t~e human n~ds ?f these people. 'Thisgrow-,:': able. Father McNeill hopes to bring people into contact 
mg realIzatIon led toa feelmg that CILA. should serve ," with other active groups-for example CCUM~opening 
a more ,educational function in conjunction with the 'up new' possibilities for experience. ," " 
basic experience it .offers. ' "" CILA' is not, out to save' the world~r change' it 

radically. Many of the 'summer projects make little 
, By the spring'of 1973, thi~)dea: had ~merged as a ':, real headway in changing or improving the lives of the 

course: Religion and Human Development. StUdents people with whom they are working. There is actually 
participated in :summer CILA projects, keeping de- " little possJbility that they could-programs usually last 
tailed logs of their experiences and perceptions. Then only seven weeks and the students participating are not 
in the fall, they, could gather together and reexamine 'frain~d social workers. Nor 'will the course answer all-
and reevaluate their summers in light of others' expe~ or perhaps any~fthe problems'ofworld injustice. The 
riences and with the help "of various professors. The first concern of the course,' and the CILA projects, is 
approach was interdisciplinary, enabling, the students to expose students to ,different cultures' and then"give 
to view their experiences from' all angles~religious, them a forum in which to' examine and learn from 
sociological, economical - and help them to relate ,their experiences and each other. ' " ' 
thei~ 'summer activities to their present lives at Notre Ouf of the spring course came 'new' ideas for de-
Dame. The course also ~tressed:: cont~lCt with people veloping other, ,kinds' of educational experiences: ,A, 
outside the university,particillarly: people 'involved . freshman, colloquium, ' based, in the' halls,is ,being 
in CCU~ (Catholic Committee on Urban, Ministry), a , planned for second semester, of next year:-Through this' 
national group, active particularly in urban areas. ' one~credit program, Fa ther McNeill also hopes to enlist 

From, meetirig,with CCUM members, 'and other the aid of in terna tiOlla I students in the halls and people 
groups,' Father McNeil!' and' the people ,of CILA began from the South Bend community: He also envisions some 
to see a necessitY-for,- expanding the focUs of CILA,mak- way of helping stUdents to become mo:t'e active in 'their 
ing it more than internatiqnal,niaking itinterci,lltura!. home towns and areas. The ,students"of Notre Dame 
In order to bec()nie, bivolved in the social and political'" are a basically homogeneous group. Father McNeill and' 
aspects of other cultures in our' own country,theyini~ CILA,hope to help expand the 'consciousness ,'on cam: 
tiated programs in Appalachia andNew Orleans.' , " pus of cultural, national and global problems. ,Through 
',' Profiting from these',meetings and the successes and: working with active people, particularly' activeChris-: 
failures of the first-sE!~ester,cou.rse, Father McNeill, tians and Catholics, perhaps cultural and personal dis-
Father Horan, Mary Beckman, and others 'interested parities can be seen more, clearly.;' .. 
in CILA and its goals,shaped the present course, Re-

, .. 
'-:-Sally Stanton 
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Two Flips and A Split 
'The punt hung nearly motionless'; 

suspended, for a, long moment, 
against a crystal November sky. 

In the' stands below, 60,000 pairs 
of eyes turned upward as the ball, its 
laces white in the afternoon sunlight, 
began its' downward flight. And on 
the field, as the moment of suspended 
animation was broken, 23 uniformed 
figures began a frantic rush toward 
the north end zone of Notre Dame 
Stadium; 7 

Twenty-two of those figures were 
athletes: 11 dressed in Notre Dame's 
navy and gold, 11 clad in 'Louisiana 
State's blue, canary, and white: The 
twenty-third figure was' Tom Lech
ner, Notre Dame's costumed lepre
chaun, and as "the punt plummeted 
towards the LSU goal line, Lechner 
outdistanced ND'scoverage team as 
he, raced to the spot' where 'he 
thought the ball would hit. " 
, " The ball landed on the LSU eight, 
caromed, quickly, to the four, and 
then" hop'ped out of, bounds' on the 
one-half yard line. And leprechaun 
Tom Lechner was right there. 
Dancing his Irish jig with, a flair 
never again duplicated, he whipped 
his: rumpled hat from his head' and 
tossed it on the spot where the punt 
had' left, the playing field. Moments 
later, a referee's marker, joined the 
leprechaun's hat, making the play 
official, and moments after that the 
stadium crowd 'was roaring with 
delight. 

Among those standing and shout
ing was Danny O'Hara, then a small
ish, auburn-haired freshman .•• So 
impressed was O'Hara by the things 
Tom Lechner did on the sidelines 
that day_-and on several other oc~ 
casions during the '70-'71 football 
season -that,during the spring of 

, his freshman year, he tried out for 
the position vacated by the resident 
leprechaun's "graduation. And he 
made it." 
, , ' And" for the next three years, 
Danny O'Hara, jigged and cavorted 
on grass,' hardwood, and even ice~ 
and 'for ,the ,next ,three, years' he 
existed, in the minds of many, as the 
most visible symbol of the spirit that 
is Notre Dame's. 
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But Danny O'Hara's career as, a 
symbol entered a new phase last 
month. For it was then that O'Hara, 
a senior,' found himself in Stepan 
Center, surrounded by a cluster of 
20 students, most of whom were his 
size, and most of whom were beard
ed, dyed green, or armed with shil
lelaghs, frumpish hats, or other 
leprechaun raiment. 
, What O'Hara was doing was pick- , 

ing his successor, but he was' not 
alone in his sentimental,difficult, and 
often painful task. The rest of Notre 
Dame's cheerleading squad was in 
'the same position. 
, And so, as O'Hara and his band of 
hopefuls gave and took their own 
distinctive brand of blarney in one 
corner of the" building, the squad's 
other seniors -'Anne' Cisle, Charlie 
Morrison, Liz 'Sowada, and Rich 
Rawson joined captains-elect 
Susie Picton and Pat Heffernan and 
70 aspiring tryouts, on the' :main 
floor to begin the weeklong process 
of selecting anND' cheerleading 
team. 

"On Sunday (March 31) we just 
divided, everyone up," remembered 
junior Sue Picton. "We split the girls, 
into three groups and the guys into 
two, and then we rotated the girls 
through three stations - dancing, 
gymnastics, and mounts. There were 
about 50 girls there on Sunday' and , 
about 20 guys, and we just sent the 
guys' back and forth between the 
mounting and gymnastic stations. ' 

"The next day, Monday, 'we had 
,our first cut. We cut the number of 
girls'down to 24, and based:our deci
sions on how: well ,they did the rou
tine we'd taught them; as well as on 
their mounts and, individual gym
nastics. ' 

','The, second cut came Tues·day, 
and things went basically the same. 
We divided the girls into the three, 
stations again, taught them one new 

, 'Fight' routine, and then put them 
through ,the, same mounts 'and the 
same gymnastics'. The difference was 
that the girls also had to, perform 
a routine they'd made up ,to the fight 
sorig, so they were being judged both 
on learning and creativity. 

"At the same time, we cut the 
boys-down from 12 to eight. We 
judged them on mounts and on how 
they held the girls'they worked with. 
That, and on their, gymnastic 
ability." 

When the second cut was made 
late Tuesday evening, one of the fe
male casualties was Kathi Paterno, a 
St. Mary's junior. The setback made 
her a two~time loser at the game of 
cheerleading tryouts, and the setback 
might have been a bitter one -
coming, as it 'did, before a senior 
year. But such was not the case; not, 
atleast,where Kathi ' Paterno' was 
concerned. 

"It's really hard to say," she 
mused, "what it was about' cheering 
here that made me try out twice, 
that made:me want to go through it 
twice. ' " 

"I think, though; it's because this 
is Notre Dame, an'd becausecheei"ing 
puts you down' 'on the 'field, 'and 
makes you feel 'a part of the game 
--:- ,even more, so than 'when ,you're 
in, the" stands. ,.of course, there" are 
otller'reasons, "too: There's' the 
glamor aspect, the idea of travelling, 
to the away games, and there's the 
idea of leadersllip,' too. ' " 

"It seems 'like a crowd is always 
looking to "someone for leadership, 
and that's where' I see a lot of the 
value 'of cheerieading today. I know 
the girls are criticized a: lot for being 
nothing but objects to'look at, but 
when they're dancing' around down 
there; getting involved in the' game, 
they're going 'to get the' crowd ex
cited:: They're' goi~g to psyche 
them 'up. ' 

"And I think you need somethirig 
iike that today, I really do." 
; One thing the panel of senior' 
judges and observers needed, even" 
'after two days of tryouts, trials; and 
practices, was more time in which 
to make a decision.' So the 12 surviv~ 
ing girls and eight surviving 'guys 
were put through an intense school
ing session on Wednesday night
a session, which included learning a 
complex routine to Santana's "Evil 
Ways", - and then were put through 
an extensive all-phases examination 
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A Study of the Thi.·d World 
We at .NotreDame seem to be continually referring ,ligion and World Injustice. Those in,CILA felt that the 

to ourselves as a "Christian Community"-or yigor- organization should increase its role as educator and 
ously disclaiming that appellation. And' perllaps this 'awareness "catalyst,,,'thus this c'ourse. The ,students', 
issue bears the marks of being beaten to death.' Yet in it were not drawn from those who, had participated 
there seems 'to be,~ definite sense, at times that 'ma~y in summer, projects-they were an intentionally ,wide, 
of us have no real grasp of 'the meaning of the terms range of majors, interests ,and ages. East coast, west 
"Christian" and "Community" -' they ,have become coast" midwest,; freshman, senior, theology,' geology, 
hollow words, through endless repetition or intangi- marketing majors-some forty students and faculty 
ble theorization. Religion "and ,World Injustice, a wives were involved. The course was interdisciplinary 
course offered by the theology department this semester,' and intercultural, including, the, specific with' the gen
attempted through a mixture of' 'the concrete, and era!. Lectures laid theory, while case' studies of the 
theoretical to bring students to a clearer understanding' three areas, Africa, Latin Anierica;and the Philippines,' 
of these terms and an awareness of actual and possible films, a symposium of international scholars and indi-

, efforts toward the alleviation ,of world injustice. ' , vidual interviews with people affected by th~ issue of 
,The course is one step in a'long evolution of thought,' world injustic~sharecroppers, farmers, social work

on the problem of Christian commitment in the world.' ,ers brought a more concrete nature to the course. 
Father Don McNeill;' an assIstant rector in Grace Hall '~he underlying feeling motivating the course iri 

- and CILA advisor, was one of the main forces 'in its fact, motivating ClLA's evolution, is a sense that' we' 
devel,opment. For him it is a, result of much practical really do not ~ave anyactmil, concrete experience of a:' 
experience, theory, arid just pure dream, which in turn "Christian community." Much of our contact with or-
became a part,of new ideas. ,It began in 1972. ,'while ,'ganized Christianity comes from the parish-:-parish 
visiting the.MexiCoproject, FatherMcNeill saw 'a need activities, parish priests; the sisters in'the parish 
for developmg awareness of other cultures and a re-,. school-':'and many of thesecoritacts are far from favor~ 
~ponse t.o t~e human n~ds ?f these people. 'Thisgrow-,:': able. Father McNeill hopes to bring people into contact 
mg realIzatIon led toa feelmg that CILA. should serve ," with other active groups-for example CCUM~opening 
a more ,educational function in conjunction with the 'up new' possibilities for experience. ," " 
basic experience it .offers. ' "" CILA' is not, out to save' the world~r change' it 

radically. Many of the 'summer projects make little 
, By the spring'of 1973, thi~)dea: had ~merged as a ':, real headway in changing or improving the lives of the 

course: Religion and Human Development. StUdents people with whom they are working. There is actually 
participated in :summer CILA projects, keeping de- " little possJbility that they could-programs usually last 
tailed logs of their experiences and perceptions. Then only seven weeks and the students participating are not 
in the fall, they, could gather together and reexamine 'frain~d social workers. Nor 'will the course answer all-
and reevaluate their summers in light of others' expe~ or perhaps any~fthe problems'ofworld injustice. The 
riences and with the help "of various professors. The first concern of the course,' and the CILA projects, is 
approach was interdisciplinary, enabling, the students to expose students to ,different cultures' and then"give 
to view their experiences from' all angles~religious, them a forum in which to' examine and learn from 
sociological, economical - and help them to relate ,their experiences and each other. ' " ' 
thei~ 'summer activities to their present lives at Notre Ouf of the spring course came 'new' ideas for de-
Dame. The course also ~tressed:: cont~lCt with people veloping other, ,kinds' of educational experiences: ,A, 
outside the university,particillarly: people 'involved . freshman, colloquium, ' based, in the' halls,is ,being 
in CCU~ (Catholic Committee on Urban, Ministry), a , planned for second semester, of next year:-Through this' 
national group, active particularly in urban areas. ' one~credit program, Fa ther McNeill also hopes to enlist 

From, meetirig,with CCUM members, 'and other the aid of in terna tiOlla I students in the halls and people 
groups,' Father McNeil!' and' the people ,of CILA began from the South Bend community: He also envisions some 
to see a necessitY-for,- expanding the focUs of CILA,mak- way of helping stUdents to become mo:t'e active in 'their 
ing it more than internatiqnal,niaking itinterci,lltura!. home towns and areas. The ,students"of Notre Dame 
In order to bec()nie, bivolved in the social and political'" are a basically homogeneous group. Father McNeill and' 
aspects of other cultures in our' own country,theyini~ CILA,hope to help expand the 'consciousness ,'on cam: 
tiated programs in Appalachia andNew Orleans.' , " pus of cultural, national and global problems. ,Through 
',' Profiting from these',meetings and the successes and: working with active people, particularly' activeChris-: 
failures of the first-sE!~ester,cou.rse, Father McNeill, tians and Catholics, perhaps cultural and personal dis-
Father Horan, Mary Beckman, and others 'interested parities can be seen more, clearly.;' .. 
in CILA and its goals,shaped the present course, Re-

, .. 
'-:-Sally Stanton 
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Two Flips and A Split 
'The punt hung nearly motionless'; 

suspended, for a, long moment, 
against a crystal November sky. 

In the' stands below, 60,000 pairs 
of eyes turned upward as the ball, its 
laces white in the afternoon sunlight, 
began its' downward flight. And on 
the field, as the moment of suspended 
animation was broken, 23 uniformed 
figures began a frantic rush toward 
the north end zone of Notre Dame 
Stadium; 7 

Twenty-two of those figures were 
athletes: 11 dressed in Notre Dame's 
navy and gold, 11 clad in 'Louisiana 
State's blue, canary, and white: The 
twenty-third figure was' Tom Lech
ner, Notre Dame's costumed lepre
chaun, and as "the punt plummeted 
towards the LSU goal line, Lechner 
outdistanced ND'scoverage team as 
he, raced to the spot' where 'he 
thought the ball would hit. " 
, " The ball landed on the LSU eight, 
caromed, quickly, to the four, and 
then" hop'ped out of, bounds' on the 
one-half yard line. And leprechaun 
Tom Lechner was right there. 
Dancing his Irish jig with, a flair 
never again duplicated, he whipped 
his: rumpled hat from his head' and 
tossed it on the spot where the punt 
had' left, the playing field. Moments 
later, a referee's marker, joined the 
leprechaun's hat, making the play 
official, and moments after that the 
stadium crowd 'was roaring with 
delight. 

Among those standing and shout
ing was Danny O'Hara, then a small
ish, auburn-haired freshman .•• So 
impressed was O'Hara by the things 
Tom Lechner did on the sidelines 
that day_-and on several other oc~ 
casions during the '70-'71 football 
season -that,during the spring of 

, his freshman year, he tried out for 
the position vacated by the resident 
leprechaun's "graduation. And he 
made it." 
, , ' And" for the next three years, 
Danny O'Hara, jigged and cavorted 
on grass,' hardwood, and even ice~ 
and 'for ,the ,next ,three, years' he 
existed, in the minds of many, as the 
most visible symbol of the spirit that 
is Notre Dame's. 
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But Danny O'Hara's career as, a 
symbol entered a new phase last 
month. For it was then that O'Hara, 
a senior,' found himself in Stepan 
Center, surrounded by a cluster of 
20 students, most of whom were his 
size, and most of whom were beard
ed, dyed green, or armed with shil
lelaghs, frumpish hats, or other 
leprechaun raiment. 
, What O'Hara was doing was pick- , 

ing his successor, but he was' not 
alone in his sentimental,difficult, and 
often painful task. The rest of Notre 
Dame's cheerleading squad was in 
'the same position. 
, And so, as O'Hara and his band of 
hopefuls gave and took their own 
distinctive brand of blarney in one 
corner of the" building, the squad's 
other seniors -'Anne' Cisle, Charlie 
Morrison, Liz 'Sowada, and Rich 
Rawson joined captains-elect 
Susie Picton and Pat Heffernan and 
70 aspiring tryouts, on the' :main 
floor to begin the weeklong process 
of selecting anND' cheerleading 
team. 

"On Sunday (March 31) we just 
divided, everyone up," remembered 
junior Sue Picton. "We split the girls, 
into three groups and the guys into 
two, and then we rotated the girls 
through three stations - dancing, 
gymnastics, and mounts. There were 
about 50 girls there on Sunday' and , 
about 20 guys, and we just sent the 
guys' back and forth between the 
mounting and gymnastic stations. ' 

"The next day, Monday, 'we had 
,our first cut. We cut the number of 
girls'down to 24, and based:our deci
sions on how: well ,they did the rou
tine we'd taught them; as well as on 
their mounts and, individual gym
nastics. ' 

','The, second cut came Tues·day, 
and things went basically the same. 
We divided the girls into the three, 
stations again, taught them one new 

, 'Fight' routine, and then put them 
through ,the, same mounts 'and the 
same gymnastics'. The difference was 
that the girls also had to, perform 
a routine they'd made up ,to the fight 
sorig, so they were being judged both 
on learning and creativity. 

"At the same time, we cut the 
boys-down from 12 to eight. We 
judged them on mounts and on how 
they held the girls'they worked with. 
That, and on their, gymnastic 
ability." 

When the second cut was made 
late Tuesday evening, one of the fe
male casualties was Kathi Paterno, a 
St. Mary's junior. The setback made 
her a two~time loser at the game of 
cheerleading tryouts, and the setback 
might have been a bitter one -
coming, as it 'did, before a senior 
year. But such was not the case; not, 
atleast,where Kathi ' Paterno' was 
concerned. 

"It's really hard to say," she 
mused, "what it was about' cheering 
here that made me try out twice, 
that made:me want to go through it 
twice. ' " 

"I think, though; it's because this 
is Notre Dame, an'd becausecheei"ing 
puts you down' 'on the 'field, 'and 
makes you feel 'a part of the game 
--:- ,even more, so than 'when ,you're 
in, the" stands. ,.of course, there" are 
otller'reasons, "too: There's' the 
glamor aspect, the idea of travelling, 
to the away games, and there's the 
idea of leadersllip,' too. ' " 

"It seems 'like a crowd is always 
looking to "someone for leadership, 
and that's where' I see a lot of the 
value 'of cheerieading today. I know 
the girls are criticized a: lot for being 
nothing but objects to'look at, but 
when they're dancing' around down 
there; getting involved in the' game, 
they're going 'to get the' crowd ex
cited:: They're' goi~g to psyche 
them 'up. ' 

"And I think you need somethirig 
iike that today, I really do." 
; One thing the panel of senior' 
judges and observers needed, even" 
'after two days of tryouts, trials; and 
practices, was more time in which 
to make a decision.' So the 12 surviv~ 
ing girls and eight surviving 'guys 
were put through an intense school
ing session on Wednesday night
a session, which included learning a 
complex routine to Santana's "Evil 
Ways", - and then were put through 
an extensive all-phases examination 
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on Thursday. Then, after watching, 
brooding, and deliberating for near
ly six hours, the judges made their 
decisions. 

"We had an outline of our cri
teria," said Anne Cisle, one of last 
year's co-captains, "and as far as the 
girls were concerned, we based it on 
how well they caught on to what we'd 
taught them, how' they looked, and 

.... how they' performed in their dance 
routines and gymnastics.' But we 
were also looking for naturalness and 
spontaneity. That was very im
portant." 

, "And the guys," added Sue Picton, 
"we judged them on' their mounts, 
their gyniriastics,a'nd their appear
ance. And after all that, we' had per
sonal interviews with each of the 
finalists." 
, The interviews, agreed b'oth girls, 

were a critical part of the judging 
process. "Something like that is 
good," admitted Sue. "It can affect 
- for better or worse -'your whole 
outlook on a person: We' asked them 
some serious questions (such as 'Why 
do you want to be a cheerleader?'), 
and then some funny'ones ('What 
do you like to drink?'), and then, 
after that, we talked about each in
diVidual, and then we voted~ I think 
we did it very maturely;andI think 
we're 'going to have a, dynamite 
squad next year because of it." '. 

Conducting the personalinterviews 
and making the final' decision were 
by far, the toughest portion' of the 
process as far as the judges were 
concerned. But. while the fimil' yeas 
and nays were being. cast, 'the 20 
survIvmg, aspirants were, ,going 
through their own periods of stress. 
St. Mary's . SophOl]lOre Amy Mac-

,Donald .was' one of the girls selected 
for next year's'team, but actually 
making the squad is not what she 
remembers most about that 'final 
night .. 

"After we had our interviews," 
she said, laughing, HI didn't think I 
had much of a chance. :But I was 
proud; though, that I was o~e of the 
final 12 girls,. and I was relieved 
after the interviews because we 
knew, then, that it was all over. 

"We 'had a two~mdone-half hour 
wait until we found 'out who'd made 

. it and who hadn't, and' during that 
time ' everyone waited together. 
Everyone stayed' close. When· next 
year's team was finally announced, 
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they did it alphabetically. They 
started with the guys, and then with 
the girls. Rebecca Bracken was the 
first girl to be announced, and then 
they called Mary Ami Grabavoy. I' 
knew that if I'd made it; then, I'd 
be the next one called, and all I can 
remember after that is just hearing 
my name: After that, everything is 
blurred.' But you know, the whole 
thing was very. sincere, and everyone 
stayed around,together, after it was 
over. Even the· kids: who hadn't 
made it.",. 

Then she laughed again. "But it 
didn't hit me until two or three days 
later that I'd really made the team. 
And even now, well,. it still doesn't 
seem like it .. I guess it won't until we 
first get back to· school in Sep
tember;" 
, Amy MacDonald wasn't the only 

girl to earn a spot' on the team for 
the first time. Becky Bracken. and 
Mary Ann Grabavoy were also first
time choices, and they joined Sue 
Picton, and veterans Mary Short and 
Shelly Muller to make up the, fe
male contingent. Dennis Buchanan, 
AI, Koch, Jim Ignaut, Andy Fim
shauser, and two-year veteran' Mike 
Corey joined captain Pat Heffernan 
.to make up the men's group .. 

And like Amy MacDonald, eac'ii of 
the successful candidates had reasons 
for personal elation· upon making 
the squad. Shelly Muller did. So did 
Denny Buchanan. And so did Mike 
Corey. 
... "Once I'd made the team for the 

first time," said Corey, "I knew it 
was going to be hard. to go 'back to 
the stands; because when you're a 
cheerleader you're so close to. the 
action. 

"I : guess, basically, it's away of 
releasing energy for me, an outlet. 
I've always been, athletic-minded, 
and if I· couldn't actually participate 
in athletics, I figured this was about 
as close as I was going to come. But 
there are other aspects I enjoy, too. 
I like being an official representative 
of the University, and I like, especial
ly;: representing the students in the 
stands -.:.. the kids. who can't get, as 
close to the action as maybe they'd 
like. 

"You know," he, continued, "that's 
one thing .about this system of· try
outs. It assures that every year we're 
going to 'have' fresh, ,enthusiastic 
people. The new kids will be excited
because it's their first time around,' 

and others of us will be excited be
cause it's our senior year. I know 
that I, personally, may not show en
thusiasm all' the time, but it's there. 
Believe me, it's ther~." 

Enthusiasm is one factor which 
seems to pervade the entire program. 
From those who tried but didn't 
quite make it, to those who made it 
for the third time, to those whose 
cheerleading stints are over, and who 
found themselves not trying out last 
month, but judging. 

. "It was great,'" said senior Liz 
Sowada; "It was the greatest experi
ence. And not because' of the uni
form, not so much puttingtheskii·t 
on, but because of the' people who 
were 'involved. I appreciated it 'be
cause I knew what it was like to sit 
in,the stands:;- and I c~n say now 
that I've probably never laughed so 
much, or had so many good. times, 
as I did this year -:- and it's all.be
cause of, the people, who were 
involved. . .. 

"Trying out is an experience. It 
gets you so. worked tip, and so 
nervous. And I know what it's like 
to go through it and not make it. 
But you get over that, you really do. 
But judging, for me, is a different 
story. I just don't like to judge any
one. 

"Tryouts, though, are: a good idea. 
They give more kids a· chance to 
make the team, ,they give more kids 
a chance to experience the fUTu;f it; 
and they're good for, the squad be
cause they keep everyone on, their 
toes all year long." 
, ~ix newly selected' guys, and as 

many newly selected girls made up 
12,members of the 13-member cheer-

. leading team. The selection of the 
13th member - . the. leprechaun -
was left to the Un'iversity's only re
maining authority on thesubjeet: 
Danny O'Hara. And O'Hara's selec
tion, predictably, was a good one. 
He pic::ked PafMurphy,a sophomore, . 
out of a field of 20 hopefuls, and be:. 
queathed to Murphy the tools
and the tricks ~ of his trade. 

"We want the leprechaun to have 
a'mature image," s;J.id O'Hara, "but 
we'wanthim to be--enJoyable to the 
crowd, too. I There's really a fine line 
between the two, but I guess' you 
could say we want our leprechaun to 
be laughed with, and not laughed at. 

"I judged the tryouts this year on 
how well they did -their, Irish jig, 
how well they could do that jump 
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and kick after we score a touch
down, and on their ingenuity. I 
wanted them to show that they 
wouldn't be afraid to do something 
on the spur of the moment. 

. "But even when you consider' all 
that, you can't' forget the idea of 
maturity. When I was out there, I 
felt the responsibilitY-for carrying 
the image of Notre Dame. I had to 
perform all the' time, and I had to 
be enjoyable to everyone, but I still 

, felt that I had to 'be' Notre Dame." . 
, .' 

But that's a responsibility that 
Danny O'Hara never had to shoulder 
alone, andit's a responsibility that 
Pat Murphy won't' have to shoulder 
alone, either. For Murphy, like 
OiHara, will have plenty of help. And 
most of that help will come from the 
12 other students who'll make up 
Notre Dame's 1974-75 cheerleading 
squad. 

-Vic parr 

The 'Best Team 
"They sometimes ask us before 
matches if we ever sweat during 
competition.' If they' would only 
come and watch our practices and 
meets, they. would learn to appre-

Their season encompasses the en-' freshmen is in its availability for ciate the feelings a guy has after he 
tire school year, with hours of te- those on the'team to be exempted competes." 
dious practice faCing the, members from phys. ed. Fencing is something which re
each day. They have the winningest Then why does one wish to be~' quires great agilitY-and timing-hit 
percentage of ail. Notre Dame vitr- come a member of this relatively un~ Y.t a second later than your opponent 
sity teams, and their cumulative known team? Tim Taylor, the as- and he can win the match .. Practice, 
GPA is the highest among all ath- sistant coach (a former epee cap- which begins in September, consists 
letes. The facilities in which they tain for the Irish) of the team, feels of running, calisthenics, and an hour 
practice are regarded as the best in the major reason of joining is in the or so of footwork, fundamental to 
the country. And they have the de- ability fencing offers for high school the art of fencing. Countless hours 
sire to bekriown not as a collection athletes to continue their participa- are spenLon the .. different styles of 
of frustrated jocks, but as a group of tion in athletics. "I had played foot- footwork necessary for the fencer to 
well-conditioned and finely skilied ball and tennis in high school, and perforin.<. The average fencer is in 
athletes. ' I wanted to tryout for the football, as good or better condition than any 

The Notre Dame Fen~ing Team, team when I came here," said Tay- football or basketball player, for his 
founded in 1934, is one of the minor lor. "The outlook on making the sport requires as much conditioning 
varsity sports here at Notre Dame, team, didn't look very bright, so I ;.asanY,other. 
deeply rich in tradition. Unlike. the' turned to fendng. Coach. DeCicco Fencing itself is broken into three 
football, basketball' and hockey offered everyone trying out the weapons: sabre, foil and epee"with 
teams, ,the fencing team offers no ,chance to participate and to earn a each weapon having certain require
scholarships;. hardly conducts any letter, over the four years, and-the' mentsfor competition. ,After a few 
recruiting (how can you recruit any- team ,enabled me the chance to,rep-. months, of .practicing 'the basics 
body without being able· to offer resent Notre Dame in. athletics as ,(which seem to pass like years); the 
anything?), and offers only a chance well as academics." , new candidates are given the oppor
to compete'.· The team shares their There are many misconceptions .' tunity of choQsing the weapons they 
locker room with the wrestling,base-' about fencing which bring about a wish to compete with. The remain
ball" and junior varsity' . football great deal. of, joking among· the ing time will' be spent in practice, 
teams, and; many of, the other. fencers. "Many people compare us to trying to master, the techniques 
coaches can't figure. out. just what the· swashbucklers of the old-time . needed to exceL 
the fencers do. Perhaps the single movies; the Errol Flynn or Three' The individual years provide the 
reason for its popularity. among .; Musketeers type," noted' Taylor. time and factors which are. im-
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on Thursday. Then, after watching, 
brooding, and deliberating for near
ly six hours, the judges made their 
decisions. 

"We had an outline of our cri
teria," said Anne Cisle, one of last 
year's co-captains, "and as far as the 
girls were concerned, we based it on 
how well they caught on to what we'd 
taught them, how' they looked, and 

.... how they' performed in their dance 
routines and gymnastics.' But we 
were also looking for naturalness and 
spontaneity. That was very im
portant." 

, "And the guys," added Sue Picton, 
"we judged them on' their mounts, 
their gyniriastics,a'nd their appear
ance. And after all that, we' had per
sonal interviews with each of the 
finalists." 
, The interviews, agreed b'oth girls, 

were a critical part of the judging 
process. "Something like that is 
good," admitted Sue. "It can affect 
- for better or worse -'your whole 
outlook on a person: We' asked them 
some serious questions (such as 'Why 
do you want to be a cheerleader?'), 
and then some funny'ones ('What 
do you like to drink?'), and then, 
after that, we talked about each in
diVidual, and then we voted~ I think 
we did it very maturely;andI think 
we're 'going to have a, dynamite 
squad next year because of it." '. 

Conducting the personalinterviews 
and making the final' decision were 
by far, the toughest portion' of the 
process as far as the judges were 
concerned. But. while the fimil' yeas 
and nays were being. cast, 'the 20 
survIvmg, aspirants were, ,going 
through their own periods of stress. 
St. Mary's . SophOl]lOre Amy Mac-

,Donald .was' one of the girls selected 
for next year's'team, but actually 
making the squad is not what she 
remembers most about that 'final 
night .. 

"After we had our interviews," 
she said, laughing, HI didn't think I 
had much of a chance. :But I was 
proud; though, that I was o~e of the 
final 12 girls,. and I was relieved 
after the interviews because we 
knew, then, that it was all over. 

"We 'had a two~mdone-half hour 
wait until we found 'out who'd made 

. it and who hadn't, and' during that 
time ' everyone waited together. 
Everyone stayed' close. When· next 
year's team was finally announced, 
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they did it alphabetically. They 
started with the guys, and then with 
the girls. Rebecca Bracken was the 
first girl to be announced, and then 
they called Mary Ami Grabavoy. I' 
knew that if I'd made it; then, I'd 
be the next one called, and all I can 
remember after that is just hearing 
my name: After that, everything is 
blurred.' But you know, the whole 
thing was very. sincere, and everyone 
stayed around,together, after it was 
over. Even the· kids: who hadn't 
made it.",. 

Then she laughed again. "But it 
didn't hit me until two or three days 
later that I'd really made the team. 
And even now, well,. it still doesn't 
seem like it .. I guess it won't until we 
first get back to· school in Sep
tember;" 
, Amy MacDonald wasn't the only 

girl to earn a spot' on the team for 
the first time. Becky Bracken. and 
Mary Ann Grabavoy were also first
time choices, and they joined Sue 
Picton, and veterans Mary Short and 
Shelly Muller to make up the, fe
male contingent. Dennis Buchanan, 
AI, Koch, Jim Ignaut, Andy Fim
shauser, and two-year veteran' Mike 
Corey joined captain Pat Heffernan 
.to make up the men's group .. 

And like Amy MacDonald, eac'ii of 
the successful candidates had reasons 
for personal elation· upon making 
the squad. Shelly Muller did. So did 
Denny Buchanan. And so did Mike 
Corey. 
... "Once I'd made the team for the 

first time," said Corey, "I knew it 
was going to be hard. to go 'back to 
the stands; because when you're a 
cheerleader you're so close to. the 
action. 

"I : guess, basically, it's away of 
releasing energy for me, an outlet. 
I've always been, athletic-minded, 
and if I· couldn't actually participate 
in athletics, I figured this was about 
as close as I was going to come. But 
there are other aspects I enjoy, too. 
I like being an official representative 
of the University, and I like, especial
ly;: representing the students in the 
stands -.:.. the kids. who can't get, as 
close to the action as maybe they'd 
like. 

"You know," he, continued, "that's 
one thing .about this system of· try
outs. It assures that every year we're 
going to 'have' fresh, ,enthusiastic 
people. The new kids will be excited
because it's their first time around,' 

and others of us will be excited be
cause it's our senior year. I know 
that I, personally, may not show en
thusiasm all' the time, but it's there. 
Believe me, it's ther~." 

Enthusiasm is one factor which 
seems to pervade the entire program. 
From those who tried but didn't 
quite make it, to those who made it 
for the third time, to those whose 
cheerleading stints are over, and who 
found themselves not trying out last 
month, but judging. 

. "It was great,'" said senior Liz 
Sowada; "It was the greatest experi
ence. And not because' of the uni
form, not so much puttingtheskii·t 
on, but because of the' people who 
were 'involved. I appreciated it 'be
cause I knew what it was like to sit 
in,the stands:;- and I c~n say now 
that I've probably never laughed so 
much, or had so many good. times, 
as I did this year -:- and it's all.be
cause of, the people, who were 
involved. . .. 

"Trying out is an experience. It 
gets you so. worked tip, and so 
nervous. And I know what it's like 
to go through it and not make it. 
But you get over that, you really do. 
But judging, for me, is a different 
story. I just don't like to judge any
one. 

"Tryouts, though, are: a good idea. 
They give more kids a· chance to 
make the team, ,they give more kids 
a chance to experience the fUTu;f it; 
and they're good for, the squad be
cause they keep everyone on, their 
toes all year long." 
, ~ix newly selected' guys, and as 

many newly selected girls made up 
12,members of the 13-member cheer-

. leading team. The selection of the 
13th member - . the. leprechaun -
was left to the Un'iversity's only re
maining authority on thesubjeet: 
Danny O'Hara. And O'Hara's selec
tion, predictably, was a good one. 
He pic::ked PafMurphy,a sophomore, . 
out of a field of 20 hopefuls, and be:. 
queathed to Murphy the tools
and the tricks ~ of his trade. 

"We want the leprechaun to have 
a'mature image," s;J.id O'Hara, "but 
we'wanthim to be--enJoyable to the 
crowd, too. I There's really a fine line 
between the two, but I guess' you 
could say we want our leprechaun to 
be laughed with, and not laughed at. 

"I judged the tryouts this year on 
how well they did -their, Irish jig, 
how well they could do that jump 
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and kick after we score a touch
down, and on their ingenuity. I 
wanted them to show that they 
wouldn't be afraid to do something 
on the spur of the moment. 

. "But even when you consider' all 
that, you can't' forget the idea of 
maturity. When I was out there, I 
felt the responsibilitY-for carrying 
the image of Notre Dame. I had to 
perform all the' time, and I had to 
be enjoyable to everyone, but I still 

, felt that I had to 'be' Notre Dame." . 
, .' 

But that's a responsibility that 
Danny O'Hara never had to shoulder 
alone, andit's a responsibility that 
Pat Murphy won't' have to shoulder 
alone, either. For Murphy, like 
OiHara, will have plenty of help. And 
most of that help will come from the 
12 other students who'll make up 
Notre Dame's 1974-75 cheerleading 
squad. 

-Vic parr 

The 'Best Team 
"They sometimes ask us before 
matches if we ever sweat during 
competition.' If they' would only 
come and watch our practices and 
meets, they. would learn to appre-

Their season encompasses the en-' freshmen is in its availability for ciate the feelings a guy has after he 
tire school year, with hours of te- those on the'team to be exempted competes." 
dious practice faCing the, members from phys. ed. Fencing is something which re
each day. They have the winningest Then why does one wish to be~' quires great agilitY-and timing-hit 
percentage of ail. Notre Dame vitr- come a member of this relatively un~ Y.t a second later than your opponent 
sity teams, and their cumulative known team? Tim Taylor, the as- and he can win the match .. Practice, 
GPA is the highest among all ath- sistant coach (a former epee cap- which begins in September, consists 
letes. The facilities in which they tain for the Irish) of the team, feels of running, calisthenics, and an hour 
practice are regarded as the best in the major reason of joining is in the or so of footwork, fundamental to 
the country. And they have the de- ability fencing offers for high school the art of fencing. Countless hours 
sire to bekriown not as a collection athletes to continue their participa- are spenLon the .. different styles of 
of frustrated jocks, but as a group of tion in athletics. "I had played foot- footwork necessary for the fencer to 
well-conditioned and finely skilied ball and tennis in high school, and perforin.<. The average fencer is in 
athletes. ' I wanted to tryout for the football, as good or better condition than any 

The Notre Dame Fen~ing Team, team when I came here," said Tay- football or basketball player, for his 
founded in 1934, is one of the minor lor. "The outlook on making the sport requires as much conditioning 
varsity sports here at Notre Dame, team, didn't look very bright, so I ;.asanY,other. 
deeply rich in tradition. Unlike. the' turned to fendng. Coach. DeCicco Fencing itself is broken into three 
football, basketball' and hockey offered everyone trying out the weapons: sabre, foil and epee"with 
teams, ,the fencing team offers no ,chance to participate and to earn a each weapon having certain require
scholarships;. hardly conducts any letter, over the four years, and-the' mentsfor competition. ,After a few 
recruiting (how can you recruit any- team ,enabled me the chance to,rep-. months, of .practicing 'the basics 
body without being able· to offer resent Notre Dame in. athletics as ,(which seem to pass like years); the 
anything?), and offers only a chance well as academics." , new candidates are given the oppor
to compete'.· The team shares their There are many misconceptions .' tunity of choQsing the weapons they 
locker room with the wrestling,base-' about fencing which bring about a wish to compete with. The remain
ball" and junior varsity' . football great deal. of, joking among· the ing time will' be spent in practice, 
teams, and; many of, the other. fencers. "Many people compare us to trying to master, the techniques 
coaches can't figure. out. just what the· swashbucklers of the old-time . needed to exceL 
the fencers do. Perhaps the single movies; the Errol Flynn or Three' The individual years provide the 
reason for its popularity. among .; Musketeers type," noted' Taylor. time and factors which are. im-
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portant concerning the art·' of fenc
ing: 'witheach year comesmore skill·' 
and knowledge. "Freshman year cen
tered around the. anxiety about' re
ceiving his blade and learning how .to 
use it," note Ed Feeney, a sophomore 
wh() joined the team for the fun it 
offered. "We 'were nerVously an
ticipatingthe end of each day's prac~ 
tice, waiting for our turn to fence. 

frustrating at times, but thanks to 
Coach DeCicco, I was fortunate 

. enough to participate in a few bouts 
and even. travel in an away meet. It 
was.a tremendous .thrill to partici
pate on the varsity level and gain 
the experience of fencing under this 
added pressure." 

To be the coach of this team of 
talented athletes requires the knowl
edge and ability to communicate a 
sense of team unity and spirit. Mike 
DeCicco, in his 11th year as head 
coach, has attempted to put Notre 
Dame Fencing in its proper perspec~ 
tive. An ND alumnus (Class of '50), 

" When we did receive our blades, the 
lessons offered by the seniors and 
our participation made us feel like 
an integral part of the team, some
thing we were extremely proud of." 

Sophomore year provides' the first 
chance for travel and the ability to 
attain a monogram. "I think the 
major point for me was the help I' 
was given by Mike Matranga, . our 
captain, Tim Glass and Ed Fellows 
(an All-American fencer this year,' 
as a result of his great performance 
in the NCAA's). They taught me the 
execution of the basics given to us in 
freshman year, along with some of 
the finer points of fencing the weap
on. Sophomore· year can be very 

. 'he is a professor in Mechanical En
gineering, the Academic Counselor 
for Athletics, and a member of the 
Olympic Games Committee. . "I 
think Coach DeCicco is so respeCted 
because· he's a man of principle," 
said Taylor. "He's very close to his 
family and to religion, and the 
players respect him for that. Coach 
has made countless personal sacri
fices for the team, and all of its 
'present success is due to him."· 

. They have just come off a success
ful season (with one member attain
ing the . status of All-American) 
proving themselves, again to be win
ners. The team has turned out excel
lent fencers, but Coach DeCicco con
siders graduating young men his re
ward as coach. The fencers go rela
tiveiy unknown throughout the cam
pus, but· theyconti'nue to strive for 
excellence .in . a sport a majority 
neyer have heard of before coming 
here. 

I' think fencing can be' compared 
to the loneli~essof the long-distance 
runner-he' goes . out : and' does his 
job, day after day .. Any records 'he 
may set perhaps will be regarded as 
novel for a while, -but the novelty 
wears off fairly soon. Fencing is an 
exciting and' demanding sport which 
can be appreciated oythbse who ex
perience it. Notre Dame Fencers 
do their own thing, and seem to do 
it well, indicating that athletics at 
ND may be fun after all. 

. -Bill Delaney 

t. _~ 

, . Spring football practice ·has begun again with . daily 
afternoon practices and biweekly scrimmages on Car
tier ]field. With 80 or 'soout competing for the 22 start
ing' positions on the' team;' Ara has a lot of· musCle to 
work with .. He has his entire' backfield returning (Best, 
Bullock and Penick) and eight of starting 'defensive 
team (including Stock, Browner, Fanning and Collins).' 
His major problems lie· in finding a middle linebacker. 
(Potempa has graduated) and defensive backs:(Bar~ 
nett and Bradley are the only' returnees). The kicking 
team (Doherty and Thomas) has graduated and the 

position tlie willies ( especially, Southern Cal,' November 
30).' The practices' culminate in'the44th Annual Blue
Gold Game, to be.held on Saturday, May 4, at 1:30 

leading'candidates for the positions are Tony Brantley 
and Jack Stephan, both 'with previous kicking'expe
rience .. The passing combination of Clements to Dem-' 
merle will be . back for another round, giving our op-
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. p.m:, which'is the first chance the student body will 
be able to see the NationalChampionship Football Team 
;.:...;.theFighting Irish. 

. . Coach Noel·O'SuIlivan's first yearasgolf.coach has 
changed Notre Dame Golf's:horizon' from one of con- . 

. sistency into one of potential greatness. His team (con-
: sisting of two seniors, two' juniors and' three sopho" 
mores) has won its three dual matches; and has broken 
the recordfor.team scoring, set in 1969;, 

.' Confidence: appears to be the maJor.reason of the 
team's' success;' O'Sullivan'has instilled a feeling in 
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. the team that their constant work will bear the fruits 
of victory. His team leadership, especially displayed by··' 
co-captains Paul Betz and Jeff Burda has resulted in 
many schools acknowledging· the Irish as. a power to be 
reckoned with. Indeed, . the future looks very bright 
for those men of confidence-the Irish Golfers.; : 

Hard times. have fallen upon the Lacrosse Team this 
season, with injuries the main factor. From the indi~ 
cations of last year's team, much was expected for this 
year, but the injuries and the unusually rough sched-. 
ule the Irish have faced has left them where they are. 

Highlights of the year appear to lie with the of
fensive team. Standout performances by Bob Thibodeau 
and Tom McHugh have boosted the morale of Coach' 
Rich O'Leary and the team. There.is a sense; however, 
that the team will pull out the season, and with the 
entire starting offense returning, the future looks very 
bright for the Irish Stickmen. 

Inconsistency has been the label placed on Jake 
Kline's Baseball Team. With practically no spring prac
tice and a schedule of. 32 games in 26 days, the team 
should have their hands full. A lack of hitting and a 
third starting pitcher are Jake's major problems ... The 
performances of Captain Tom· Hansen, Ron. Goodman 
and Kevin Fanning' have been great, hut that lack of 
consistency h~s plagued" the Irish in many of their 
games. Klinenotes that with a little luck of the Irish, 
the team may turn their record around. With the tal-. 
ent the team possesses, that possibility may become a' 
reality. 

. The \974 . Bookstore' Basketball Tournament, where 
basketball is hopelessly buried into the ground by foot
ball tactics, was the highlight of the An Tostal Cele- ; 
bration here at Notre Dame last week. The winners of' 

. the tournament were the talented Ducks,; as the result 
of their victory over last year's champions, Club 31 II. 
The roster of the Ducks was entirely made up of Law' 
School students, including a former professional foot
ball player, a former member of the Irish football team, 
and anAROTC. commander. 

, On paper, it looked as if all Club 31 had to do was 
to show up for the game·in order to win. Led by foot
ball players"Frank Allocco, .Steve Niehaus and Steve 
Sylvester, the team had the speed and strength to cap
ture it all. 

But it never worked; the Legal Eagles grabbed an·· 
early lead, and despite an attempt by the referees to 
give the game to Club 31; the Ducks held on alld won. 
Brian Harrington's jumper from. the top of the key 
gave the victory to the Ducks, in. one of the most emo- . 
tional games ever played (approximately a quarter of·· 
the Law School came to the finals, cheering "the old 
men" on). 
. The'members of the winning team-Ron Hein, Brian: 

Harrington, Joe Cooney, Roosevelt Thomas and Terry' 
"Mad Dog" McGann entered the tournament for the fun 
of it. Cooney was the MVP of the tournament. and Hein 
was "Mister Bookstore." Way to go, Legal Eagles,way 
to go. " 

-Bill Delaney . 
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by Jim. Gresser 
For the years are rolling by me 
They are rocking evenly,· 
I am older than I once was 
And younger than I'll. be 
But that's not unusual. 
Lord is it strange 
That after changes upon changes 
Weare more or less the same) -
After changes we are .more or less, 
. the .same? . 

-Paul· Simon, ((The Boxer." 

Every year the same thing hap:
pens. -Without anyone telling them 

, to, and without any monetary recom
pense, a. few highly' concerned 
people .decide to feed ~e ducks; not 
as a one~shot, jaunt back to nature, 
but as a daily responsibility. Though 
any time would be acceptable,' right 
after .dinner seems to be· the time 
when most of the duck feeders go 
about their chore. _ :They· do, it lov
ingly and ask for very little jnre
turn . 

,Each year someone ,new takes· on 
thetask.:Thisyear, for. example, a 
freshman girl, Maureen O'Neill, goes 
with devoted regularity to give the 
birds bread or cereal, often through 
the courtesy of the North Dining 
Hall. Nobody told her to feed the 
ducks. It's not a graduation req~ire
ment. . She just started togo for 
walks to .the· lakes, and saw the 
ducks needed and appreciated what 
little crusts or crumbs she 'could 
offer. ,. 

At . the same time, some of the 
more permanent members of ::the 
Notre Dame community took on· the 
task years ~ago and. still continue 
faithfully. The. obvious example is 
Fr. Duck, aptly nicknamed for .. the 
creatures in his charge.:' He-will, go 
through the tray carriers. in . the 
South Dining Hall; usually during 
continental breakfast, and collect the 
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portant concerning the art·' of fenc
ing: 'witheach year comesmore skill·' 
and knowledge. "Freshman year cen
tered around the. anxiety about' re
ceiving his blade and learning how .to 
use it," note Ed Feeney, a sophomore 
wh() joined the team for the fun it 
offered. "We 'were nerVously an
ticipatingthe end of each day's prac~ 
tice, waiting for our turn to fence. 

frustrating at times, but thanks to 
Coach DeCicco, I was fortunate 

. enough to participate in a few bouts 
and even. travel in an away meet. It 
was.a tremendous .thrill to partici
pate on the varsity level and gain 
the experience of fencing under this 
added pressure." 

To be the coach of this team of 
talented athletes requires the knowl
edge and ability to communicate a 
sense of team unity and spirit. Mike 
DeCicco, in his 11th year as head 
coach, has attempted to put Notre 
Dame Fencing in its proper perspec~ 
tive. An ND alumnus (Class of '50), 

" When we did receive our blades, the 
lessons offered by the seniors and 
our participation made us feel like 
an integral part of the team, some
thing we were extremely proud of." 

Sophomore year provides' the first 
chance for travel and the ability to 
attain a monogram. "I think the 
major point for me was the help I' 
was given by Mike Matranga, . our 
captain, Tim Glass and Ed Fellows 
(an All-American fencer this year,' 
as a result of his great performance 
in the NCAA's). They taught me the 
execution of the basics given to us in 
freshman year, along with some of 
the finer points of fencing the weap
on. Sophomore· year can be very 

. 'he is a professor in Mechanical En
gineering, the Academic Counselor 
for Athletics, and a member of the 
Olympic Games Committee. . "I 
think Coach DeCicco is so respeCted 
because· he's a man of principle," 
said Taylor. "He's very close to his 
family and to religion, and the 
players respect him for that. Coach 
has made countless personal sacri
fices for the team, and all of its 
'present success is due to him."· 

. They have just come off a success
ful season (with one member attain
ing the . status of All-American) 
proving themselves, again to be win
ners. The team has turned out excel
lent fencers, but Coach DeCicco con
siders graduating young men his re
ward as coach. The fencers go rela
tiveiy unknown throughout the cam
pus, but· theyconti'nue to strive for 
excellence .in . a sport a majority 
neyer have heard of before coming 
here. 

I' think fencing can be' compared 
to the loneli~essof the long-distance 
runner-he' goes . out : and' does his 
job, day after day .. Any records 'he 
may set perhaps will be regarded as 
novel for a while, -but the novelty 
wears off fairly soon. Fencing is an 
exciting and' demanding sport which 
can be appreciated oythbse who ex
perience it. Notre Dame Fencers 
do their own thing, and seem to do 
it well, indicating that athletics at 
ND may be fun after all. 

. -Bill Delaney 

t. _~ 

, . Spring football practice ·has begun again with . daily 
afternoon practices and biweekly scrimmages on Car
tier ]field. With 80 or 'soout competing for the 22 start
ing' positions on the' team;' Ara has a lot of· musCle to 
work with .. He has his entire' backfield returning (Best, 
Bullock and Penick) and eight of starting 'defensive 
team (including Stock, Browner, Fanning and Collins).' 
His major problems lie· in finding a middle linebacker. 
(Potempa has graduated) and defensive backs:(Bar~ 
nett and Bradley are the only' returnees). The kicking 
team (Doherty and Thomas) has graduated and the 

position tlie willies ( especially, Southern Cal,' November 
30).' The practices' culminate in'the44th Annual Blue
Gold Game, to be.held on Saturday, May 4, at 1:30 

leading'candidates for the positions are Tony Brantley 
and Jack Stephan, both 'with previous kicking'expe
rience .. The passing combination of Clements to Dem-' 
merle will be . back for another round, giving our op-
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. p.m:, which'is the first chance the student body will 
be able to see the NationalChampionship Football Team 
;.:...;.theFighting Irish. 

. . Coach Noel·O'SuIlivan's first yearasgolf.coach has 
changed Notre Dame Golf's:horizon' from one of con- . 

. sistency into one of potential greatness. His team (con-
: sisting of two seniors, two' juniors and' three sopho" 
mores) has won its three dual matches; and has broken 
the recordfor.team scoring, set in 1969;, 

.' Confidence: appears to be the maJor.reason of the 
team's' success;' O'Sullivan'has instilled a feeling in 
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. the team that their constant work will bear the fruits 
of victory. His team leadership, especially displayed by··' 
co-captains Paul Betz and Jeff Burda has resulted in 
many schools acknowledging· the Irish as. a power to be 
reckoned with. Indeed, . the future looks very bright 
for those men of confidence-the Irish Golfers.; : 

Hard times. have fallen upon the Lacrosse Team this 
season, with injuries the main factor. From the indi~ 
cations of last year's team, much was expected for this 
year, but the injuries and the unusually rough sched-. 
ule the Irish have faced has left them where they are. 

Highlights of the year appear to lie with the of
fensive team. Standout performances by Bob Thibodeau 
and Tom McHugh have boosted the morale of Coach' 
Rich O'Leary and the team. There.is a sense; however, 
that the team will pull out the season, and with the 
entire starting offense returning, the future looks very 
bright for the Irish Stickmen. 

Inconsistency has been the label placed on Jake 
Kline's Baseball Team. With practically no spring prac
tice and a schedule of. 32 games in 26 days, the team 
should have their hands full. A lack of hitting and a 
third starting pitcher are Jake's major problems ... The 
performances of Captain Tom· Hansen, Ron. Goodman 
and Kevin Fanning' have been great, hut that lack of 
consistency h~s plagued" the Irish in many of their 
games. Klinenotes that with a little luck of the Irish, 
the team may turn their record around. With the tal-. 
ent the team possesses, that possibility may become a' 
reality. 

. The \974 . Bookstore' Basketball Tournament, where 
basketball is hopelessly buried into the ground by foot
ball tactics, was the highlight of the An Tostal Cele- ; 
bration here at Notre Dame last week. The winners of' 

. the tournament were the talented Ducks,; as the result 
of their victory over last year's champions, Club 31 II. 
The roster of the Ducks was entirely made up of Law' 
School students, including a former professional foot
ball player, a former member of the Irish football team, 
and anAROTC. commander. 

, On paper, it looked as if all Club 31 had to do was 
to show up for the game·in order to win. Led by foot
ball players"Frank Allocco, .Steve Niehaus and Steve 
Sylvester, the team had the speed and strength to cap
ture it all. 

But it never worked; the Legal Eagles grabbed an·· 
early lead, and despite an attempt by the referees to 
give the game to Club 31; the Ducks held on alld won. 
Brian Harrington's jumper from. the top of the key 
gave the victory to the Ducks, in. one of the most emo- . 
tional games ever played (approximately a quarter of·· 
the Law School came to the finals, cheering "the old 
men" on). 
. The'members of the winning team-Ron Hein, Brian: 

Harrington, Joe Cooney, Roosevelt Thomas and Terry' 
"Mad Dog" McGann entered the tournament for the fun 
of it. Cooney was the MVP of the tournament. and Hein 
was "Mister Bookstore." Way to go, Legal Eagles,way 
to go. " 

-Bill Delaney . 
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by Jim. Gresser 
For the years are rolling by me 
They are rocking evenly,· 
I am older than I once was 
And younger than I'll. be 
But that's not unusual. 
Lord is it strange 
That after changes upon changes 
Weare more or less the same) -
After changes we are .more or less, 
. the .same? . 

-Paul· Simon, ((The Boxer." 

Every year the same thing hap:
pens. -Without anyone telling them 

, to, and without any monetary recom
pense, a. few highly' concerned 
people .decide to feed ~e ducks; not 
as a one~shot, jaunt back to nature, 
but as a daily responsibility. Though 
any time would be acceptable,' right 
after .dinner seems to be· the time 
when most of the duck feeders go 
about their chore. _ :They· do, it lov
ingly and ask for very little jnre
turn . 

,Each year someone ,new takes· on 
thetask.:Thisyear, for. example, a 
freshman girl, Maureen O'Neill, goes 
with devoted regularity to give the 
birds bread or cereal, often through 
the courtesy of the North Dining 
Hall. Nobody told her to feed the 
ducks. It's not a graduation req~ire
ment. . She just started togo for 
walks to .the· lakes, and saw the 
ducks needed and appreciated what 
little crusts or crumbs she 'could 
offer. ,. 

At . the same time, some of the 
more permanent members of ::the 
Notre Dame community took on· the 
task years ~ago and. still continue 
faithfully. The. obvious example is 
Fr. Duck, aptly nicknamed for .. the 
creatures in his charge.:' He-will, go 
through the tray carriers. in . the 
South Dining Hall; usually during 
continental breakfast, and collect the 
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remnants of doughnuts and pastries 
discarded by those students with a 
characteristic incongruity between 
their eyes and their stomachs. The 
old priest then walks to St. Mary's 
Lake where the hungry ducks anx
iously await his daily arrival. 
Though some might choose to be
lieve the viCiou's rumor that Fr. Duck 
occasionally wrings a.feathered neck 

Jor personal culinary reasons, it can
not be denied that he has faithfully 
and lovingly looked after the nour
ishment of the birds for many years. 

Each year the old ones continue 
and the new ones begin to care for 
the lake residents. For countless 
years the ducks have been depending 
on the voluntary generosity of these 
campus ministers and, though the 
ducks are often rude, obstreperous, 
and highly ungrateful, these people 
continue to give. 

On April 6 of this year, while the 
ducks were' fooling around in' the 
lake, Mike McCafferty was ordained 
a priest in Sacred Heart Church. In 

< an absolutely breathtaking cere
mony, Mike officially told the com
munity that he was "ready and wil
ling" to take on the tremendous task 
of the priesthood. The - handsome 
young lawyer formally proclaimed 
his desire to give of himself for the 
benefit of the community. No one 
forced him, or the other six men or
dained that day, to take on the re
sponsibility. He chose it freely and 
lovingly. 

'At Communion the ceremony was 
delayed about five minutes' because 
of the long line of boys, from the 
floor on which Mike is a resident as
sistant,' who would receive Commu
nion from no one but Mike. These 
people have a need for him and he 
is willing to fill it. " 

At one point during the ceremony, 
all the priests of the Congregation of 
Holy Cross on campus laid their 
hands on· Mike's head. From the 
oldest to the youngest,· these priests 
were a symbol of' the selfless love 
and devotion which so many have 
manifest since the University's in
ception. Though over the years many 
of· them have made glaring blunders, 
as seems to be so characteristic of 
the human animal, they still have 
been willing to give of themselves to 
fill the needs of the community they 
serve. Many have done this as well 
as they can; Somehow, for some un-

_ fathomable reason, someone· always 
seems. to be willing to assume the 
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role. Father Mike McCafferty is 
one of those people and his ordina
tion marked and celebrated that fact. 

Both of these situations illustrate 
something very curious about Notre 
Dame. Since it was founded, the 
University has been abundantly 
peopled with those willing' to care. 
In all facets of life here, from feed
ing the campus wildlife to caring for 
spiritual needs, someone is willing 
to care; maybe not always' many 
people, but always someone. 

It seems to start with the parents 
who are willing to' pay' so much 
for their daughters and sons to go 
here. "" 

The same commitment is visible in 
the administrators. Though they often 
seem antique and oppressive it can
not be denied, and this is no attempt 
at flattery, that for-the most part 
they do what they do out of a gen- . 
uine concern for the n~s of' the 
community. Notre Dame is unlike 
many academic institutions in that 
its administrators have a 'certain 
human commitment to its students 
and not just a mon'etary contract 
with them. They are "obviously not 
in it for the money. 

That same selfless giving is mani
fest, perhaps most noticeably, jn the. 
faculty .. Notre Dame is not a high
paying institution and yet extremely 
good teachers' want to teach here. 
Notre Dame offers one of the best 
undergraduate educations in the 
country. Its faculty., members not 
only give of themselves in the' class
room but outside it as well. 

That special kind of attitude even 
appears in' the students. Though the 
University by its nature must be a 
transient. community, the students 
here seem, to hav~ always maintained 
a generous attitude toward the per
sonal needs they find among them
selves and in their world that·is not 
as visible elsewhere. That is not to , 
say that at present the Notre Dame 
student body is at a peak of concern 
for each other; in fact it is probably. 
in this area where the. commitment 
needs the most strengthening. 

Looking to next year, however, it 
appears that .things will carryon.' 
The faculty and administrators are 
getting ready for the fall semester. 
Student Government and all the 
other student organizations have 
seen people volunteer to give of 
themselves next year. More freshmen -
will arrive to eventually' become' 

seniors: 'Ducks and people will be 
fed. 

. There will be many arguments and 
differences. That's good. Concern 
should never be complacent. 

As Scholastic begins its new edi
torial year, though,' perhaps it is 
wise to stay away from. the argu
ments for a moment. Many of them 
are becoming so distorted anyway. 
There will be plenty of time and pa': 
per for that later: Perhaps it is bet
ter to step out of the thick of things 
and view the situation in its totality. 
So many people have given and are 
·giving so-much of themselves to this 
place. For their selfless devotion in 
the past they, parents, priests, 
teachers, administrators, duck feed
ers, and even old Sc1UJlastic editors, 

. should receive much deserved but 
too often denied gratitude. 
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There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson. 
But there is a' way to make it somewhat easier. 

Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions 
. Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands 

of your professors, or those you make upon yourself 
-but it may free you from those financial problems 
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your 
concentration. 

If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover 
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll 
receive a good monthly allowance all through your 
schooling. . . . 

But what happens after you graduate? 
Then, as a health care officer in the military 

branch of your choice you enter a professional 
environment that is challenging, stimulating and 
satisfying. . 

An environment which keeps you in contact with 
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you 
the time to observe and learn before you decide on 
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity 
to train in that specialty. And to practice it. 

You may also find some of the most advanced 
medical achievements happening right where you 
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in 
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat· 
ment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the 
famed Aerospace Medical DiviSion, also in San 

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in 
Bethesda. Maryland, recognized worldwide for its 
work in Medical Research . 

. And if you've read this far, you may be interested 
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll 
supply them. r-----------------------, 

~6~~d Forces Scholarships Z-CN-44 I 
Universal City, Texas 78148 I 
I desire information for the following pro~ram: Army 0 
Navy 0 Air Force (] Medical/OsteopathlC 0 Dental 0 
Veterinar~· 0 POdiatry 0 Other (please specify) 

Name'----------(~p~lea~s~ep~r~in~t)----------
Soc.sec.# ________ ---:-___ _ 

Address _______________ _ 

Cily ______ --' __ -'----'_-'-__ 

State_---:-______ ,Zlp-'--___ _ 

Enrolled at-----'-----.T.:(SC::;:hoo=I):------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Date of birth,_--;="",,_--;=;--_==-_ I 
(month) (day) (year) I 

To graduate In---,(-=m""'on""th:-:')----,("'ye"'ar::-j -'-:-(d""e-=gr=-ee:-:")-

·Veterinary not available In Navy Program. I 
·L _______________________ ~ 

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE 
DEDICATED TO MEDtCINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE tf 
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remnants of doughnuts and pastries 
discarded by those students with a 
characteristic incongruity between 
their eyes and their stomachs. The 
old priest then walks to St. Mary's 
Lake where the hungry ducks anx
iously await his daily arrival. 
Though some might choose to be
lieve the viCiou's rumor that Fr. Duck 
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and highly ungrateful, these people 
continue to give. 

On April 6 of this year, while the 
ducks were' fooling around in' the 
lake, Mike McCafferty was ordained 
a priest in Sacred Heart Church. In 

< an absolutely breathtaking cere
mony, Mike officially told the com
munity that he was "ready and wil
ling" to take on the tremendous task 
of the priesthood. The - handsome 
young lawyer formally proclaimed 
his desire to give of himself for the 
benefit of the community. No one 
forced him, or the other six men or
dained that day, to take on the re
sponsibility. He chose it freely and 
lovingly. 

'At Communion the ceremony was 
delayed about five minutes' because 
of the long line of boys, from the 
floor on which Mike is a resident as
sistant,' who would receive Commu
nion from no one but Mike. These 
people have a need for him and he 
is willing to fill it. " 

At one point during the ceremony, 
all the priests of the Congregation of 
Holy Cross on campus laid their 
hands on· Mike's head. From the 
oldest to the youngest,· these priests 
were a symbol of' the selfless love 
and devotion which so many have 
manifest since the University's in
ception. Though over the years many 
of· them have made glaring blunders, 
as seems to be so characteristic of 
the human animal, they still have 
been willing to give of themselves to 
fill the needs of the community they 
serve. Many have done this as well 
as they can; Somehow, for some un-

_ fathomable reason, someone· always 
seems. to be willing to assume the 
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role. Father Mike McCafferty is 
one of those people and his ordina
tion marked and celebrated that fact. 

Both of these situations illustrate 
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That same selfless giving is mani
fest, perhaps most noticeably, jn the. 
faculty .. Notre Dame is not a high
paying institution and yet extremely 
good teachers' want to teach here. 
Notre Dame offers one of the best 
undergraduate educations in the 
country. Its faculty., members not 
only give of themselves in the' class
room but outside it as well. 

That special kind of attitude even 
appears in' the students. Though the 
University by its nature must be a 
transient. community, the students 
here seem, to hav~ always maintained 
a generous attitude toward the per
sonal needs they find among them
selves and in their world that·is not 
as visible elsewhere. That is not to , 
say that at present the Notre Dame 
student body is at a peak of concern 
for each other; in fact it is probably. 
in this area where the. commitment 
needs the most strengthening. 

Looking to next year, however, it 
appears that .things will carryon.' 
The faculty and administrators are 
getting ready for the fall semester. 
Student Government and all the 
other student organizations have 
seen people volunteer to give of 
themselves next year. More freshmen -
will arrive to eventually' become' 

seniors: 'Ducks and people will be 
fed. 

. There will be many arguments and 
differences. That's good. Concern 
should never be complacent. 

As Scholastic begins its new edi
torial year, though,' perhaps it is 
wise to stay away from. the argu
ments for a moment. Many of them 
are becoming so distorted anyway. 
There will be plenty of time and pa': 
per for that later: Perhaps it is bet
ter to step out of the thick of things 
and view the situation in its totality. 
So many people have given and are 
·giving so-much of themselves to this 
place. For their selfless devotion in 
the past they, parents, priests, 
teachers, administrators, duck feed
ers, and even old Sc1UJlastic editors, 

. should receive much deserved but 
too often denied gratitude. 
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ride on your' . 
eol1ege,texti1ooks 

-. ~. ' ~" . 

It's easy":"'when you finish with your books,you 'trade th~m in for cash! 
Then head out and get yourself a new set of whee'ls. . 

Whether it's e~o~gh.for~n old beater or, a brand new lO-speed depends on 
'. how many books you've gottosell,what condition theY're ill,.and whether 

or not they'll be used again next term." , .' " 
.~ 

.' Whatever you want to ~s~ the mOnElyfor it will sure beat i~st I~tfing them' 
lie around collecting dust. So bring your books over to the professional, ' 
book buyers at the bo'okstore n~w, while you~ book is ~orthth~' . 

. most it will ever be. ", .. ' " .. , ' . .,. , 

Wait too long andch~nce~ ar'e your books won't b~ worth ~ bi~ycle pump. 
< •• '. • • "." • 

,sel1themior:cash' at 
: ..... :-' 

Hamm:es-Notre: D.a~me· Bo()kstore' 
U~ivetsity' 'oFN()t~eD~ine 

MAY.8.'10 
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